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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the development of algorithms that will allow protein design

calculations to incorporate more realistic modeling assumptions. Protein design al-

gorithms search large sequence spaces for protein sequences that are biologically and

medically useful. Better modeling could improve the chance of success in designs and

expand the range of problems to which these algorithms are applied. I have devel-

oped algorithms to improve modeling of backbone flexibility (DEEPer) and of more

extensive continuous flexibility in general (EPIC and LUTE). I’ve also developed al-

gorithms to perform multistate designs, which account for effects like specificity, with

provable guarantees of accuracy (COMETS), and to accommodate a wider range of

energy functions in design (EPIC and LUTE).
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7.2 Multistate protein design test cases. These designs systems were
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306-311. The iMinDEE and DEEPer GMECs are virtually identical;
the BD GMEC adopts a different backbone but still has a a higher
energy due to a lack of sidechain flexibility. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

2.13 The lever effect for a backrub: the sidechain atoms move the most
because they are farthest from the axis of rotation. A 5˝ backrub is
shown. The view on the left looks down the axis of rotation, while the
view on the right shows the axis of rotation as a black line. . . . . . 67

2.14 Examples of DEEPer GMEC searches. (a) A sequence-design run on
structure 2BGX (AmiD from E. coli). The GMEC backbone moved
away from the starting conformation for residues 126-131. The lack of
continuous flexibility in this run allows display of all searched back-
bone conformations. (b) A conformational-search run on structure
2IXT (sphericase). From the starting conformation, a partial struc-
ture switch allowed the GMEC to change the backbone to that of a
crystallographic alternate conformation for residues 37-42, where its
sidechain rotamers also matched. Starting structure, black/gray; com-
plete searched ensemble, purple; GMEC, pink. Green balls demarcate
flexible-backbone regions; sidechains outside these regions are omitted
for visual clarity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
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2.15 DEEPer ensembles are dependent on structural and sequence contexts.
(a) The low-energy ensemble of computed models was fairly wide at
residues 157-160 of sphericase (structure 2IXT) and spanned the crys-
tallographic alternates. The GMEC was on the fringe of the ensemble.
(b) Residues 238 and 240-243 also have alternates in structure 2IXT,
but the low-energy ensemble from DEEPer for the G242S mutant, in-
cluding the GMEC, was very tight around alternate A. One low-energy
model made a significant excursion via a ą 90˝ peptide flip, executed
by a loop closure adjustment and backrubs. (c) Residues 35-38 in
structure 1UBQ (ubiquitin) have a single well-ordered conformation.
Correspondingly, the low-energy ensemble from DEEPer is very com-
pact: the biggest departure is a single proline flip perturbation. Start-
ing structure, black/gray; low-energy ensemble, blue; GMEC, pink.
Green balls demarcate flexible-backbone regions; sidechains outside
these regions are omitted for visual clarity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

3.1 (A) The energy of each residue is represented by EPIC as a polynomial
in the internal coordinates, such as sidechain dihedrals χ. Low-degree,
inexpensive polynomials (blue) are tried first, and the degree is in-
creased as needed to achieve a good fit (black) to the actual energy
function (red). These polynomials are then used for design in place
of the full energy function. (B) Interactions between pairs of residues
are represented in terms of both residues’ internal coordinates. . . . 83

3.2 The number of energy wells in a protein system scales exponentially
with the number of flexible residues, leading to an exponential number
of energy function calls, but EPIC can replace most of these calls with
quick evaluations of low-degree polynomials. (Top) A protein may
have an energy well for every combination of rotamers (rainbow) at
different residues. The global minimum-energy conformation (GMEC)
of a protein may be in any of these wells. We model the energy as a
sum of pairwise energy terms. Each pairwise term will have wells for
pairs of rotamers, but there are far fewer wells of this kind—a number
quadratic in the number of residues. We can easily afford the energy
function calls needed to characterize each pairwise well. (Bottom)
By precomputing a polynomial representation (blue) of the energy
within each well of each pairwise term (red), we enable computation
of any pairwise term in any pairwise well, and thus of the full protein
energy in any energy well of the protein, solely by a quick evaluation
of polynomials. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
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3.3 (A) For each energy value E 1, there is a range of “ideal” values for
the EPIC fit (green). For the energies below cutoff b1, which may
be found in favorable conformations, this range is just the energy
(the range has zero width). For higher energies, the range is defined
using the cutoffs b1 and b2. For fitting purposes, EPIC fit values are
penalized by the amount they lie outside the ideal range (the purple
point represents a sample conformation for a given EPIC fit incurring
the penalty indicated in red). (B) Example of curves satisfying these
conditions. The EPIC fit matches the energy closely up to the cutoff
b1, after which it deviates from the energy, but stays in the target
region shown in A, by staying below the energy. Once the energy is
over b2, the EPIC fit can be either above or below the true energy
without leaving the target region. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92

3.4 Mutatable residues in the redesign of the surface of the HIV sur-
face protein gp120 in complex with the broadly neutralizing antibody
NIH45-46 (PDB code 3u7y27). This design finished only when EPIC
was used. Mutatable residues, blue backbone and pink sidechains;
gp120, black backbone; NIH45-46 heavy chain, green backbone; NIH45-
46 light chain, brown backbone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113

3.5 (A) A* times with and without EPIC. Five designs that did not fin-
ish without EPIC are shown on the right in red. (B) Proportions of
each type of fit (see Section 3.2.6) required in EPIC calculations. The
“quartic*” category includes both full quartic fits and quadratic fits
with quartic terms added for D10 or for D100. Fits were all made as
high-degree as needed to obtain a residual below 0.0001, as described
in Section 3.2.6. Some fits have substantially lower residuals, espe-
cially quadratic fits without SAPE, since no lower fit degrees were
allowed. (C) Speedups due to different EPIC methods compared to
A* based on pairwise lower-bound energies; standard EPIC includes
both SAPE and minimization of partial conformations. PF denotes
partition function calculations; the others are GMEC calculations. . 114

3.6 Intra-residue energy calculated for Phe 2 of aspartame using Hartree-
Fock theory with a STO-3G basis set, and quadratic EPIC fit, as a
function of the two sidechain dihedrals. The fit is very close to the
energy surface, though a slight discrepancy is visible in the upper
right-hand corner (χ1 « 70˝, χ2 « 100˝). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
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4.1 Flexible and mutable residues in a design for specificity. The apoptotic
regulator CED4 forms two different dimers, one to block apoptosis
(left; PDB id 2a5y172) and one to induce it (right; PDB id 3lqr133).
We want to design for specificity (to block apoptosis), so we allow
mutations to some residues in the binding site (blue). To accurately
model the conformational changes induced by the mutations, we also
model as flexible the residues on the opposite side of each interface
that interact with the mutable residues (orange, pink). Analysis of
this calculation and others is described in Section 4.3. . . . . . . . . . 125

4.2 Expansion steps during node processing generate nodes with partially
(e.g., VXXXX or AXXXX) and then fully (e.g., VFYWI) defined se-
quences. Once a node has a fully defined sequence, conformational
trees are built for it for all states. Then conformational tree expan-
sions lead to fully processed nodes. X, unassigned amino acid or RC;
V, Val; A, Ala; F, Phe; Y, Tyr; W, Trp; I, Ile. . . . . . . . . . . . . 128

4.3 comets is a sequence of node-processing operations. . . . . . . . . . 129

4.4 Expansion of the state conformational trees for the node with sequence
V in the toy example. (A) Each state conformational tree starts with
a single node, in which all conformational degrees of freedom are un-
defined. (B) When the sequence tree node is fully processed, the
lowest-scoring node in each conformational tree fully defines a con-
formation. (Only the lowest-scoring node in each tree is shown here:
each tree will also have higher-scoring nodes, with varying numbers of
unrestricted conformational degrees of freedom). (C) The expansion
of the conformational tree for the T-bound state. As in single-state
A*, nodes are chosen for expansion based on their scores, which are
lower bounds on the energies of conformations in their conformational
spaces. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137

4.5 Number g of state GMECs calculated in comets runs with (A) rigid
or (B) continuous flexibility, compared to the number sN of state
GMECs in the entire design space (sN is the number of sequences in
the design space times the number of states). Results are shown both
for calculation of the best sequence and for enumeration of the best
five, when possible under the design constraints. Exhaustive search
would have to calculate all state GMECs (green curve). . . . . . . . 141
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4.6 Speedup due to reduced explicit consideration of sequences in comets,
compared to exhaustive search (green line), for designs with rigid ro-
tamers. m: number of sequence tree nodes created in comets. N :
number of sequences in the design space. Magnifying this speedup,
comets handles sequences that it considers explicitly very efficiently
(Fig. 4.5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142

4.7 For the design run optimizing the difference in energy between the
reduced and oxidized states of angiotensinogen (PDB ids 2wxy and
2wxx, respectively), the single mutation Y12I (blue to green) was
found to fit well into the reduced state, but to cause steric clashes
(pink) in the oxidized state. The selection of this single mutant as op-
timal required explicit multistate design to destabilize the undesired
oxidized state, while maintaining the stability of the reduced state:
optimization of either the reduced or oxidized state alone yielded aro-
matic residues at position 12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

5.1 Tree representation of protein conformation space. (A) A toy
example of three serine residues (shown in orange, blue and grey) be-
longing to the antibody VRC07 (PDB id: 4OLZ143), partially shown
in white cartoon. (B) A 2D representation of (A), and for the pur-
poses of this toy example, we allow each residue to mutate to only two
rotamers (shown here as a star and a circle). (C) Protein design algo-
rithms compute pairwise interactions between rotamers based on an
input energy function, and these are shown here in matrices between
residue pairs. For simplicity, all internal rotamer energies are zero,
and the pairwise energies not shown have a zero value. (D) The pro-
tein conformation and sequence space can be represented as a tree. In
a tree representation, each level represents a residue, each inner node
(each of the nodes between the root of the tree, r, and the leaves of
the tree) represents a partially assigned conformation, and each child
assigns a rotamer choice for the next residue. Each leaf represents a
fully assigned conformation. A näıve approach to solve the protein
design problem would explore this tree completely. The optimal path
is shown in red. (E) Branch-and-bound algorithms such as A* explore
a small part of the tree by computing energy lower bounds (called f -
scores and shown next to each node) on the possible conformations
allowed at each inner node. A* expands nodes in order of their f -score
and guarantees that the optimal solution is found (shown in red). . . 163
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5.2 Toy example that demonstrates the effect of residue position
reordering on an A* search. (A) Toy design problem where seven
residue positions are each allowed to mutate to two rotamers (repre-
sented by a star and a circle). Each residue position is colored by a
unique color: orange (position 0), cyan (position 1), grey (position 2),
purple (position 3), maroon (position 4), green (position 5), and black
(position 6). (B) Diagram showing the pairwise energies between all
rotamers in this toy example. For simplicity, assume that all intra-
rotamer energies are zero and can be ignored, and that the interactions
between pairs that are not joined by an edge are zero. (C-E) The A*
algorithm explores only part of the full conformation tree to compute
the optimal conformation. A* iteratively expands the node with the
lowest f -score (shown by the dotted red path for the nodes in the
optimal conformation path) until a leaf is reached. Each expansion
results in the creation of new nodes representing the children of the
expanded node. To compute the optimal conformation efficiently, it
is desirable to expand the fewest number of nodes. The number of
nodes expanded can be dramatically reduced by changing the order-
ing of the tree. (C) The traditional A* algorithm for protein design
(Trad-A˚) sorts residues in the arbitrary sequential order given by
the protein sequence. The bounds on the energies for each inner node
in the optimal conformation are shown in red, and the path that leads
to the optimal conformation is marked in a thick, red, dashed line.
In this toy example, Trad-A˚ expands 33 nodes, and creates 67 nodes
(the 33 expanded nodes plus their children). (D-E) Large speedups
in A* can be achieved by a rational ordering of nodes. The energies
of each node in the optimal conformation are shown. (D) In a static
reordering, residue levels are reordered once before A* runs. In this
toy example, A* with static reordering must only expand 13 nodes
and create 25 nodes to compute the optimal conformation. (E) In a
dynamic reordering, the next level is chosen independently for each
path “on the fly” (i.e., as the A* algorithm expands nodes). In this
dynamic reordering example, at depth m “ 2 the solution path ex-
pands position 3 (purple) while the alternative path expands position
4 (maroon). A* with dynamic ordering must expand only 9 nodes,
and create a total of 17 nodes, to compute the optimal conformation.
(F) The optimal conformation for this example is shown. . . . . . . . 164
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5.3 The number of expanded A* tree nodes is greatly reduced by
improved variable ordering methods. Top: The total number
of conformations A* had to search through for 31 difficult side-chain
placement problems. The size of the conformation space shown is
the number of conformations remaining after dead-end elimination
pruning. Bottom: The number of A* nodes expanded by three dif-
ferent A* orderings for the 31 side-chain placement problems. Data
is shown for the sequential residue ordering used in Trad-A˚ (red cir-
cles), the StaticHMean static variable ordering (purple pentagons),
and DynHMean dynamic variable ordering (green squares). The x-axis
is labeled by the PDB id used for each side-chain placement problem.
All of the runs used the Trad-A˚ f -score. Trad-A˚ failed to solve
21 problems (right of the red vertical line) and StaticHMean failed to
solve 5 of the problems. For visual clarity the x-axis is ordered first by
the number of nodes expanded by Trad-A˚, second by StaticHMean,
and finally by DynHMean. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165
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6.1 Ligand-free HIV-1 Env trimer is structurally compatible with epitopes
of broadly neutralizing, but not ineffective, antibodies. (a) Superpo-
sition of ligand-free and antibody-bound HIV-1–Env structures. Left,
ligand-free gp120 core monomer shown in ribbon representation, with
regions of less (or greater) than 2-Å r.m.s. deviation upon antibody
binding shown in green (or magenta) and representative antibody-
bound structures in gray. Middle and right, ligand-free and antibody-
bound HIV-1–Env trimers. At right, antibodies PGT122 and 35O22
are shown in gray semitransparent surface, and the rear protomer has
been removed for clarity. (b) Breadth-potency plot of broadly neu-
tralizing (green) and ineffective (magenta) antibodies on a diverse 170
HIV-1–isolate panel. (c) Structural compatibility of ligand-free trimer
by antibody epitope. The ligand-free Env structure is displayed as
Cα ribbon, with antibody-epitope residues colored green (structurally
compatible) or magenta (incompatible) or gray for nonepitope regions.
r.m.s. deviation (solid fill) and volume overlap (striped fill) with the
indicated antibody–Env complexes are shown in bar graph, with two
linear scales split at r.m.s. deviation and antibody-antigen–volume
overlap cutoffs of 2 and 500 Å3, respectively; bars below the respec-
tive cutoffs are colored green and magenta otherwise. Antibody labels
are colored green if the epitope is structurally compatible, magenta
if incompatible and gray if not present in the structure. (d) Ligand-
free-trimer structural compatibility versus antibody breadth. Volume
overlap (left), r.m.s. deviation (middle) and antigenic structural com-
patibility (ASC) score (right), plotted versus antibody breadth on a
diverse 170 HIV-1isolate panel. P values for Spearman correlations
provided (n = 14 antibodies). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173
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7.1 LUTE makes continuously flexible design efficient by rep-
resenting continuous flexibility using local, discrete energy
terms. (A) Protein design with discrete flexibility searches over a
discrete (albeit large) conformational space (“Conf”), looking for low-
energy (“E”) conformations. Highly efficient algorithms like DEE/A*
are available for this problem. (B) Protein design with continuous
flexibility must search over a large space of voxels (blue) in a con-
tinuous conformational space, but we are usually interested only in
the minimum-energy point of each voxel. We thus want a way to
search combinatorially over these minimum-energy points. (C) The
minimized energy of a voxel in protein conformational space depends
on all rotamers in the voxel (arrow 1). But we can expand this min-
imized energy as a sum of local contributions from low-order tuples
(e.g., pairs) of residues (arrows 2, 3). (Minimized conformations shown
in red, ideal rotamers in blue). (D) This expansion, known as LUTE,
gives us a discrete combinatorial search problem of the same form as
protein design with discrete flexibility (arrows 4, 5). But this new
discrete problem searches over the minimum-energy points (red) of
voxels in continuous conformational space (blue). We can solve this
problem very efficiently. Figure shows Leu 29, Leu 51, Phe 55, and
Lys 59 of the Atx1 metallochaperone (PDB id 1CC8142). . . . . . . . 184

7.2 Competitor pruning reduces the set of RCs we need to con-
sider as competitors during iMinDEE pruning. In iMinDEE
pruning,40 we take a “candidate” RC (or RC pair or triple) ir and com-
pare it to another RC (or pair or triple) it by evaluating the pruning
checksum Eapitq´Eapitq`

ř

j‰i

min
s
Eapir, jsq´Eapit, jsq. We compare

this checksum to the pruning interval I, where Ea is a lower bound
on a one-body or pairwise interaction energy. If the checksum exceeds
I, then we can eliminate ir as a possible constituent of the GMEC.
Without competitor pruning (top), all RC tuples (blue) need to be
considered as candidates or competitors, and thus the pruning con-
dition (green) must be evaluated for every pair of tuples. But with
competitor pruning (bottom), we first perform a modified pruning
protocol to quickly eliminate those tuples that will not be effective as
competitors. Then, when performing our actual pruning (to eliminate
non-GMEC RC tuples), we can do so more quickly because we have
less competitors to consider. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193
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7.3 Continuous pruning increases pruning power by using a tighter
lower bound on conformational energy. iMinDEE pruning is
based on lower bounds on conformational energy, which are constructed
by adding up lower bounds on pairwise interaction energies (red ar-
rows) and one-body energies (circles). Without continuous pruning
(left), each flexible residue and each flexible residue pair has its lower-
bound energy computed separately. But with continuous pruning
(right), if we add the continuous contribution c for a pair of RCs,
then we effectively replace the three lower-bound terms for that pair
(the two one-body energies and the pairwise interaction energy) with
a single lower bound on the energy of the pair. This tighter bound
can significantly increase pruning power, because if a residue pair has
an unavoidable clash, the lower bound on the pair’s internal energy
is likely to show this even if each of the three constituent energies is
individually capable of continuously minimizing to a better value. . . 195

7.4 LUTE markedly reduces the cost of continuously flexible con-
formational search. Ratios (without LUTE:with LUTE) of the
number of nodes in the A* tree before enumeration of the GMEC
(or of the last conformation if several conformations closely spaced in
energy were calculated; see Ref. 64), versus number of flexible residues.
A 20-residue sidechain placement with node ratio 2ˆ105 is not shown
because it would break the scale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196

7.5 LUTE accurately represents continuously minimized ener-
gies. Residuals for LUTE ((kcal/mol)2) on the cross-validation data
set, measuring the difference between the EPIC energy and a pair-
wise expansion (blue) or one with sparse triples (red; computed only
if pairwise residual exceeded 0.01). x axis: number of flexible residues.
Inset: All the same data plotted on a linear scale. . . . . . . . . . . 200
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7.6 LUTE enables very large provably accurate protein designs
with continuous flexibility (left) and with Poisson-Boltzmann
energy functions (right). Left: previously, protein designs with
continuous flexibility only finished when performed with significantly
fewer flexible residues, compared to designs with discrete rotamers.
Even 20-residue designs were often intractable. But LUTE solved
a sidechain placement problem with continuous flexibility in which
40 residues (purple) were made flexible in the Atx1 metallochaper-
one (PDB id 1CC8142). Right: previous designs using the Poisson-
Boltzmann energy function could not optimize this function directly,
but only used Poisson-Boltzmann energies to rerank top hits from
optimization of a simpler, pairwise energy function. But LUTE can
optimize the Poisson-Boltzmann energy function directly—e.g., in a
sidechain placement of 20 residues (purple) of Atx1. . . . . . . . . . 201

7.7 LUTE brings rigid-rotamer-like efficiency to provably accu-
rate multistate designs with continuous flexibility. Top: The
number of sequences considered explicitly in continuously flexible de-
signs using LUTE with comets (blue) is similar to the number con-
sidered in discrete comets designs on the same system (red) and far
less than the total number of sequences in the search (green). Bot-
tom: In the same designs, the number of full conformational opti-
mizations needed is also similar for the continuous (LUTE, blue) and
discrete (red) designs. Usually, only the optimal sequence (or top 5 if
enumerating 5 sequences) required full conformational optimization,
while exhaustive search must fully conformationally optimize every
sequence in every state in the multistate design (green). Design test
cases taken from Ref. 61. * denotes enumeration of the top 5 se-
quences. Missing discrete calculations mean that discrete search was
unable to find a non-clashing conformation for the wild-type protein,
or that 5 sequences satisfying the design constraints were not available
in the discrete search space. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202
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1

Introduction

The biological and chemical sciences have made enormous advances in the past

several decades. The discovery of new chemicals and new uses for old ones have

revolutionized both medicine and industry. However, we still face very significant

challenges. For example, many diseases, notably cancer and antibiotic-resistant bac-

terial infections, are still often difficult to treat effectively. New chemicals—especially

proteins—could be very helpful in addressing these issues.

The space of chemicals that humans have never synthesized—even just protein se-

quences, or just druglike small molecules161—is far greater than the space of natural

products and current synthetic chemicals combined. We have only begun to scratch

the surface of this space, even in computational studies. Even small subsets of this

space—like protein sequences with mutations limited to an active site—are too large

to search exhaustively. To address this issue, we need computational methods that

can optimize the property we want—for example, the affinity of a designed protein to

its desired ligand—by a method much faster than exhaustive search, while still com-

puting the optimum fairly accurately. Previous work, in particular Refs. 108 and 48,

have given us a framework that addresses this need fairly directly, if implemented
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with sufficiently efficient and accurate algorithms. I’ll refer to this framework as

the voxel paradigm.

In this work, I’ll focus mostly on the design of proteins, which are the most

versatile known class of chemicals in terms of what functions they can perform. In

addition to being useful for many applications (e.g., see Section 1.1.3), proteins are

an ideal model system for developing design methods, for two reasons. First, their

conformational and energetic behavior is quite well characterized, including their

rotamers,81 sterics,169 energy functions,18,168,175 etc. Second, synthesizing proteins

of novel sequence is relatively easy compared compared to other classes of molecules

with a similar, combinatorially large number of design options. However, most of my

algorithmic work is applicable to designing other chemicals as well as proteins, as

long at the design problem can be posed in the voxel paradigm. In particular, three

of my four main algorithms—COMETS (Chapter 4), EPIC (Chapter 3), and LUTE

(Chapter 7)—are agnostic to the specifics of molecular structure.

The main goals of this thesis are to further develop the voxel paradigm, in a way

that allows more accurate biophysical modeling, and to develop efficient algorithms

for it. As such, the bulk of this thesis will describe the four main algorithms I

have developed in my graduate studies, all of which are meant to enable enhanced

modeling—DEEPer (Chapter 2), COMETS, EPIC, and LUTE. I will now describe

the voxel paradigm in detail (Section 1.1), to provide the mathematical background

in which these algorithms are formulated. I will also provide background on some

parts of the biophysical model that I am trying to enhance: backbone flexibility

(Section 1.2), quantum-chemical energy modeling (Section 1.4), and interactions with

solvent (Section 1.3). In addition, each chapter of this thesis will review literature

of particular relevance to the new research presented in that chapter. Finally, I will

discuss how the Greek myth of Perseus inspires me during my research in protein

design (Section 1.5), and will provide an outline of this thesis (Section 1.6).
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1.1 The voxel paradigm

1.1.1 Overview

To introduce the voxel paradigm, let’s consider a simple protein design problem. We

wish to optimize the sequence of some protein B to optimize its binding to another

protein A. That is, we wish to minimize the dissociation constant Kd “
rAsrBs
rA¨Bs

, where

r¨s denotes the concentration of a chemical species in solution, and A¨B denotes the

complex of A and B. We know that ´RT lnKd “ GpAq ` GpBq ´ GpA ¨ Bq, where

Gp¨q denotes the free energy of a chemical species in solution.

Since we are optimizing with respect to the sequence of B, GpBq and GpA ¨ Bq

are actually functions of the sequence s. Since B is a protein, it is composed of small

chemical units called residues that can have one of twenty chemical structures (called

amino acids). s is a sequence of amino-acid types, one for each mutable residue in

B. The mutable residues are chosen by the user (based on what set of mutations

he or she wants to search), but must be defined consistently between B and A¨B.

To apply this paradigm to molecules that are not proteins, we need an analogous

notion of residue, and each residue must have a set of residue types to which it can

mutate, such that the sequence s defines the chemical structure (element types and

bonds between them) of the molecule. For example, in RNA, the residues could be

nucleotides, with types A, C, G, and U.

Now we can set up our optimization problem. To minimize Kd, we want to

minimize

GpA ¨B, sq ´GpAq ´GpB, sq (1.1)

with respect to the sequence s, where Gp¨, sq denotes the free energy as a function of

the sequence of B.

To proceed further, we must have some method of estimating free energies as

a function of sequence, and this is where structural and conformational modeling
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Figure 1.1: Some continuous degrees of protein flexibility: the first sidechain dihe-
dral (χ1) of each residue, and the backrub backbone perturbation (see Chapter 2).

come into play. We will assume that A and B each have zero or more conformational

degrees of freedom: for example, sidechain dihedrals (Fig. 1.1). Furthermore, we

will assume that the feasible conformational space of each residue can be modeled

as a union of boxes, or voxels, which we will call residue conformations or RCs.

For example, sidechain dihedral values for each amino-acid type are known to fall

in a small number of clusters, called rotamers.81,115 Thus, if we are modeling only

sidechain dihedral flexibility, we may create an RC for each sidechain rotamer, and

the center of the box can be the modal dihedral values for that rotamer.

Now we have a tractable representation of the conformational space of a protein:

it is a union of voxels, where each voxel corresponds to a list r of RCs, one for each

residue being modeled as flexible. Letting R be the set of all such lists and V prq be

the voxel corresponding to r, our conformational space is
Ť

rPR

V prq.

At this point we also need to start making some assumptions about the energy.

To a very good approximation, for any protein molecule, there exists an “energy

function” Epcq of the molecular conformation c, such that the probability density

P pcq of finding the molecule in conformation c is proportional to expp´Epcq
RT
q. The

free energy of the molecule is then given by

G “ ´RT ln

ż

exp

ˆ

´
Epcq

RT

˙

dc “ ´RT ln
ÿ

rPR

ż

cPV prq

exp

ˆ

´
Epcq

RT

˙

dc (1.2)

where the integral is over all conformations, R is the universal gas constant, and T
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is the temperature. Because this integral can be difficult to estimate accurately, it is

sometimes approximated as

min
c
Epcq “ min

rPR
min
cPV prq

Epcq (1.3)

(i.e., neglecting entropy). A better approximation is introduced in Refs. 108 and 48:

´RT ln
ÿ

rPR

exp

¨

˝´

min
cPV prq

Epcq

RT

˛

‚ (1.4)

Whichever approximation we use, we now have a way to evaluate free energy as

a function of sequence, so we can minimize Eq. (1.1) with respect to sequence to

get the sequences that optimize binding. A similar approach works for other protein

design problems: for example, to maximize the stability of the protein B, we can

simply minimize GpB, sq with respect to s.

1.1.2 Previous algorithms based on the voxel paradigm

The voxel paradigm itself, including continuous flexibility, and modeling of entropy,

was introduced in the context of the K˚ algorithm.48,108 K˚ optimizes binding of one

molecule to another (as in the example described in Section 1.1.1), by approximating

the free energy using Eq. (1.4), for the complex and each unbound molecule. It does

this by approximating the sum

ÿ

rPR

exp

¨

˝´

min
cPV prq

Epcq

RT

˛

‚ (1.5)

from Eq. (1.4) within a relative error of at most ε, where ε is adjustable but often

taken to be 3%. It includes some techniques to prune sequences that prevent it from

being entirely exhaustive over sequences, while still performing a provably accurate

optimization (with respect to the biophysical assumptions used).
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In order to efficiently approximate Eq. (1.5), K˚ enumerates conformations r P R

in order of a lower bound on the minimized conformation. This lower bound is the

sum of lower bounds on pairwise interaction energies. Enumerating conformations in

order of this lower bound is a computational problem of the same form as enumerating

conformations in a discrete-rotamer conformational space in order of energy, and thus

the DEE/A* algorithm99 for discrete-rotamer search is used for the enumeration.

The DEE pruning conditions are adapted for the continuous case, and this modified

DEE/A* is known as minDEE.48

minDEE can be used to minimize over a conformational space that includes ro-

tamers from multiple amino acids at one or more residues. This would then compute

the sequence with the lowest optimized conformational energy, which is appropriate

for stabilizing a protein. This optimization is sometimes also used to optimize the

stability of a protein complex, as a proxy for computing the free energy of bind-

ing.34,48,87

Variants of minDEE that include backbone flexibility instead of continuous sidechain

flexibility were also developed. BD44 allows continuous motions in any of the back-

bone dihedrals, with the changes being propagated all the way down the backbone.

brDEE46 allows non-overlapping, discrete backrub23 motions, which move the back-

bones of three residues each in a direction that has been observed in many crystal-

lographic alternates.

More recently, a version of minDEE with much greater pruning ability, known

as iMinDEE, has been derived.40 Most of my work in this thesis builds directly on

iMinDEE, significantly extending both its modeling capabilities and its efficiency.

1.1.3 OSPREY and its successes

The Donald lab’s protein design software package—OSPREY41,48,49—has always

been based on the voxel paradigm, and included the original implementations of
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K˚,48,108 minDEE,48 iMinDEE,40 brDEE,46 and BD.44 I have also implemented my

algorithms in it, and am leading a refactoring effort, which is based largely on the

concepts of the voxel paradigm.

OSPREY has been used for numerous protein designs that performed well

experimentally—in vitro13,36,42,54,139,143,151 and in vivo54,136,139,143 as well as in non-

human primates.143 It has been used to predict mutations that lead to antibiotic

resistance in Staphylococcus aureus, by maintaining binding to the substrate (in the

form of the enzyme-substrate complex that is an intermediate in catalysis) while ex-

hibiting reduced binding to inhibitor.36,136 It has also been used to develop peptide

inhibitors,139 to alter the sequence of antibody to bind its antigen more tightly,143 and

to switch the substrate of an enzyme from phenylalanine to leucine.13 These designs

could have therapeutic applications for cystic fibrosis,139 HIV,143 and cancer.54

1.1.4 Alternative paradigms for protein design

The majority of protein design work does not use the voxel paradigm per se, but

generally falls in two other classes.

One class resembles the voxel paradigm, but with each residue’s conformational

space restricted to discrete rotamers. DEE/A* was originally developed in this con-

text.99 However, various methods without guarantees of accuracy are often used

to solve it, such as Metropolis Monte Carlo and simulated annealing.93,102 These

methods can be run on very large systems, but unfortunately they add an additional

layer of error to the drastic simplification of the conformational space and to all the

other errors that are present even in the voxel paradigm. Since all these errors are

typically amplified when many simultaneous mutations are modeled, the benefits of

the large sequence space that discrete rotamers and simulated annealing allow are

likely to be offset by the high levels of error in the search. Discrete rotamers can be

seen as a special case of the voxel paradigm: the case where the backbone is rigid
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and each voxel is a single point.

The other class estimates free energy (or binding behavior directly) by simulating

protein motion over time, thus avoiding any restrictions on protein conformational

space, but now having to perform a separate energy computation for each sequence.

This type of simulation is known as molecular dynamics.134

The voxel paradigm is effectively a tradeoff between these extremes. Its coverage

of conformational space is not yet as extensive as that of molecular dynamics, but

in principle could be expanded to cover any portion of conformational space. For

the time being, molecular dynamics is still able to model phenomena that cannot be

handled in the voxel paradigm. However, the voxel paradigm can provide provable

guarantees of accuracy when searching the conformational space that it does model,

and it need not exhaustively search over sequences.

1.2 Backbone flexibility

On an atomic level, the structure of a protein consists of a “main chain” of atoms

with various substituents. The main chain, which is considered part of the backbone,

is a repeating sequence of atoms: N, C, C, N, C, C, N, C, C,... Each repeat (N, C,

C) is a different residue. For each residue, we can define three dihedral angles: the

C-N-C-C dihedral is called φ, N-C-C-N is called ψ, and C-C-N-C is called ω.

The backbone flexibility of a protein residue is dominated by two degrees of

freedom, the φ and ψ dihedrals. Other internal coordinates of the backbone—the

ω dihedral, and the bond lengths and angles—can only move slightly. Further-

more, for each residue, most values of the pair (φ,ψ) are not biophysically feasible.

For each amino-acid type, feasible values of pφ, ψq can be computed from statistics

on known high-resolution crystal structures,114 and are known as Ramachandran-

allowed. Thus, when modeling backbone flexibility, we are primarily concerned with

modeling changes in the φ and ψ dihedrals that are Ramachandran-allowed.
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If we have a wild-type crystal structure, our goal is usually to predict conforma-

tional changes that arise in response to a mutation. In many cases, the mutation

will induce only a small conformational change, and thus we need only model a small

region of backbone conformational space near the wild-type backbone conformation.

Analysis of crystallographic alternates and of large classes of mutants suggests that

protein backbone flexibility sometimes is clustered along certain directions, such as

a three-residue motion known as a backrub, rather than being equally distributed in

all directions in (φ,ψ) space.23,88

1.3 Interactions with solvent

Proteins are bathed in solvent, typically mostly water, and this drastically affects

their behavior. Proteins are even known to have significantly different behavior (es-

pecially binding) as a function of ion concentrations. Modeling interactions with sol-

vent is probably the biggest difficulty for the voxel paradigm compared to molecular

dynamics, because of the difficulty of modeling explicit solvent molecules (whether

water or ions). However, some approaches to address this problem have been ex-

plored.

First, rotamers have been modeled that have a water molecule interacting with

the amino acid. These are known as solvated rotamers.82

Second, we can “factor out” the interactions with water so that they are treated

as part of the energy function. Starting from Eq. (1.2), the free energy of a molecule

is given by

G “ ´RT ln

ż

exp

ˆ

´
Epcq

RT

˙

dc “ ´RT ln

ż ż

exp

ˆ

´
Eppc

H2O
, cpqq

RT

˙

dcpdcH2O

(1.6)

where cp denotes the conformation of the protein, cH2O denotes the conformation of

the solvent (the position and orientation of each water molecule, and any salt ions,
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etc.), and thus the overall conformation c is the pair pc
H2O

, cpq. We can thus define

a “protein-only” energy function

Eppcpq “ ´RT ln

ż

exp

ˆ

´
Eppc

H2O
, cpqq

RT

˙

dc
H2O

, (1.7)

and if we know how to evaluate this, we need only integrate over the conformation

of the protein to get the full free energy:

G “ ´RT ln

ż

exp

ˆ

´
Eppcpq

RT

˙

dcp (1.8)

Eq. (1.7) could be evaluated by sampling methods like molecular dynamics or Monte

Carlo. But due to the considerable computational expense of such calculations, it

is often approximated by “implicit-solvent” methods, which treat the solvent as a

polarizable continuum, i.e., a continuous bath of charge. A common implicit solvent

method is to calculate the enthalpic component of the solvation energy using the

Poisson-Boltzmann equation, and the entropic component as proportional to solvent-

accessible surface area (SASA).148 The Poisson-Boltzmann equation models a polar-

izable continuum directly according to the laws of electrostatics. It is Gauss’ law for

electricity adapted to a setting with variable dielectric and with salt ions distributed

according to a Boltzmann distribution in the electric potential. Using the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation, one can calculate the electric potential around a protein in the

presence of solvent, and the energy of the protein in this potential plus the empirical

SASA-based correction for solvent entropy can be used as Eppcpq. Several efficient

algorithms have been derived both to solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation123,141

and the SASA.100,176 However, since even fast algorithms for the Poisson-Boltzmann

calculation are still substantially slower than evaluating a molecular-mechanics force

field, faster empirical methods for handling implicit solvation, like generalized Born

and EEF1,97 are commonly used.
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1.4 Quantum-chemical energy modeling

To a very high level of accuracy, the energy function Epcq from Section 1.1.1 is

given by the ground-state energy of the quantum-mechanical system formed by the

electrons of the molecule when the positions of the atomic nuclei are given by the con-

formation c. That is, if we let xi denote the coordinates of electron i, and we let ajpcq

and Zj denote the nuclear coordinates and atomic number of atom j respectively,

then Epcq is the minimal E such that

´
~2

2me

∇2ψpxq ` Ce2

˜

ÿ

i,j

´Zj
||xi ´ aj||

`
ÿ

iăk

1

||xi ´ xk||

¸

ψpxq “ Eψpxq (1.9)

for some function ψpxq of the electron coordinates, known as the wavefunction, where

C is the Coulomb constant, me the mass of the electron, and e the elementary charge.

Eq. (1.9) is called the Schrödinger equation. This differential equation only admits

known analytical solutions for a few very simple molecules (notably the hydrogen

atom and the H`2 ion), and its high dimensionality precludes the use of standard

numerical methods like finite differences for most molecules as well. However, several

specialized methods have been developed to solve it approximately. These methods

offer a range of tradeoffs between speed and accuracy. At the least accurate end

are semi-empirical models like CNDO132 that neglect correlation between positions

of electrons and even most of the electron-electron repulsive interactions, scaling

the remaining interactions to fit empirical data. At the most accurate end, the full

configuration interaction method147 solves Eq. (1.9) by a spectral method in a finite

basis, whose basis functions are roughly based on the wavefunction of the hydrogen

atom. Unfortunately, this multi-electron basis consists of all cross products of the

hydrogen wavefunction-based single-electron basis functions, and thus the size of

this multi-electron basis scales exponentially with the number of electrons. Coupled-

cluster methods,15 which solve a system of equations formed by a smaller number
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of projections of Eq. (1.9) (scaling only polynomially with the number of electrons),

can achieve very close agreement with experiment.20 But this is only practical for

fairly small systems, because the number of single-electron basis functions and the

degree of the polynomial generally need to be fairly large to achieve this agreement.

Quantum-chemical calculations play an important role in parameterizing molecular-

mechanics force fields.18 Nevertheless, these force fields may fall short of the quantum-

chemistry methods on which they were based, in three ways. First, for a given

molecule, the dependence of that molecule’s energy on its conformation is not ex-

actly given by any function of the form that is assumed by the force fields, due to

effects like electronic polarization. This can be alleviated to some degree by giving

the force field a more flexible functional form, e.g., by employing a polarizable force

field.85,116 Second, for a given type of interaction (e.g., Coulombic), the parame-

ters (e.g., charges) governing that interaction may depend in a complex way on the

chemical composition of the molecule, possibly leading to errors in estimating the

interaction energy between two atoms unless the parameters have been computed

specifically for the pair of molecules containing those atoms. Third, even for a par-

ticular force field and a given set of variable parameters, the parameters used in a

standard force field may not be those that best fit the system we are using. For ex-

ample, the AMBER18,127,168 and CHARMM9 force field have very similar functional

forms and sets of variable parameters, but often return significantly different values,

which cannot both be right. Inclusion of quantum-mechanical calculations in energy

calculations can significantly improve agreement with experiment.180 Improvements

in energy modeling can be achieved in part by learning from empirical data, but

quantum-mechanical calculations are also important since they give a much more

complete (if possibly less accurate) picture of energetics at the atomic level.

Fortunately, significant progress has been made towards performing accurate

quantum chemistry calculations on larger systems, like biomolecules.52 These ap-
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proaches typically rely in some way on locality of interactions. Correlation between

the positions of different electrons, as least as modeled by coupled cluster, is mostly

between electrons in the same functional group.33 Furthermore, although most quan-

tum chemistry methods require precomputation of a matrix of electron repulsion

integrals whose size scales as the fourth power of the number of single-electron ba-

sis functions, this scaling can be reduced for larger systems if one neglects matrix

elements exceeding a fixed cutoff.146 Large systems have also been treated with

divide-and-conquer approaches,158 including the Molecular Fraction with Conjugate

Caps approach,118,175 which breaks up a protein into covalently “capped” residues,

whose interactions with a ligand are each calculated separately. As the accuracy and

efficiency of large-system quantum chemistry advances, it will become an even more

useful tool for building better energy functions for design.

1.5 The legend of Perseus

Protein design calculations are vulnerable to many sources of error, each easily ca-

pable of causing designs to fail. Addressing this issues can seem like fighting a

formidable monster. In dealing with this, I suggest we take inspiration from a fa-

mous legend about a hero who faced multiple monsters.

According to myth, Perseus set out to slay the Gorgon Medusa, a humanoid

monster with snakes instead of hair who turned every mortal who looked upon her

to stone. Armed with gifts from the gods—flying sandals from Hermes, and crucially,

a reflective shield from Athena—he slew the monster by looking only at her reflection

in the shield. He severed her head and used it to turn the enormous sea monster Cetus

to stone, saving the princess Andromeda, and finally to petrify his evil stepfather.

He then gave the head to Athena, who fixed it to her shield. Likewise, when we

want to do protein design, the difficulty of accurate modeling leads us into twin

pitfalls—either “blind” search that makes drastic approximations and lacks provable
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guarantees of accuracy, like a failed Medusa-hunter who keeps his eyes closed to

avoid being petrified, or extremely computationally expensive methods that try to

“look upon” the full complexity of the biophysics, and as a result are “petrified”

by an impractically slow rate of computation. Fortunately, we too have gifts from

others that can help us in our endeavor: advances in computing—both hardware

and software—and our fairly comprehensive understanding of the underlying physics.

Like Perseus viewing Medusa clearly in his shield, we can closely approximate the

physics of protein and other chemical design if we use sufficiently efficient algorithms.

So let’s face the one monster of accurately modeling biophysics for purposes of

designing chemicals, and if we may slay it, many others will fall easily, and we can fix

its head to the shield of the entire scientific community to face all similar challenges

in the future.

1.6 Outline of thesis

1. Chapter 2 introduces a provably accurate algorithm for protein design with

continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility. This work has been published:

Mark A. Hallen, Daniel A. Keedy, and Bruce R. Donald. Dead-

end elimination with perturbations (DEEPer): A provable protein

design algorithm with continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility.

Proteins: Structure, Function and Bioinformatics, 81(1):18-39, 2013.

2. Chapter 3 introduces a compact, polynomial-based representation of continu-

ous energy surfaces that significantly reduces the number of energy function

calls needed in protein design with continuous flexibility. This work has also

been published:

Mark A. Hallen, Pablo Gainza, and Bruce R. Donald. A compact
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representation of continuous energy surfaces for more efficient protein

design. Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation, 11(5):2292-

2306, 2015.

3. Chapter 4 introduces a provably accurate algorithm for multistate protein de-

sign. This work has been presented at the RECOMB conference and also

published as a journal version:

Mark A. Hallen and Bruce R. Donald. comets (Constrained Op-

timization of Multistate Energies by Tree Search): A provable and

efficient protein design algorithm to optimize binding affinity and

specificity with respect to sequence. Journal of Computational Biol-

ogy, 2015. In press.

4. Chapter 5 introduces an algorithmic improvement for A* search in protein

design. This work has been published as part of a larger project led by Kyle

Roberts and Pablo Gainza:

Kyle E. Roberts, Pablo Gainza, Mark A. Hallen, and Bruce R. Don-

ald. Fast gap-free enumeration of conformations and sequences for

protein design. Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics,

83(10):1859-1877, 2015.

5. Chapter 6 introduces an antigen structural compatibility (ASC) score that mea-

sures the suitability of a protein construct as a potential HIV vaccine candidate,

based on structural information. This work has been published as part of a

larger project that included the first unliganded crystal structure of the HIV

envelope trimer, led by Young Do Kwon, Marie Pancera, Priyamvada Acharya,

and Ivelin Georgiev:
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Young Do Kwon, Marie Pancera, Priyamvada Acharya, Ivelin S.

Georgiev, Emma T. Crooks, Jason Gorman, M. Gordon Joyce, Mik-

los Guttman, Xiaochu Ma, Sandeep Narpala, Cinque Soto, Daniel

S. Terry, Yongping Yang, Tongqing Zhou, Goran Ahlsen, Robert T.

Bailer, Michael Chambers, Gwo-Yu Chuang, Nicole A. Doria-Rose,

Aliaksandr Druz, Mark A. Hallen, Adam Hamed, Tatsiana Kirys,

Mark K. Louder, Sijy ODell, Gilad Ofek, Keiko Osawa, Madhu Prab-

hakaran, Mallika Sastry, Guillaume B. E. Stewart-Jones, Jonathan

Stuckey, Paul V. Thomas, Tishina Tittley, Constance Williams, Baoshan

Zhang, Hong Zhao, Zhou Zhou, Bruce R. Donald, Lawrence K.

Lee, Susan Zolla-Pazner, Ulrich Baxa, Arne Schön, Ernesto Freire,

Lawrence Shapiro, Kelly K. Lee, James Arthos, James B. Munro,

Scott C. Blanchard, Walther Mothes, James M. Binley, Adrian B.

McDermott, John R. Mascola, and Peter D. Kwong. Crystal struc-

ture, conformational fixation and entry-related interactions of mature

ligand-free HIV-1 Env. Nature Structural and Molecular Biology,

22:522-531, 2015.

6. Chapter 7 introduces a machine learning method to faithfully represent ad-

vanced modeling features, like continuous flexibility and Poisson-Boltzmann

solvation energies, in a form suitable for input to efficient discrete protein design

algorithms like DEE/A*. It has been accepted to the RECOMB conference:

Mark A. Hallen, Jonathan D. Jou, and Bruce R. Donald. LUTE (Lo-

cal Unpruned Tuple Expansion): Accurate continuously flexible pro-

tein design with general energy functions and rigid-rotamer-like ef-

ficiency. Research in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB)

proceedings, 2016. In press.
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2

Dead-End Elimination with Perturbations
(“DEEPer”):

A provable protein design algorithm with
continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility

When I was rotating in Bruce Donald’s wet lab before joining his group, he mentioned

at a lab meeting how Daniel Keedy was characterizing a new protein backbone motion

found in crystallographic alternates, known as the shear. Bruce asked if anyone

wanted to try incorporating this motion into our design framework, and I took on this

project. I ended up building a general framework for modeling backbone perturbations,

which became DEEPer. I initially considered the name perDEE, along the same lines

as previous algorithms like minDEE48 and brDEE,46 but I realized that it sounded cool

when reversed (“DEEPer”), and this started a pattern for me of using semantically

meaningful acronyms to name my algorithms. We published DEEPer in Proteins:

Mark A. Hallen, Daniel A. Keedy, and Bruce R. Donald. Dead-end

elimination with perturbations (DEEPer): A provable protein design al-

gorithm with continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility. Proteins:
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Structure, Function and Bioinformatics, 81(1):18-39, 2013.

This chapter is based on the publication.

Summary Computational protein and drug design generally require accurate model-

ing of protein conformations. This modeling typically starts with an experimentally-

determined protein structure and considers possible conformational changes due to

mutations or new ligands. The DEE/A* algorithm provably finds the GMEC (global

minimum-energy conformation) of a protein assuming the backbone does not move

and the sidechains take on conformations from a set of discrete, experimentally-

observed conformations called rotamers. DEE/A* can efficiently find the over-

all GMEC for exponentially many mutant sequences. Previous improvements to

DEE/A* include modeling ensembles of sidechain conformations and either con-

tinuous sidechain or backbone flexibility. We present a new algorithm, DEEPer

(Dead-End Elimination with Perturbations), that combines these advantages and

can also handle much more extensive backbone flexibility and backbone ensembles.

DEEPer provably finds the GMEC or, if desired by the user, all conformations and

sequences within a specified energy window of the GMEC. It includes the new abili-

ties to handle arbitrarily large backbone perturbations and to generate ensembles of

backbone conformations. It also incorporates the shear, an experimentally-observed

local backbone motion never before used in design. Additionally, we derive a new

method to accelerate DEE/A*-based calculations, indirect pruning, that is partic-

ularly useful for DEEPer. In 67 benchmark tests on 64 proteins, DEEPer consis-

tently identified lower-energy conformations than previous methods did, indicating

more accurate modeling. Additional tests demonstrated its ability to incorporate

larger, experimentally-observed backbone conformational changes and to model re-

alistic conformational ensembles. These capabilities provide significant advantages

for modeling protein mutations and protein-ligand interactions.
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2.1 Introduction

Accurate computational protein and drug design requires a biophysically reasonable

representation of protein conformations and an efficient method to search protein

conformational and sequence space. The full conformational and sequence space

available to a protein is too vast to search completely. One approach to this problem

is to model the overall fold of a protein on a coarse level, and then to introduce

additional detail as needed; this has allowed the de novo design of proteins with a

desired overall fold.72,90,94 Alternatively, a protein or protein-ligand complex similar

to an experimentally-determined structure can be modeled by searching conforma-

tions similar to the empirical structure,108,110,137 allowing design of novel proteins or

protein-binding drugs.13,36,45,54,139 In this case, the conformational search space can

be represented by choosing a set of flexible residues, whose conformations are likely

to change in response to mutations or new ligands. For protein design, the search

can be performed over sequence space as well because multiple amino acid types can

be considered for each flexible residue. The conformation and sequence of the entire

protein is then represented as a tuple of conformations and amino acid types for the

flexible residues. Since the flexibility of protein sidechains is mostly in their dihedral

angles and these angles are usually found in discrete clusters called rotamers ,81,115

previous algorithms have typically discretized the conformational space of a residue

into sidechain rotamers. Using an energy function, which assigns an energy to each

conformation, this scheme casts protein design into a combinatorial optimization

problem. Empirical molecular-mechanics energy functions are typically used for this

purpose.28,110

The sequence and structure of a native or designed protein or complex can be

modeled by finding its Global Minimum-Energy Conformation (GMEC): the se-

quence and conformation of the protein that minimizes the energy function. The
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GMEC, like any sequence and conformation, can be represented as a tuple of con-

formations and amino acid types of individual residues. However, consideration of

the GMEC alone neglects important entropic effects,113 because proteins in solu-

tion populate many conformations. Consequently, considering an ensemble of low-

energy conformations results in more accurate predictions of binding and cataly-

sis.13,28,48,108,139 This has led to three main types of search methods over protein

conformational and sequence space: (a) stochastic, heuristic methods that try to

find the GMEC21,29,34,80,98,105,113, (b) methods to provably find the GMEC28,99,170,

and (c) methods to generate conformational ensembles28,48,108,159. All these meth-

ods require a biophysical model as input. The biophysical model specifies not only

the conformations and sequences available to the protein, but also the energy func-

tion used to score those conformations and sequences. Often, the space of allowed

conformations and sequences is defined using (i) a starting structure, (ii) a set of

residues allowed to differ from the starting structure, and (iii) a library of rotamers

for those residues to populate. The allowed sequence space to search may be just one

sequence, or an astronomical number of combinatorial possibilities. Methods of type

(c) may or may not have provable guarantees of accuracy. Our lab has developed

methods of types (b) and (c)40,44,46,48,108,139 with provable guarantees of accuracy

and successfully tested them in vitro and in vivo, generating mutants and ligands

that may aid in synthetic biology13 and in the treatment of bacterial diseases,13,36

cystic fibrosis,139 HIV,45 and leukemia.54

Because finding the GMEC is NP-hard,12,131 several heuristic algorithms have

been developed for this problem.21,29,34,80,98 These algorithms can find a relatively

low-energy conformation fairly rapidly, albeit without any guarantees of complete-

ness or accuracy. (We will refer to an algorithm as complete if it is guaranteed to

consider its entire search space and as accurate if its answers are always correct for

the algorithm’s input, at least within a given margin of error). Metropolis Monte
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Carlo121-based methods93,102 have been used to search the space of rotamers. These

methods can incorporate continuous flexibility by applying the Monte Carlo with

minimization method,105 and have also incorporated some backbone flexibility.149

The GMEC has also been approximated by molecular-dynamics simulation of pro-

tein folding113,129, offering the added benefit of modeling kinetics. But molecular

dynamics is rarely computationally tractable for protein design due to the large se-

quence space and large number of folding intermediate states that must typically be

considered. Unlike DEEPer, the algorithm introduced in this work, molecular dy-

namics only considers one sequence at a time. Genetic algorithms24 and numerical

global minimization methods29 have also been used to search for the GMEC, and

the heuristic FASTER method,26 which combines deterministic and stochastic steps,

has been developed specifically for this search as well.

On the other hand, algorithms to provably find the GMEC are also available.28,99,170

Because they are guaranteed to find the optimal conformation and sequence given

a biophysical model, they consider all functionally significant conformational and

sequence changes allowed by the model, and thus they will generally produce more

empirically accurate results than heuristic algorithms using the same model. Prov-

able algorithms are also useful for evaluating and improving models because they

ensure that any discrepancies between experimental results and the predictions of

the algorithm are due solely to the inadequacies of the model, and not to the algo-

rithm.28,40,139 Most provable methods for identifying the GMEC start by eliminat-

ing rotamers that cannot participate in the GMEC, by using Dead-End Elimination

(DEE).25 This step is typically followed by the A* search algorithm,73 which finds the

GMEC using the unpruned rotamers. If A* is continued after the GMEC is found,

it will output the other conformations of the protein gap-free in ascending order of

energy. Thus, it can be used to identify all conformations whose energy is within a

specified energy interval Ew of the GMEC energy.
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This DEE/A* framework has been extended to run more efficiently, to model en-

sembles, and to include continuous flexibility, enhancements which come with prov-

able guarantees of accuracy and are applicable to the simultaneous search of mutant

sequence space and conformational space.28

First, DEE has been extended to eliminate more rotamers as well as tuples of

rotamers at different residues.53 The related Bounds55 and conformational-splitting

DEE130 algorithms prune some rotamers that ordinary DEE cannot prune. The

HERO algorithm55 combines these improvements into a single algorithm by applying

them successively and iteratively.

Next, DEE/A* has also been extended to allow continuous flexibility within each

rotameric state, producing “minimization-aware” algorithms whose pruning is still

provable even with this continuous flexibility. In these methods, the conformation

is no longer uniquely defined by a tuple of rotamers, but once a rotamer has been

assigned to each residue, the GMEC can be found by local minimization. Corre-

spondingly, the “minimization-aware” pruning is followed by a modified A* search

that enumerates tuples of rotamers in order of a lower bound on the conformational

energy, rather than in order of the conformational energy. The true conformational

energies are then obtained by local minimization. The minDEE algorithm48 allows

the sidechain dihedrals to vary continuously within a specified interval about the

modal values for a given rotamer, while the BD44 and brDEE46 algorithms allow small

backbone conformation adjustments while modeling discrete sidechain rotamers. In

BD, the backbone is continuously flexible within a voxel. In brDEE, the backbone

states are discrete but systematically and closely spaced; the backbone states for each

residue are represented using a single parameter. iMinDEE,40 a significantly more

efficient version of minDEE, provides a more powerful minimization-aware pruning

criterion. ir denotes a rotamer r at residue position i in the the protein, where r is

chosen from a set R, and 1 ď i ď n, where n is the number of residues in the protein.
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It prunes a rotamer ir at a residue i if, for any other rotamer it at residue i,

Eapirq ´ Eapitq `
ÿ

j‰i

min
js

`

Eapir, jsq ´ Eapit, jsq
˘

ą Ew ` I (2.1)

where Ea is a lower bound on the internal energy of a rotamer or the interaction

energy for a pair of rotamers (see48 and Section 2.2.5). I, the “pruning interval,”

is an upper bound on the energy difference between the GMEC and the lowest

lower-bound on a conformational energy, calculated by summing the single-rotamer

and pairwise lower-bound energies. This equation will prune rotamers not found in

conformations within a user-specified energy interval Ew of the GMEC. If only the

GMEC is desired, Ew can be set to 0. In summary, methods based on DEE/A* are

now available to provably and efficiently find the GMEC in a search space defined

by sidechain rotamers as well as a small amount of continuous flexibility in either

the sidechains or the backbone.

Finally, the K˚ algorithm28,48,108 compares the conformational ensemble of a pro-

tein with a ligand to its ensemble without the ligand. This is done by approximating

their partition functions within a provably guaranteed margin of error (given the bio-

physical model). K˚ is an extension for DEE/A* that can be applied to any of the

minimization-aware variants of DEE/A*, allowing the modeling of continuous flexi-

bility in computing partition functions. Unlike GMEC-based analysis, this method

accounts for entropic effects, allowing substantial improvements in the accuracy of

binding predictions. K˚ can identify tight-binding sequences from a large sequence

space efficiently and with provable accuracy. It has been shown to optimize design

for affinity.13,28,48,108,139

Further increases in accuracy for modeling mutant or new ligand-bound confor-

mations require including more backbone flexibility, simultaneously with continuous

sidechain flexibility (Table 2.1). Three lines of evidence support this need. First,
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Table 2.1: Continuous flexibility in DEE-based protein design algorithms

Sidechain flexibility
Backbone flexibility Discrete Continuous

None DEE25 minDEE,48 iMinDEE40

Discrete brDEE46 DEEPer
Continuous BD44 DEEPer

mutations have often been found to induce substantial backbone conformational

changes.32,112,174 Second, modeling of continuous sidechain flexibility has been found

to substantially enhance the accuracy of rotamer assignments and the identification

of low-energy sequences.40 Third, backbone as well as sidechain degrees of freedom

contribute significantly to conformational ensembles.86,181 Thus, we present a new

algorithm, Dead-End Elimination with Perturbations (DEEPer), that incorporates

continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility in a provably complete search. This

search always finds the GMEC or a gap-free list of the lowest-energy conformations,

depending on the user’s preference, and it interfaces directly with K˚ to predict

binding affinity using ensembles, maintaining K˚’s provable guarantees on accuracy

but giving it the novel ability to account for some backbone conformational entropy.

This means that it can estimate binding affinity more accurately. To maintain search

efficiency as this additional flexibility is added, increased pruning is necessary. We

show that a novel pruning algorithm, indirect pruning, can alleviate the increased

computational cost that is incurred with substantial backbone flexibility, while main-

taining a provable guarantee of accuracy (Section 2.2.5). Indirect pruning combines

the minimization awareness of iMinDEE40 with features of Goldstein singles and

tuples pruning53 and Bounds pruning.55

DEEPer is also well adapted for including backbone perturbations based on in-

formation from previous experiments. These can include backbone conformational
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changes previously observed for the protein of interest, if available, but we also fea-

ture two commonly observed forms of backbone flexibility “moves,” the shear23,149

and backrub.23 While the backrub has been incorporated in previous design algo-

rithms,46,149 the shear has not. Both moves were identified in high-resolution crystal

structures by examination of anisotropic electron density and of crystallographic al-

ternates, which are multiple conformations of the same segment of a protein that are

each observed in some portion of the molecules in a single crystal. Backrubs also ob-

servably accommodate sequence changes in natural proteins,88 thus validating their

use for accommodating engineered mutations in protein design. Shears are expected

to similarly aid searching of combined conformational and sequence space. Shears

and backrubs are relatively small backbone perturbations, so they are suitable for

modeling backbone perturbations within helix and sheet secondary structures, where

the backbone motion is limited. Together with the five other types of perturbations

implemented in DEEPer (Table 2.2), shears and backrubs allow a wide range of

backbone flexibility in all types of secondary structure.

Thus, by introducing DEEPer, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. A provable algorithm for searching a continuously-flexible conformational space,

including both sidechain and backbone degrees of freedom, as well as simulta-

neous combinatorial search of mutant sequence space.

2. The extension of iMinDEE 40 to minimize over backbone as well as sidechain

degrees of freedom.

3. A general, provable method for introducing backbone perturbations based on

previous studies of protein backbone flexibility, such as the shear motion, into

protein design calculations.

4. A provable method for modeling ensembles of conformations in which confor-
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mations are allowed to vary with respect to sidechain and backbone degrees of

freedom, during a search over combined sequence and conformational space.

5. An implementation of DEEPer in our laboratory’s open-source osprey protein-

design software package,13,36,48,49 available by request as free software.

6. A new minimization-aware conformational pruning algorithm, indirect pruning.

7. Computational tests on 64 proteins to demonstrate that DEEPer identifies

lower-energy structures and sequences than previous methods, and tests to

demonstrate that it computes biophysically reasonable ensembles of backbone

conformations.

2.2 Methods

DEEPer builds three new components onto iMinDEE.40 First, we introduce a new

representation of backbone flexibility, which we call perturbations (Section 2.2.1). We

introduce seven diverse types of perturbations, some continuous and some discrete

(Section 2.2.2). The second component is the concept of a residue conformation, or

RC (Section 2.2.4). We can represent protein conformations by assigning a residue

conformation to each residue. This is analogous to the way that rigid-backbone

methods like iMinDEE represent protein conformations by assigning a sidechain

conformation to each residue. Taken together, the concepts of perturbations and

RCs provide a general method for introducing degrees of freedom affecting multiple

residues into the framework of dead-end elimination. The third component, indirect

pruning (Section 2.2.5), is an enhancement of the dead-end elimination algorithm

designed to be especially helpful in the presence of perturbations. These topics will

be discussed in the following subsections. The general flow of the DEEPer algorithm

is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: DEEPer begins with the selection of a set of perturbations to use (this
step may be manual or automated). These perturbations define a set of RCs for each
residue. RCs that cannot be in low-energy conformations are pruned, using the new
indirect pruning algorithm (Section 2.2.5) as well as previous pruning algorithms.
A* with minimization (see Introduction), as in iMinDEE,40 is then used to output
low-energy conformations. The result is the GMEC and a gap-free list of all confor-
mations and sequences within a user-specified interval Ew of the GMEC. This list
can be used to select mutant sequences to synthesize for experimental testing, either
by (i) selection of the sequences with the lowest-energy conformations, or (ii) by a
provably-good approximation algorithm to calculate the binding affinities via the K˚

software module.48,108

2.2.1 Perturbations

DEEPer searches the space of sidechain dihedrals within a specified interval around

the modal dihedral value for each rotamer. This interval is ˘9˝ by default, except for

proline, whose dihedrals cannot rotate freely. All other flexibility is represented in

the form of perturbations, which can be any conformational adjustments that com-

mute with rotations of the non-proline sidechain dihedrals (Fig. 2.2). The effect of

each perturbation is quantified using a single, scalar perturbation parameter. Some

perturbations can feasibly be represented using a continuous range of perturbation

parameter values, while other perturbations admit only discrete values of the per-

turbation parameter (see Section 2.2.2). These will be referred to as continuous and

discrete perturbations, respectively. Each perturbation has a defined set of residues

that it can affect. Perturbations should be chosen to keep these sets of residues

small whenever possible, since the tractability of DEEPer relies on relatively few

perturbations affecting each residue.
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Figure 2.2: In DEEPer, the conformation of a protein is defined by multiple degrees
of freedom. Sidechain dihedrals, such as the χ1 dihedrals for the residues shown,
affect the conformation of only one residue. Perturbations, such as the backrub
shown, can affect the conformation of several residues (three in this case; black balls
denote the boundaries of the backbone region affected by the backrub).

2.2.2 Types of perturbations

We implemented DEEPer with seven types of perturbations (Table 2.2, Fig. 2.3).

First of all, backrubs (Fig. 2.3a, Fig. 2.4a) are applied as in brDEE.46 Briefly,

if the backrub affects residues i through i ` 2, the section of protein chain between

residue i’s Cα and residue i ` 2’s Cα is rotated about the axis defined by those two

Cαs, and the rotation angle, i.e. the “primary backrub angle,” is the perturbation

parameter. Then, in order to reduce bond-angle distortion and maintain any pre-

existing hydrogen bonds, a smaller counter-rotation is applied about the peptide

plane’s Cα-Cα axis for both of the peptide planes in this section of protein chain. The

angle of each counter-rotation is 70% of the angle that minimizes the displacement

of the carbonyl oxygen caused by the backrub. In addition to moving the backbone,

backrubs reorient the sidechain of residue i ` 1 in a direction perpendicular to the

local chain direction. Backrubs tend to be found in extended conformations: β sheets
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Figure 2.3: Types of perturbations implemented in DEEPer. Each perturbation
is from red backbone and orange sidechains to blue backbone and purple sidechains.
Black balls denote the boundaries of the backbone region affected by the perturba-
tion. (a) Backrub. (b) Shear. (c) Loop closure adjustment. (d) Secondary structure
adjustment. (e) Partial structure switch. (f) Full structure switch. Two crystal
structures of the motor protein Ncd related by a major conformational change are
shown (PDB codes 2NCD144 and 1N6M174). (g) Proline flip.
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Table 2.2: Types of perturbations
Type Parameter Continuous? Residues

affected
Where
usually
found

Shear * Primary shear angle Yes 4 Helices
Backrub Primary backrub an-

gle
Yes 3 β sheets,

loops
Loop closure
adjustment *

Solution from dis-
crete set

No 3 Loops

Secondary
structure
adjustment *

Solution from dis-
crete set

No 3-4 Loop-helix or
loop-sheet
borders

Partial struc-
ture
switch

Structure from
discrete set

No As desired Anywhere

Full structure
switch

Structure from
discrete set

No All Entire protein

Proline flip Boolean: flip or no
flip

No 1 Prolines

*These perturbations cannot, to our knowledge, be performed by any previous pro-
tein design algorithm. DEEPer also offers novel combinations of perturbations that
have been modeled previously; for example, no previous provable algorithm modeled
overlapping backrubs. DEEPer is also novel in combining these perturbations with
continuous sidechain flexibility, which is represented as orthogonal to perturbations
in conformational space.

or loops in which the mainchain is relatively extended.23

On the other hand, shears (Fig. 2.3b, Fig. 2.5, Fig. 2.4b) move the central

peptide of a three-peptide segment parallel to the chain direction; they occur pri-

marily in α helices, particularly at the termini (Jane and David Richardson, personal

communication). Shears have previously been proposed by Smith and Kortemme.149

The shear motion, if affecting residues i through i` 3, rotates the mainchain atoms

from residue i’s Cα to residue i ` 1’s Cα as well as residue i ` 1’s sidechain about

residue i’s Cα in the plane defined by residue i’s Cα , residue i` 1’s Cα, and residue

i` 2’s Cα. The angle of this rotation, i.e. the “primary shear angle,” is the pertur-

bation parameter. Then residue i ` 2’s sidechain and the mainchain segment from

residue i`2’s Cα to residue i`3’s Cα are rotated as a rigid body about residue i`3’s

Cα in the plane defined by residue i` 1’s Cα, residue i` 2’s Cα, and residue i` 3’s
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Cα. The angle of rotation is calculated to keep the distance between residue i ` 1’s

Cα and residue i ` 2’s Cα at its unperturbed value. Finally, the mainchain atoms

between residue i` 1’s Cα and residue i` 2’s Cα are rotated about the axis defined

by those Cαs to make residue i` 1’s carbonyl C–O bond vector as close as possible

to its unperturbed direction. As in the case of backrubs, this counter-rotation is

intended to maintain hydrogen bonds and reduce bond-angle strain.

Thus, although they are local, affecting 3-4 residues each, backrubs and shears

together allow a given Cα atom to move in any direction by a small amount. The

component rotations of shears and backrubs are illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Loop closure adjustments (Fig. 2.3c) are also perturbations affecting three residues,

but unlike backrubs, they do so without changing any bond angles or lengths. The

space of such motions is described in,19 and the algorithm from that work is used

to implement them. It solves a system of polynomial equations, and each solu-

tion is associated with a possible conformation of the tripeptide. Given a residue

i, these equations find the different possible segments of protein chain from residue

i’s Cα to residue i ` 2’s Cα that maintain specified bond angles, lengths, and ω di-

hedrals without changing the conformation of any other part of the protein at all.

For DEEPer, these specified values are taken from the pre-perturbation conforma-

tion. The perturbation parameter is a discrete index specifying which solution of the

polynomial equations is used to create the perturbed conformation. Loop closure

adjustments can be generated using the same component rotations as backrubs (Fig.

2.4a), though the angles of these rotations and the method by which the angles are

determined are completely different (backrubs are biophysically feasible because the

distortions in bond angles are small, while loop closure adjustments are biophysically

feasible because the rotation angles are computed to avoid any bond angle changes).

Secondary structure adjustments (Fig. 2.3d) are perturbations that change sec-

ondary structure. If one of the residues moved by a loop closure adjustment motion
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Geometry of multi-step perturbations. As in Fig. 2.3, each perturbation
is from red backbone and orange sidechains to blue backbone and purple sidechains.
(a) The two steps of a backrub perturbation, starting from an ideal poly-Ala β sheet.
First, the dipeptide is rotated by the specified amount (here, +10˝) around the Cα1-
Cα3 axis (left). Then, each individual peptide is rotated by some fraction (70%
by default, here corresponding to -7.0˝ and -5.6˝) of the amount needed to restore
the two carbonyl oxygens to their original positions (right). These same rotations,
albeit with very different angles, are used for loop closure adjustments and secondary
adjustments. (b) The three steps of a shear perturbation, starting from an ideal poly-
Ala α helix. First, the N-terminal peptide is rotated by the specified amount (here,
+5˝) around Cα1 in the Cα1-Cα2-Cα3 plane (left). Then, the C-terminal peptide is
rotated around Cα2 in the Cα2-Cα3-Cα4 plane such that the original Cα2-Cα3 distance
(dotted line) is maintained (middle). Finally, the original middle peptide is rotated
and translated to fit into the gap and to match the original carbonyl orientation
(right).
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Figure 2.5: The shear backbone motion. (a) Simple Cα-only representation of
shear, viewed down the axis of an ideal α helix (light colors). Shears of 5˝ (darker)
and 10˝ (darkest) swing the central Cα2-Cα3 peptide (cyan) sideways by coordinated
rotations of the Cα1-Cα2 peptide (blue) and Cα3-Cα4 peptide (green). (b) All-atom
representation of shear, viewed from the side of the ideal α helix (i.e. rotated 90˝

from (a)). Shears of 2˝ over a 10˝ range are shown. The central carbonyl is notably
displaced parallel to the central peptide. One endpoint conformation is marked by
balls and line segments colored as in (a).

is at the beginning or end of a helix or sheet while the other two are in a loop,

then the secondary structure of the helix or sheet residue can effectively be changed

to loop structure. Alternatively, a similar motion can be used to convert the first

residue in a loop to the secondary structure of the residues preceding it, or to convert

the last residue in a loop to the secondary structure of the residues following it. The

backbone dihedrals of the residue to be changed are adjusted to be appropriate for

the helix or sheet by copying the dihedrals of the adjacent helix or sheet residue.

Then, the tripeptide on the other side of the residue from the helix or sheet is placed

into the structure using the loop closure equations from.19 The perturbation param-

eter is a discrete index identifying a solution to the equations, as for a loop closure

adjustment.

Partial structure switches (Fig. 2.3e) take a section of backbone from another
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structure and replace the corresponding section of the structure being modeled with

it. If needed, the new section of backbone is rotated and translated to fit into

the gap. The new and old sections must be very similar in end-to-end length,

because otherwise it is impossible to insert the new section without changing its

backbone conformation significantly. However, the implementation offers two meth-

ods to slightly adjust end-to-end length: scaling coordinates uniformly or using the

tripeptide closure method from .19 Adjusting the length by more than 0.2 Å is set

to raise an error in the implementation of DEEPer. Partial structure switches can

be used to incorporate different ligand conformations, positions, and orientations as

well. This perturbation allows the incorporation of experimentally-observed alternate

backbone conformations–e.g. crystallographic alternates, NMR ensembles, or homol-

ogous structures–or computational predictions like docking poses or computationally-

derived ensembles of loop conformations (e.g. from the POOL algorithm156). For a

full structure switch (Fig. 2.3f), the entire system is modeled with a different crystal

structure (or other structure) for the perturbed RCs, so this affects all residues of

the system.

Proline flips (Fig. 2.3g) are perturbations that flip the ring pucker of proline

from endo to exo or vice versa, thus flipping the signs of all the sidechain dihedrals.

Switching the proline peptide conformation from cis to trans, on the other hand,

could be accomplished by a partial structure switch.

2.2.3 Implementation and selection of perturbations

To flip a proline ring’s pucker, the Cγ atom is moved, holding all bond lengths

as well as the Cα-Cβ-Cγ angle constant. This limits the Cγ position to at most

two positions; if there is a position other than the current one (as there essentially

always is for a valid conformation), then the flip consists of moving the Cγ to that

position. This is similar to the method of Ho et al.77 Then the hydrogens are placed
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to induce two-fold rotational symmetry at each of the four tetrahedral carbons in

the sidechain, using the hydrogen-carbon-hydrogen angles from Allen et al.4 Unlike

other perturbations, this does affect the sidechain dihedrals, but these dihedrals

are not continuously-flexible and are not changed by minDEE or by the normal

sidechain-dihedral adjustments that DEEPer inherits from minDEE. This is because

the dihedrals cannot be changed without affecting the bond lengths and angles.

After perturbations are applied, the sidechain is moved as a rigid body to put

the Cβ in its ideal position (as in the sidechain idealization feature114 in KiNG14)

and to return the χ1 dihedral to its value before the perturbation. The latter step is

to make sure perturbations commute with sidechain dihedral adjustments and is not

applied for proline, so proline flips are not reversed at this stage. Proline is, however,

further idealized by imposing an ideal Cδ-N-Cα angle and then placing the Cγ and the

hydrogens in the same manner as for a proline flip, except choosing the Cγ position

that does not flip the ring pucker. Backbone conformations that do not allow any

valid proline ring conformation are assigned infinite energy, preventing them from

being considered as GMEC candidates or low-energy ensemble members. In light of

these modifications, the DEEPer version of osprey now supports mutations to and

from proline.

When computing energy lower bounds and final minimized conformations, contin-

uous perturbations are minimized along with sidechain dihedrals using the steepest

descent-based local minimization algorithm currently implemented in osprey.

We have implemented an automatic perturbation selection module for osprey,

which generates shears, backrubs, loop closure adjustments, secondary structure ad-

justments, and proline flips. Partial and full structure switches can be included if the

user provides alternate-structure information. The set of flexible residues is taken

as input, as in iMinDEE. For any set of consecutive flexible residues with suitable

secondary structure and the correct number of residues for a given perturbation type,
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one perturbation of that type is generated. Perturbed backbone conformations are

run through a Ramachandran filter with a used-specified cutoff. Ramachandran data

from114 were used, with glycine, proline, and pre-proline residues all treated as spe-

cial cases. If specified by the user, perturbed backbone conformations are also run

through a backbone RMSD filter. The latter rejects a perturbed backbone confor-

mation (and its associated RCs) if it is too similar to another backbone conformation

that is being considered, as measured by backbone heavy-atom RMSD. The RMSD

filter can widen the diversity of sampled backbone conformations per unit computa-

tional cost. Parameter intervals for shears and backrubs can be specified by the user.

Proline flips are placed at any residues where prolines are allowed. This automatic

perturbation selector can be applied straightforwardly to any protein system, though

sometimes better results might be obtained by manual adjustment of perturbations,

particularly when experimental data on alternate backbone conformations is avail-

able. For example, crystallographic alternates can be used for this purpose. Another

possibility is to use crystal structures of different conformations of the same or similar

proteins, such as the different complementarity-determining region loop structures

found for antibodies.3 The automatic perturbation selector can incorporate manually

selected perturbations and then select additional perturbations automatically.

2.2.4 Residue conformations (RCs)

To use the perturbations described above, we require a new way to represent possible

conformational states. To meet this need, DEEPer introduces residue conformations

(RCs), which are analogous to rotamers in traditional DEE, but also incorporate the

perturbations as additional degrees of freedom. In this section, we first introduce

the philosophy and nomenclature behind RCs. We then lay out DEEPer’s strategy

for representing RCs in the presence of perturbations affecting multiple residues,

performing energy minimization with the correct order of operations even with non-
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Figure 2.6: iMinDEE can be viewed as a global minimization algorithm over many
degrees of freedom (DOFs) that searches a set of energy wells. (a, b) RCs represent
likely locations for energy wells of particular residues. The notation ir is used to
represent the rth RC of residue i. (c) This leads to an n-dimensional lattice for the
possible energy well locations for n residues. (d) We prune RCs and tuples of RCs
using iMinDEE. Then A* is used to identify the energy wells with the lowest lower
bounds, and local minimization is used to search these wells for the GMEC.

commutative perturbations, and adding special wild-type rotamers to some RCs.

Like rotamers in traditional DEE or iMinDEE,40 RCs are prunable, enumerable

states of a residue. Specifically, consider a residue i with s sidechain dihedrals that is

affected by c continuous perturbations and d discrete perturbations. Then each RC

of i may be represented as a (2s`2c`d`1)-tuple whose elements are (1) a maximum

and minimum value for each sidechain dihedral angle (following minDEE, we have

implemented this as the modal dihedral for the rotamer ˘9˝), (2) a maximum and

minimum parameter value for each continuous perturbation, (3) a single parameter
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value for each discrete perturbation, and (4) an amino acid type. For a residue with

a particular amino acid type whose conformation is described by a set of sidechain

dihedral angles and perturbation parameter values, we say that the residue is in

a given RC when its amino acid type and discrete perturbation parameters match

those of the RC and its sidechain dihedrals and continuous perturbation parameters

each fall between the minimum and maximum values for the RC. Let us use the

notation ir for an RC affecting residue i, by analogy to the notation for rotamers.25

Like a rotamer in minDEE,40,48 an RC represents a set of closely-related confor-

mations. The sets of conformations are meant to be small enough that the GMEC

can be found by local minimization once an RC has been assigned to each residue

(Fig. 2.6). In general, RCs are handled analogously to rotamers in minDEE but can

account for backbone as well as sidechain flexibility.

An important property of perturbations is that if a perturbation is applied to

a protein, the perturbation must have the same parameter value for all affected

residues. Thus, if a perturbation p affects residue i and j, and two RCs ir and js

have different parameter value intervals for p, then the pairwise energy of ir and

js can be set to 8, and the pair should always be pruned. Such a pair is called

parametrically incompatible (Fig. 2.7). For example, if a shear perturbation (Section

2.2.2) in a protein moves both residues 60 and 61, there can be no conformation

in which residue 60 is in an RC with shear parameter 3-5˝ but residue 61 is in an

unsheared RC. RCs at different residues with different but overlapping parameter

value intervals for the same perturbation are not allowed, but this restriction does

not limit the conformational space available to DEEPer; it only limits the choice of

RCs used to represent this conformational space.

Pairs of RCs that are not parametrically incompatible will be referred to as

parametrically compatible.

Having defined the set of RCs for each residue position and pruned parametrically
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Figure 2.7: Parametric incompatibility of RCs. Suppose residue i and j are affected
by the same backrub. RCs it and js are parametrically compatible because there exists
an overall conformation of the protein in which residue i is in it and residue j is in js.
Similarly, iu and js are parametrically compatible. But ir and js are parametrically
incompatible because there is no overall conformation of the protein in which residue
i is in ir and residue j is in js.

incompatible pairs, we are ready to search for the GMEC or low-energy ensemble,

starting with the same minimization-aware pruning methods as iMinDEE,40 which

can be applied without modification if parametrically incompatible pairs are assigned

an infinite pairwise energy. This is possible because the derivation of iMinDEE40

does not assume anything about the geometry of the flexibility. It only assumes that

lower bounds for single-rotamer and pairwise interaction energies are available and

that there is a method to minimize conformations once rotamers have been assigned.

Thus, the iMinDEE algorithm can be applied to RCs with continuous sidechain and

backbone flexibility just as it can be applied to rotamers with only sidechain flexibility

(see Fig. 2.6). Pruning is followed by A* search and enumeration of conformations;

as in minDEE48 and iMinDEE,40 the A* search outputs unminimized conformations

in order of lower-bound minimized energy, and local minimization is used to identify

the GMEC or the desired ensemble. These steps are also part of the iMinDEE

protocol.40
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The conformation of the protein is always uniquely defined by the sequence and

the values of all perturbation parameters and sidechain dihedrals. This conformation

is constructed from the original, wild-type conformation by performing any necessary

mutations, rotating sidechains to obtain the correct dihedrals, and then applying all

perturbations with the specified parameters. When there are overlapping perturba-

tions, the precise geometry of the RC will typically depend on the order in which the

perturbations are applied, so DEEPer must assign an ordering to all the perturba-

tions before beginning calculations. This ordering can be specified by the user, but a

default ordering is provided by the automatic perturbation selector (Section 2.2.2).

If the initial conformational state to which a perturbation b is applied depends on

the state of a previously applied perturbation a, then any residue affected by b is also

considered to be affected by a for purposes of defining RCs and minimization, since

a affects the final perturbed conformations of that residue. It is useful to choose an

ordering that reduces the number of residues affected by each perturbation and thus

the number of RCs. Measures to accomplish this include performing small perturba-

tions after larger ones and applying perturbations in a minimal number of “layers,”

where a layer is a set of non-overlapping perturbations applied consecutively.

Like iMinDEE, DEEPer requires minimization of pairwise energies to compute

lower-bound energies as well as minimization of the total energy of the protein to

obtain final minimized conformations. DEEPer minimizes pairwise energies with

respect to all continuous perturbation parameters affecting either of the residues

in the pair, in addition to the residues’ sidechain dihedrals. The total energy is

minimized with respect to all continuous perturbation parameters and sidechain

dihedrals. To change the parameter value for a perturbation p, p can be undone

and then reapplied with the correct parameter. To ensure that perturbations are all

applied in the correct order, perturbations that were applied after p may have to

be undone before p is undone and then reapplied after p is reapplied. As a result,
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it is best to apply continuous perturbations after discrete ones, so that discrete

perturbations do not need to be re-applied during minimization.

At the discretion of the user, the space of RCs in DEEPer can be augmented by

introducing wild-type “rotamers” for each residue. These are rotamers generated by

taking the sidechain conformation from the starting structure (including the original

bond lengths and angles) and then allowing ˘9˝ minimization of sidechain dihedrals.

Wild-type rotamers are added to the calculation along with the generic rotamers from

the rotamer library (which, in the Penultimate rotamer library115 we use, correspond

to clusters of dihedral angles from high-resolution structures in the PDB).

2.2.5 Indirect pruning

By construction, DEEPer allows searching a larger conformational space than any

previous provable protein design algorithm can search. This additional flexibility

can lead to additional computational complexity. In this section, we show that a

new algorithm, indirect pruning, can be used to alleviate this complexity. To explain

this new algorithm, we first introduce the concept of the pruning zone, and then

provide additional machinery that will be needed to describe the algorithm formally.

Next, we provide theorems establishing the correctness of indirect pruning and an

analysis of its computational complexity. Finally, we provide a simple “toy” example

of indirect pruning to illustrate the functioning of the algorithm.

In principle, DEEPer could be implemented using only previous minimization-

aware DEE pruning algorithms, such as iMinDEE40 and minBounds.47 For these

algorithms, RCs are used instead of rotamers, and pairwise energies of parametri-

cally incompatible RC pairs are set to 8. There is some additional cost due simply

to the larger number of RCs than rotamers. However, there is also a source of inef-

ficiency in the DEE pruning step by previous algorithms that arises specifically due

to the DEEPer perturbation model (Fig. 2.8a,b). Let ir and it be any two RCs
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that include a different parameter value interval for some perturbation p, where p

affects both residue i and some other residue k. In such a case, ir is parametrically

incompatible with some RC of k that is parametrically compatible with it. But it is

parametrically incompatible with some other RC of k that is parametrically compat-

ible with ir. Consequently, the left-hand side of the iMinDEE pruning condition Eq.

(2.1) will necessarily be ´8, since the term in the sum for j “ k will be ´8 regard-

less of whether we are trying to prune ir using it or the other way around. This lack

of pruning would require every combination of parameter values for different per-

turbations to be enumerated in the A* step. The number of such combinations can

grow exponentially with the number of perturbations, quickly leading to intractable

calculations.

To avoid this problem, we derive a new pruning algorithm, indirect pruning, that

can prune in such cases. This method is designed to take advantage of already-

pruned pairs of RCs. These can be parametrically incompatible pairs, pairs with

steric clashes, pairs that have been pruned by other pruning algorithms, and pairs

pruned by previous iterations of indirect pruning. Indirect pruning is intended for

use in addition to previous techniques, rather than as a replacement for them, in

order to obtain optimal pruning.

Pruning zones. We will now introduce the concept of a pruning zone, a key novel

feature of our method.

We designate a set of residues as the pruning zone, denoted as Z. In principle,

Z may be chosen to be any set of residues in the system (good choices of Z are

discussed below). We then attempt to prune RCs for each residue in Z. In DEE

pruning, a “candidate” rotamer is said to be pruned using a “competitor” rotamer,

with “witness” rotamers at other residues considered in the calculation. Suppose we

wish to prune the candidate RC ir using the competitor RC it. Because some RCs
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elsewhere in the pruning zone may be parametrically incompatible with it but not

ir (or vice versa), we may not be able to find witness RCs at those residues. As a

result, it is not feasible to prune ir by considering only the energy terms involving

residue i, as DEE does.

Instead, we try to prune all conformations of Z that contain ir (Fig. 2.8). Since we

represent each conformation of Z as a tuple of RCs, the pruning condition for tuples

of RCs (Eq. (2.4) below) could be used here; this pruning condition considers the

energy terms involving all residues in Z. However, pruning each tuple individually

would be very time consuming, because the number of conformations of Z grows

exponentially with respect to z “ |Z|.

To avoid this problem, we use bounds to “indirectly” prune all the tuples con-

taining ir at once. First, we bound the energy differences that we need to prune

conformations of Z containing ir. Then, we try to identify a conformation of Z that

includes it and can prune all conformations of Z that include ir. We still consider

the energy terms involving all residues in Z, and we break up the pruning condition

into terms of the form Eq. (2.2) to allow efficient computation of the bounds. This

leads to the maximization of a minimum in Algorithm 1 below: we perform a min-

imization in step 2 to bound the energy associated with Z when residue i is in the

RC ir, and this creates the overall conformation u of Z that will be “hardest” to

prune. Then we find the overall conformation v, consisting of it and its companions,

that will at least approximately maximize the energy difference q (see Algorithm 1)

and thus make pruning most feasible. We use a greedy maximization strategy that

is not provably optimal to avoid an exponential running time; however, pruning is

still provable. Like conformational-splitting DEE,130 this algorithm effectively par-

titions the search space of “witness” RCs at residues other than that of the RC we

are trying to prune. However, by implicitly constructing conformations of the entire

pruning zone, it can more comprehensively exclude infeasible conformations from the
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pruning and thus prune more powerfully than conformational splitting, which only

splits conformations based on the RC choice at one or two residue positions.

Unlike previous algorithms, indirect pruning can remove pruned competitor-

witness as well as candidate-witness pairs from analysis. Indirect pruning has been

implemented first using all flexible residues as the pruning zone, followed by addi-

tional pruning zones as described in section 2.2.6.

Notation. Some of the notation presented here is shared with previous work on

DEE-based algorithms, such as,48 but some new notation is also required for the

explanation of indirect pruning. We define Eapirq to be the minimum intra-residue

energy that the residue can have while in the RC ir, and given some other RC js

(j ‰ i), we define Eapir, jsq as the minimum pairwise interaction energy that residues

i and j can have while i is in ir and j is in js. These quantities will be used to calculate

lower bounds for conformational energies. Following normal usage, we call an RC

or a tuple of RCs at different residues pruned if it has been determined that its

residue(s) cannot all be in the specified RC(s) in the GMEC or in any conformation

of the desired ensemble. Next, we provide a notation for tuples of RCs. Suppose we

have an m-tuple r of RCs, where each RC ir P r applies to a different residue i; we

then define Mr to be the set of residues to which the RCs in r apply. For i PMr, let

ir denote the RC in r corresponding to i. In other words, we will use the notation

ir to refer to elements in a tuple, indexed by residue. Also, let N denote the set of

residues that are not in the pruning zone.

Now, we provide a notation for the RCs that we are searching over. Let Rj be the

set of unpruned RCs at residue j. For each pair (i,j) of residues, we can construct

a set Rjpirq Ď Rj containing all RCs of j that may be found in a conformation

that also contains ir (Fig. 2.9). To do this, for each i ‰ j, we stipulate that an

RC js P Rj is in Rjpirq if and only if js has not been pruned and the pair (ir, js)
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Figure 2.8: Parametric incompatibility impedes DEE pruning but not indirect
pruning. (a) Normally, DEE is able to compare conformations containing a candidate
RC ir to those containing a competitor RC it and prune ir if the conformations
containing ir are always higher in energy. We can determine this by comparing all
energy terms involving residue i: its internal energy plus its interaction energies
with all other residues. Solid lines denote this summed energy for ir (red) and for it
(purple). (b) If ir and it have different parameter intervals for a perturbation, then
the conformations of other residues affected by the perturbation cannot be directly
compared by the DEE criterion. Thus, pruning using this criterion is impossible,
regardless of the energetics of these RCs. (c) This problem is alleviated if we compare
all energy terms involving a multi-residue pruning zone rather than just the single
residue position i. Indirect pruning works by comparing the sets of all conformations
of the pruning zone containing ir (red) to all conformations of the pruning zone
containing it (purple). But even for a given set of conformations for all residues
outside the pruning zone, each of these sets of conformations will have a range of
energies (shown as colored regions). We use bounds (red and blue lines) to avoid the
expensive process of considering each conformation of the pruning zone. We seek a
lower bound on the energy difference between the best conformation involving it (the
blue line is an upper bound on this conformation’s energy) and the best conformation
involving ir (the red line is a lower bound on this conformation’s energy, so the
difference between the red and blue lines represents a lower bound on the energy
difference). Dashed lines indicate the energy gap between conformational states
involving ir and those involving it.
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Figure 2.9: The Rjpirq notation. Suppose residues i and j are affected by the
same backrub. Then Rjpirq (blue voxels on the right) can consist only of RCs with
the same parameter range for this backrub as ir. RCs can also be excluded because
of pruned pairs: even though js has the same parameter range as ir, js R Rjpirq,
because the pair pir, jsq has been pruned (either by a steric check, a previous round
of indirect pairs pruning, or another pruning algorithm). RCs of j that are not in
Rjpirq (those that cannot be found simultaneously with ir in a conformation of the
protein) are shown in green.

has not been pruned. In other words, Rjpirq consists of all the RCs at position j

that are compatible with ir. If the indirect pruning algorithm is to be applied to a

given pruning zone multiples times, Rjpirq needs to be recomputed each time. This

is analogous to the way newly pruned rotamers are excluded from analysis at each

iteration in other forms of dead-end elimination. Since ir is compatible with itself,

we also define Ripirq “ tiru.

Similarly, let us define Rjprq to specify the set of RCs of residue j that are

compatible with all RCs in r. Unpruned RCs at position j can be excluded from

Rjprq based either on pruned pairs or larger tuples. To make this rigorous, for j RMr,

js P Rj is in Rjprq if and only if no tuple of RCs g specifying the conformation of

W Y tju has been pruned, where W Ď Mr, jg “ js, and hg “ hr for each residue

h P W . If no tuples larger than pairs have been pruned, then this condition can be

be simplified: js P Rj is in Rjprq if and only if no pair pir, jsq has been pruned, for

i PMr.
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RCs that are part of r are compatible with r, so for j PMr, Rjprq “ tjru.

Formal description of algorithm. Indirect pruning of individual RCs proceeds as fol-

lows.

Algorithm 1. Pruning individual RCs.

1. For each residue i in Z, and for each ordered pair of RCs pir, itq at i with

ir ‰ it, calculate Kpir, itq, where

Kpha, hbq “ Eaphaq ´ Eaphbq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q ´ max

h1
b1PRh1 phbq

Eaphb, h
1
b1q
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphb, jsq
˘

. (2.2)

2. For each pair pir, itq:

(a) Create a variable q and set q “ 0.

(b) For each h P Z, iterating in increasing order of h, find the RC hv that

maximizes min
haPRhpirq

Kpha, hvq subject to the conditions hv P Rhpitq and

hv P Rhpjvq for each j P Z with j ă h; add this maximum value to q.

(c) Prune ir if and only if q ą Ew` I, where Ew is the desired energy window

and I is the pruning interval (see Introduction).

This pruning condition, unlike the iMinDEE pruning condition Eq. (2.1), is

broken down into the RC pair terms Kpha, hbq (see Eq. (2.2)) first rather than into

pairwise and single-residue terms, to facilitate the algorithm. Eq. (2.2) in turn is

broken down into single-residue terms, pairwise terms within the pruning zone, and

finally pairwise terms between residues inside and outside the pruning zone.

The indirect pruning strategy can also be applied to pairwise or higher-order

pruning (pruning of pairs or larger tuples of RCs). Let r be a tuple of RCs. We will
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try to prune tuples of residues in the pruning zone, i.e., try to prune some tuples

r such that Mr Ď Z. To prune tuples, we must first precompute Kpir, itq for each

ordered pair of RCs pir, itq with ir ‰ it at each i in Z. This is the same precom-

putation as is required for pruning single RCs (Algorithm 1). Our implementation

prunes single RCs before pairs and reuses the precomputed Kpir, itq values for the

pairs pruning. Then, to attempt pruning of the tuple r using the competitor tuple

t, where Mr “ Mt (so corresponding elements of r and t are at the same residue),

we apply the following algorithm:

Algorithm 2. Pruning a tuple of RCs.

1. Set q “ 0.

2. For each h P Z ´Mr, iterating in increasing order of h, find the RC hv that

maximizes min
haPRhprq

Kpha, hvq subject to the conditions hv P Rhprq and hv P

Rhpjvq for each j P Z with j ă h; add this maximum value to q.

3. Prune r if and only if q `Kpr, tq ą Ew ` I where

Kpr, tq “
ÿ

iPMr

´

Eapirq ´ Eapitq `
ÿ

h1PMr,h1ăi

`

Eapir, h
1
rq ´ Eapit, h

1
tq
˘

¯

`
ÿ

h1PZ´Mr

´

min
h1
a1PRh1 prq

ÿ

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapir, h
1
a1q
˘

´ max
h1
b1PRh1 ptq

ÿ

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapit, h
1
b1q
˘

¯

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

iPMr

`

Eapir, jsq ´ Eapit, jsq
˘

. (2.3)

A proof of the correctness of Algorithm 1 is provided in section 2.2.7, and a proof

of the correctness of Algorithm 2 is provided in section 2.2.8.

Complexity. Indirect pruning, like regular DEE, runs in polynomial time. We can

characterize the complexity in terms of n, the number of residues in the system; z,
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the size of the pruning zone, with z ď n; and r, the maximum number of RCs at any

residue in the pruning zone:

Lemma 2.2.1. Indirect pruning of single RCs for a pruning zone Z runs in Opz2r4`

znr3 ` z3r3q time.

Proof. The time complexity of pruning single RCs for a pruning zone is the sum of

the time to calculate Kpir, itq using Eq. (2.2) for each i in Z, and for each ordered

pair of RCs pir, itq at i with ir ‰ it, plus the time to evaluate the pruning condition

(step 2 of Algorithm 1) for each such pair. At each residue, there are at most r2

ordered pairs of RCs at the same residue including repeats pir, irq, so there are less

than zr2 pairs of RCs to consider in total.

For a given RC pair pha, hbq, it takes constant time to evaluate Eaphaq´Eaphbq. It

takes Oprq time to evaluate min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q or max

h1
b1PRh1 phbq

Eaphb, h
1
b1q for some h1 P

Z, because at most r RCs need to be considered to find the maximum or minimum, so

it takes Opzrq time to evaluate
ř

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q´ max

h1
b1PRh1 phbq

Eaphb, h
1
b1q
˘

.

Finally, it takes Oprq time to evaluate min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphb, jsq
˘

, and therefore

it takes Opnrq time to evaluate
ř

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphb, jsq
˘

. Thus, it takes

Op1 ` zr ` nrq “ Opnrq time to evaluate Eq. (2.2), and so the computation of

Kpir, itq for each of the Opzr2q pairs pir, itq takes Opznr3q time.

Next, for each residue h P Z, evaluating the maximum of a minimum in step 2

of the algorithm will require performing less than r2 comparisons of terms Kpha, hbq

and less than zr checks of the condition hv P Rhpjvq and so will take Opr2`zrq time.

Because there are z residues at which this must be performed, the time required for

step 2 for a given RC ordered pair pir, itq is Opzr2 ` z2rq, and so the total time to

evaluate the pruning condition for all Opzr2q pairs is Opz2r4 ` z3r3q.
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Consequently, the total time required to perform pruning of single RCs for a

pruning zone Z is Opz2r4 ` znr3 ` z3r3q.

Lemma 2.2.2. Indirect pruning of m-tuples of RCs for a pruning zone Z runs in

O
`

zmr2m`1pn` z2 ` zrq
˘

time.

Proof. Let us first assume that we have already precalculated Kpir, itq for each i

in Z, and for each ordered pair of RCs pir, itq at i with ir ‰ it; the cost of this

precomputation will be considered later.

To prune m-tuples in Z we must consider each of the
`

Z
m

˘

“ Opzmq possible m-

tuples of residues in Z, and assign a pair of RCs for each residue out of the Opr2q

pairs available, so that we have one tuple r to prune using another t. This gives us

Opzmr2mq pairs of tuples to evaluate for pruning. It takes Opr2`zrq time to evaluate

the maximum of a minimum term for h P Z, and so overall it takes Opzr2`z2rq time

to perform step 2 of the algorithm. This leaves the Kpr, tq term, which requires eval-

uating Eq. (2.3) once. We require constant time (with respect to n, r, and z) to eval-

uate
ř

iPMr

´

Eapirq´Eapitq`
ř

h1PMr,h1ăi

`

Eapir, h
1
rq´Eapit, h

1
tq
˘

¯

. It takes Oprq time to

evaluate min
h1
a1PRh1 prq

ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapir, h
1
a1q
˘

or max
h1
b1PRh1 ptq

ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapit, h
1
b1q
˘

for h1 P Z ´

Mr, so it takes Opzrq time to evaluate the
ř

h1PZ´Mr

´

min
h1
a1PRh1 prq

ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapir, h
1
a1q
˘

´

max
h1
b1PRh1 ptq

ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapit, h
1
b1q
˘

¯

term. Finally it takesOprq time to evaluate min
jsPRj

ř

iPMr

`

Eapir, jsq´

Eapit, jsq
˘

for j P N , and thus Opnrq time to evaluate
ř

jPN

min
jsPRj

ř

iPMr

`

Eapir, jsq ´

Eapit, jsq
˘

. Adding these together, the cost of evaluating Eq. (2.3) is Opnr `

zr ` 1q “ Opnrq, and so the cost of trying to prune one m-tuple using another

is Opnr`zr2`z2rq. Thus the overall cost of trying to prune with all Opzmr2mq pairs

of m-tuples is O
`

zmr2m`1pn ` z2 ` zrq
˘

. For any m ą 1, this dominates the time

required to prune single RCs even with the Kpir, itq precomputation, so the cost of
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pruning m-tuples is still O
`

zmr2m`1pn ` z2 ` zrq
˘

even if the precomputation cost

is added.

Note that pruning all m-tuples takes exponential time with respect to m using

any form of DEE simply because the number of possible m-tuples to prune grows

exponentially with respect to m. The time cost to prune a single m-tuple is polyno-

mial with indirect pruning or any previous DEE-based algorithm. Unlike the original

DEE algorithm, indirect pruning has nontrivial space complexity, because it must

calculate the RC-pair terms Kpir, itq for each residue pair pir, itq. However, because

there are Opzr2q such pairs, the memory cost is just Opzr2q, which is negligible com-

pared to A* or even to the cost of storing a boolean for each tuple indicating whether

it is pruned, which is Opnmrmq.

Because it can prune RCs using RCs in different backbone states, indirect pruning

could also be useful in multistate protein design, which designs sequences that prefer

one backbone state over another.173

Toy example of indirect pruning. The indirect pruning condition can be illustrated

using the toy example whose energies are listed in Table 2.3. We are using the

pruning zone Z “ ti, ju and trying to prune ir using it. We will not consider any

continuous flexibility, so we can just consider well-defined energies E instead of energy

lower-bounds Ea and let I “ 0. Suppose residues i and j are affected by a discrete

perturbation, which may have parameter value either 0 or 1. The RCs ir and js have

parameter value 0 for this perturbation, while it and js1 have parameter value 1; thus

Rjpirq “ tjsu, Rjpitq “ tjs1u, Ripjsq “ tiru, and Ripjs1q “ titu . All these RCs have

alanine as their amino acid type. Since alanine has no sidechain dihedrals, none of

the RCs include bounds for sidechain dihedrals. Furthermore, suppose residue k is

not affected by the perturbation but has two rotamers, treated as rigid here: the

m rotamer of valine and the t0 rotamer of aspartate (the other rotamers of valine
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Table 2.3: Pairwise energies for RCs in the toy example. Pruning of RC ir using it
will be attempted, with pruning zone Z “ ti, ju.

Pairwise energies
Residue conformation Perturbation parameter value Intra-energy js js1 ku ku1

ir 0 2 -2 8 0 5
it 1 0 8 -3 -5 5
js 0 -2 20 3
js1 1 0 2 3
ku n/a 1
ku1 n/a 1

and aspartate having been pruned already). The RCs ku and ku1 correspond to the

two rotamers of k. They have the amino acid types and dihedral angles of their

corresponding rotamers and no perturbation parameters.

We first need to calculate Kpir, itq “ Epirq´Epitq`Epir, ku1q´Epit, ku1q “ 2, and

also we need Kpjs, js1q “ Epjsq´Epjs1q`Epir, jsq´Epit, js1q`Epjs, ku1q´Epjs1 , ku1q “

´1. When we apply our pruning condition, Kpir, itq`Kpjs, js1q ą Ew, we are pruning

all conformations of Z that include ir (in this case, there is just one such possible

conformation of Z, defined by ir and js). Therefore, we prune if 2 ´ 1 “ 1 ą Ew.

Since we are looking for all conformations within energy Ew of the GMEC, if we

want only the GMEC, we set Ew “ 0 and thus prune ir.

2.2.6 Choice of pruning zones

Making the pruning zone Z be the entire system will ensure that all pruned pairs

are contained within Z (i.e. for each pruned pair pir, jsq, i, j P Z), which may result

in additional pruning relative to previous methods. The time and space cost of

indirect pruning for Z scales as z but is expected to be much smaller than that of A*

regardless. However, indirect pruning becomes less powerful than Goldstein DEE53

when few of the RC pairs in the pruning zone are pruned. To avoid this problem, one

may construct a much smaller, “minimal” pruning zone by the following protocol:
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1. Select a perturbation and put all the residues it affects in Z.

2. While there is a perturbation that affect at least one residue in Z and at least

one in N , add all the residues it affects to Z.

If Z is a minimal pruning zone, then there will be no parametrically incompatible

pairs pir, jsq for i P Z but j P N , which would lead to a lack of pruning. But there is

no proper subset of Z with this property, so removing more residues from Z would

be imprudent. In other words, using a minimal pruning zone will take advantage of

all the parametrically incompatible pairs resulting from the perturbations. Also, it

will make sure that no RCs are impossible to prune just because they have different

parameter values than other RCs at the same residue. But it will put no more

residues in Z than necessary to satisfy those two conditions.

Optimal pruning can be obtained by using multiple rounds of indirect pruning,

one with the entire system as the pruning zone and one for each possible minimal

pruning zone (there are at most as many as minimal pruning zones as there are

perturbations); these can be applied in sequence during each pruning cycle along

with all the other DEE methods in our lab’s osprey software41,49 (Goldstein singles,

pairs, etc.). The cycle is repeated until it does not prune any RCs. Thus, the number

of cycles cannot be greater than the total number of RCs at all residues, but in

practice it will tend to be far smaller than that. Using both the entire protein as a

pruning zone and the minimal pruning zones achieves a balance between the benefits

of large and small pruning zones. Because the pruning is provable for any sequence

of pruning zones, more could be included, though the amount of additional pruning

will likely be much diminished. In fact the first pruning zone used, which in the

current implementation is the entire protein, tends to give most or all of the pruning

in test runs. Multiple iterations with that first pruning zone are usually needed for

pruning to complete, though, just as for other forms of DEE.
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2.2.7 Proof of single-RC pruning condition

Let us show the indirect pruning algorithm for pruning single RCs, algorithm 1, is

correct.First of all, we must consider the DEE pruning condition for a conformation

u of Z, where u is a z-tuple of RCs. We use the iMinDEE minimization-aware

version40 of Goldstein53’s DEE pruning condition for tuples.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let u be a z-tuple of RCs with Z “ Mu. If there exists a z-tuple v

of RCs specifying a conformation of Z such that

ÿ

hPZ

˜

Eaphuq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

Eaphu, h
1
uq ´ Eaphv, h

1
vq
˘

¸

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

hPZ

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

ą Ew ` I, (2.4)

then u can be pruned, meaning that Z is not found in the conformation u in any

overall protein conformation whose energy is within Ew of the GMEC.

Proof. We begin with the iMinDEE version of the Goldstein pruning condition, Eq.

(2.1). As noted by,53 this condition need not be applied only to pruning rotamers of

single residues; rather, it may be applied to prune conformations of sets of residues

(53 refers to these as renormalized residues). In our case, it will be used to prune

conformations of the pruning zone Z. Therefore, if there exists a z-tuple v of RCs

specifying a conformation of Z such that

Eapuq ´ Eapvq `
ÿ

jPN

min
js

`

Eapu, jsq ´ Eapv, jsq
˘

ą Ew ` I, (2.5)

then u can be pruned, with Eap¨q denoting the intra-energy lower bound of a confor-

mation and Eap¨, ¨q denoting the pairwise-interaction-energy lower bound of a pair

of conformations as usual. The intra-energy of u is the sum of the intra-energies of

its constituent RCs plus the sum of the pairwise energies among these constituent
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RCs:

Eapuq “
ÿ

hPZ

˜

Eaphuq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

Eaphu, h
1
uq

¸

. (2.6)

The pairwise energy between Z in conformation u and a given residue j in RC js is

simply the sum of pairwise energies of the constituent RCs of u with js:

Eapu, jsq “
ÿ

hPZ

Eaphu, jsq. (2.7)

Similarly, if Z is in conformation v, then its intra-energy is

Eapvq “
ÿ

hPZ

˜

Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

Eaphv, h
1
vq

¸

(2.8)

and its pairwise energy with js is

Eapv, jsq “
ÿ

hPZ

Eaphv, jsq. (2.9)

Substituting the energies Eq. (2.6) through Eq. (2.9) into the pruning condition Eq.

(2.5) yields Eq. (2.4), and the lemma follows.

Now we are ready to prove the validity of indirect pruning.

Theorem 2.2.1. If Algorithm 1 prunes an RC ir, then no protein conformation

whose energy is within Ew of the GMEC will contain ir.

Proof. Suppose the algorithm prunes ir using it. Let v be as in step 2 of the algorithm

for this pruning. This means that there exists a z-tuple v of RCs such that iv “ it,

h1v P Rh1phvq for all h, h1 P Z (i.e. v specifies a valid conformation of the pruning

zone), and

qf “
ÿ

hPZ

min
haPRhpirq

Kpha, hvq

“
ÿ

hPZ

min
haPRhpirq

ˆ

Eaphaq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q

´ max
h1
b1PRh1 phvq

Eaphv, h
1
b1q
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

ą Ew ` I. (2.10)
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where qf denotes the value of q when the algorithm is finished. Because h1v P Rh1phvq

for any residues h, h1 P Z, max
h1
b1PRh1 phvq

Eaphv, h
1
b1q ě Eaphv, h

1
vq, which may be substi-

tuted into Eq. (2.10) to yield

ÿ

hPZ

min
haPRhpirq

ˆ

Eaphaq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q

´Eaphv, h
1
vq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

ą Ew ` I. (2.11)

The substitution preserves the inequality because the left-hand-side of Eq. (2.11),

which contains the substitution, is greater than or equal to the left-hand-side of Eq.

(2.10). Now, let U be the set of conformations of the pruning zone that contain ir :

U “ tu | Mu “ Z, iu “ ir, h
1
u P Rh1phuq @ h, h

1 P Zu. Applying the definition of a

minimum to the min
haPRhpirq

in Eq. (2.11), we know that for any z-tuple of RCs u P U ,

ÿ

hPZ

ˆ

Eaphuq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phuq

Eaphu, h
1
a1q

´Eaphv, h
1
vq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

ą Ew ` I. (2.12)

Since h1u P Rh1phuq for each h, h1 P Z, min
h1
a1PRh1 phuq

Eaphu, h
1
a1q ď Eaphu, h

1
uq, which we

may substitute into Eq. (2.12) to yield

ÿ

hPZ

ˆ

Eaphuq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

Eaphu, h
1
uq ´ Eaphv, h

1
vq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

ą Ew ` I, (2.13)

for each u P U . Finally, observe that

ÿ

hPZ

ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

ď
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

hPZ

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘
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and therefore that the left-hand-side of Eq. (2.13) is less than or equal to that of

Eq. (2.4), for a given u P U . Therefore Eq. (2.4) holds for each u P U , i.e. for each

u specifying a valid conformation of Z with iu “ ir. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.3,

we can prune each conformation u of Z with iu “ ir, i.e. no such u will be in the

ensemble of protein conformations within Ew of the GMEC. Thus, there is no way

for ir to be found in this ensemble, and we can prune ir too.

2.2.8 Proof of tuples pruning condition

Theorem 2.2.2. If Algorithm 2 prunes a tuple of RCs r, then no protein conforma-

tion whose energy is within Ew of the GMEC will contain r.

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose the algorithm

prunes r using t, with Mr “Mt Ď Z. Let v be as in the algorithm for this pruning.

This means that there exists a z-tuple v of RCs such that iv “ it for all i P Mt,

h1v P Rh1phvq @ h, h
1 P Z (i.e. v specifies a valid conformation of the pruning zone),

and

qf “
ÿ

hPZ´Mr

ˆ

min
haPRhprq

Kpha, hvq

˙

`Kpr, tq

“
ÿ

hPZ´Mr

min
haPRhprq

ˆ

Eaphaq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q

´ max
h1
b1PRh1 phvq

Eaphv, h
1
b1q
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

`Kpr, tq ą Ew ` I. (2.14)

where qf denotes the value of q when the algorithm is finished. Now, because h1v P

Rh1phvq for any residues h, h1 P Z, max
h1
b1PRh1 phvq

Eaphv, h
1
b1q ě Eaphv, h

1
vq, which may be
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substituted into Eq. (2.14) to yield

ÿ

hPZ´Mr

min
haPRhprq

ˆ

Eaphaq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phaq

Eapha, h
1
a1q

´Eaphv, h
1
vq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eapha, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

`Kpr, tq ą Ew ` I. (2.15)

The substitution preserves the inequality because the left-hand-side of Eq. (2.15),

which contains the substitution, is greater than or equal to the left-hand-side of

Eq. (2.14). Now, let U be the set of valid conformations of the pruning zone that

contain r, so U “ tu | Mu “ Z, hu P Rhprq, h
1
u P Rh1phuq @ h, h

1 P Zu. Applying the

definition of a minimum to the min
haPRhprq

in Eq. (2.15), we know that for any z-tuple

of RCs u P U,

ÿ

hPZ´Mr

ˆ

Eaphuq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

`

min
h1
a1PRh1 phuq

Eaphu, h
1
a1q

´Eaphv, h
1
vq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

`Kpr, tq ą Ew ` I. (2.16)

Since h1u P Rh1phuq for each h, h1 P Z, min
h1
a1PRh1 phuq

Eaphu, h
1
a1q ď Eaphu, h

1
uq, which we

may substitute into Eq. (2.16) to yield

ÿ

hPZ´Mr

ˆ

Eaphuq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

pEaphu, h
1
uq ´ Eaphv, h

1
vqq

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

˙

`Kpr, tq ą Ew ` I, (2.17)

for each u P U. Similarly, min
h1
a1PRh1 prq

ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapir, h
1
a1q
˘

ď
ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapir, h
1
uq
˘

for

each u P U and max
h1
b1PRh1 ptq

ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapit, h
1
b1q
˘

ě
ř

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapit, h
1
vq
˘

, where h1 P
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Z ´Mr, both of which we may substitute into the definition of Kpr, tq, Eq. (2.3):

Kpr, tq ď
ÿ

iPMr

´

Eapirq ´ Eapitq `
ÿ

h1PMr,h1ăi

`

Eapir, h
1
rq ´ Eapit, h

1
tq
˘

¯

`
ÿ

h1PZ´Mr

´

ÿ

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapir, h
1
uq
˘

´
ÿ

iPMr

`

χ
h1ăi

Eapit, h
1
vq
˘

¯

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

iPMr

`

Eapir, jsq ´ Eapit, jsq
˘

(2.18)

for each u P U . We may then substitute Eq. (2.18) into Eq. (2.17), yielding

ÿ

hPZ

ˆ

Eaphuq ´ Eaphvq `
ÿ

h1PZ,h1ăh

pEaphu, h
1
uq ´ Eaphv, h

1
vqq

˙

`
ÿ

hPZ´Mr

ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

iPMr

`

Eapir, jsq ´ Eapit, jsq
˘

ą Ew ` I (2.19)

for each u P U . Finally, observe that

ÿ

hPZ´Mr

ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

`
ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

iPMr

`

Eapir, jsq ´ Eapit, jsq
˘

ď

ÿ

jPN

min
jsPRj

ÿ

hPZ

`

Eaphu, jsq ´ Eaphv, jsq
˘

(2.20)

and therefore that the left-hand-side of Eq. (2.19) is less than or equal to that of

Eq. (2.4), for a given u P U . Therefore Eq. (2.4) holds for each u P U , i.e. for each

u specifying a valid conformation of Z with iu “ ir for each i P N . Therefore, by

Lemma 2.2.3, we can prune all conformations u of Z consistent with r, i.e. no such

u will be in the ensemble of protein conformations within Ew of the GMEC; thus,

there is no way for r to be found in this ensemble, and so we can prune r as well.
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2.2.9 Tests and validation

BD, iMinDEE, and DEEPer were run using osprey41,49 on 67 test systems to com-

pare their GMECs, thus investigating the advantages of DEEPer in sequence design.

The PDB codes of the proteins used were 2ILB (3 tests), 2BGX (2 tests), 1EJG,

1FUS, 1IFC, 1LKK, 1PLC, 1POA, 1RRO, 1WHI, 2GNR, 2RHE, 2TRX, 1L6W,

1L7A, 1L7L, 1L7M, 1L8R, 1L9L, 1L9X, 2OXC, 2OXU, 2OYN, 2OZF, 2OZT, 2P02,

2P0W, 2PK8, 2PL1, 2PLT, 2PSP, 2PTH, 2RMC, 2SGA, 2WEA, 2YGS, 3CAO,

1AHO, 1C75, 1CC8, 1F94, 1FK5, 1I27, 1IQZ, 1JHG, 1M1Q, 1MJ4, 1OAI, 1OK0,

1PSR, 1R6J, 1TUK, 1U07, 1VBW, 1VFY, 1WXC, 1XMK, 1Y6X, 1ZZK, 2AIB,

2BT9, 2CC6, 2CG7, and 2CS7. Structures with hydrogens added were taken from

the Richardson lab’s Top4400 database135 or provided by Pablo Gainza and Kyle

Roberts (personal communication). All flexible residues were in chain A except

those for 1WXC, which were in chain B. Wild-type rotamers were not used in these

tests, in order to provide a fair comparison of DEEPer to previous methods. Also,

the tests were run using the automatic perturbation selection mechanism (Section

2.2.2). The set of flexible residue positions and the set of allowed mutations were

selected manually for each system, with a variety of secondary structures and allowed

mutations allowed (including some cases with no mutations permitted). Backrub and

shear parameters θ were limited to the interval ´2.5˝ ď θ ď 2.5˝, and 5-11 flexible

residues were chosen per system, except in a single run without continuous flexibil-

ity on a crystal structure of the E. coli amidase AmiD (PDB code 2BGX128) where

shear and backrub parameters of 0 or ˘5˝ were allowed and 19 flexible residues were

chosen. The discrete conformational space of this run allowed visualization of the

backbone conformational search space (Fig. 2.14a). Since this run was performed

without continuous flexibility, rigid-rotamer DEE was performed in lieu of iMinDEE

and BD, and compared to DEEPer.
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Additional tests were performed without sequence changes to test the ability

of DEEPer to model larger backbone changes, to recover experimentally-observed

structures, and to model ensembles. When crystallographic alternates were used

as a source of information on backbone conformational changes, wild-type rotamers

for the starting alternate only were included in these runs; this inclusion simulates

the availability of wild-type rotamers for the starting conformation when DEEPer is

applied to a design problem.

2.3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we present computational tests of DEEPer. The tests show that, given

a biophysical model, the additional molecular flexibility in DEEPer leads to more

accurate treatment of protein conformations and sequences. These results justify the

use of DEEPer in protein design calculations.

Tests of DEEPer using the automatic perturbation selection mechanism on 64 pro-

teins consistently identified lower-energy structures than iMinDEE and BD. Lower-

energy structures are more realistic assuming the correctness of the energy function in

ranking conformations. (osprey’s energy function13,36 is based on AMBER18,168 and

EEF1.97) Additional tests on a high-resolution structure of the serine protease spher-

icase from Lysinibacillus sphaericus (PDB code 2IXT5) and on a medium-resolution

structure of human ubiquitin (PDB code 1UBQ160) demonstrate that DEEPer cap-

tures biophysically reasonable backbone motions and couplings of sidechain and back-

bone motions without introducing unrealistic conformations.

2.3.1 Comparisons to previous algorithms with less flexibility

67 sequence-design tests on 64 different proteins, as described in section 2.2.9, were

run to compare the GMECs found by iMinDEE and DEEPer (Fig. 2.10, 2.11, 2.12,

2.14a). By construction, DEEPer is guaranteed to yield either the same or lower
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GMEC energy than iMinDEE. Indeed, the GMECs calculated by DEEPer were lower

than those calculated by iMinDEE by an average of 1.9 kcal/mol, ranging from 0 to

14.1 kcal/mol (Fig. 2.10a). 67% of these energy differences exceed the thermal energy

at room temperature (0.592 kcal/mol, calculated as the universal gas constant times

a room temperature of 298˝ K), which is a rough measure for functional significance.

GMECs were also computed using BD,44 a provable algorithm with more limited

backbone flexibility and without continuous sidechain minimization. DEEPer yielded

lower GMEC energies in every case but one. In this single case, for the α subunit

of human S-adenosylmethionine synthetase 2 (PDB code 2P02), the BD GMEC was

only 0.4 kcal/mol lower in energy than the iMinDEE and DEEPer GMECs, which

were virtually identical to each other; subtle backbone conformational changes in BD

led to the slight energetic advantage of the BD structure, outweighing some larger

differences in sidechain dihedrals (which did not include any rotamer changes). On

the other hand, the GMECs calculated by DEEPer were lower than those calculated

by BD by an average of 6.3 kcal/mol, with the difference ranging up up to 68.4

kcal/mol and exceeding the thermal energy at room temperature in 94% of runs

(Fig. 2.10b).

The changes in GMEC energy from iMinDEE to DEEPer and from BD to DEEPer

were very weakly correlated (R2=0.37, where R2 is the coefficient of determination;

see Fig. 2.11a). This indicates that modeling backbone flexibility is not an effective

substitute for modeling continuous sidechain flexibility or vice versa. Part of this

weak correlation is explained by a few tests in which DEEPer provided a very large

energetic advantage over both iMinDEE and BD, facilitated by a rotamer change

or mutation that required both continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility to

accommodate. For example, for porcine pancreatic spasmolytic polypeptide (PDB

code 2PSP), BD and iMinDEE both had a lysine at position 54 while DEEPer had

a tyrosine. A steric clash blocked BD and iMinDEE from having a tyrosine at this
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position (Fig. 2.12a). This was associated with the largest GMEC energy difference

both between DEEPer and iMinDEE and between DEEPer and BD. For Bacillus

subtilis cephalosporin D deacetylase (PDB code 1L7A), DEEPer, iMinDEE, and BD

chose different rotamers for histidine 100 (Fig. 10b), although DEEPer identified

the native rotamer, likely due to combined backbone and sidechain minimization at

adjacent residues asparagine 101 and lysine 104. In the same run, DEEPer chose

the wild-type tryptophan at nearby residue 105 instead of the alanine chosen by

iMinDEE and BD; steric clashes precluded a tryptophan with either BD backbone

minimization alone (Fig. 10c) or iMinDEE sidechain minimization alone. Because

of these combined differences, this region was associated with one of the largest

DEEPer-iMinDEE energy differences (9.8 kcal/mol), though the DEEPer-BD energy

difference was below average (3.2 kcal/mol).

Even the different forms of backbone flexibility modeled by BD and DEEPer

were somewhat complementary. In some tests, e.g., for the protease penicillopepsin

from Penicillium janthinellum (PDB code 2WEA; Fig. 2.12d), the BD structure

stayed very near the fixed-backbone iMinDEE structure, and DEEPer modeled more

backbone motion. In other cases, e.g. for the Zβ domain of the human RNA editing

enzyme ADAR1 (PDB code 1XMK; Fig. 2.12e), the reverse was true: the DEEPer

and iMinDEE structures were virtually identical while BD modeled more backbone

motion. However, in both cases, continuous sidechain flexibility allowed DEEPer

to identify lower-energy sidechain conformations made accessible by its backbone

conformational search. For example, for penicillopepsin DEEPer returned a GMEC

energy 17.7 kcal/mol lower than BD, and for Zβ the DEEPer and iMinDEE GMEC

energies were both 16.5 kcal/mol lower than the BD GMEC energy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: DEEPer GMEC designs compared to designs by previous algorithms
with less flexibility on 67 test systems. (a) Decrease in energy from the iMinDEE
GMEC to the DEEPer GMEC. (b) Decrease in energy from the BD GMEC to
the DEEPer GMEC. Two systems are not shown because BD pruned all rotamers,
indicating a steric clash for all rigid rotamers that was resolved by continuous mini-
mization in iMinDEE and DEEPer. These systems are Chinese cobra phospholipase
A2 (PDB code 1POA) and Pyrococcus furiosus hypothetical protein PF0899 (PDB
code 2PK8). One system, the α subunit of human S-adenosylmethionine synthetase
2 (PDB code 2P02) had a higher DEEPer than BD GMEC energy. A dotted red
line is shown in both (a) and (b) at the thermal energy at room temperature, 0.592
kcal/mol, as a rough measure of the significance of energy differences.

Notably, the perturbations’ effects on the sidechains far exceeded their effects on

the backbone; the latter ranged from 0 to 0.39 Å all-atom backbone RMSD with an

average of 0.06 Å. This is partly due to the “lever effect,” i.e., the greater displace-

ment of sidechain atoms than of backbone atoms during a perturbation because the

sidechain atoms are kinematically farther from the axes of the rotations involved in

the perturbation (Fig. 2.13). Thus, despite the small displacements of the backbone

atoms, the effects of shears and backrubs on atoms at the end of sidechains can be

substantial. For example, a 2.5˝ backrub centered at an all-trans lysine residue in

an ideal β sheet with no other perturbations causes a backbone RMSD for the three

affected residues relative to the original structure of just 0.05 Å, and the lysine’s

Cα atom moves by just 0.09 Å, but the lysine’s terminal Nζ atom moves by 0.35 Å.

Because they induce only small backbone changes, shears and backrubs in the -2.5˝

to 2.5˝ parameter range are expected to be biophysically feasible in a wide range

of conformations. The backbone motions in DEEPer also induced rotamer changes:

one or more rotamer changes were observed in 46% of tests, and up to four rotamer
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.11: DEEPer GMEC designs compared to designs by previous algorithms
with less flexibility on 67 test systems, continued. (a) Decrease in energy from
the BD to the DEEPer GMEC versus decrease in energy from the iMinDEE to
the DEEPer GMEC. (b) Numbers of test systems with given numbers of sidechain
rotamer changes between the iMinDEE and DEEPer GMECs.

changes per test were observed (Fig. 2.11b).

Energy differences between GMECs found by different algorithms directly mea-

sure the effectiveness of the algorithms for their desired function, which is to explore

the sequence and conformational space available to a protein and find the lowest-

energy sequence and conformation available. Inaccuracy in identifying low-energy

conformations and sequences can come from either inaccuracy in the energy func-

tion or inaccurate identification of the lowest-energy conformation(s) and sequence(s)

given the energy function. DEEPer is intended to reduce inaccuracy of the latter

type, and we perform energy comparison tests to separate this task from the also

important task of improving energy function accuracy. Because of its provability and

its high degree of flexibility, DEEPer is uniquely useful for evaluating and improving

energy functions and other modeling assumptions. Errors in the model–i.e., devi-

ations of modeling assumptions from reality–can be identified by running DEEPer

and examining deviations of the output from observed structures. Such tests would

be much less effective if run using a non-provable algorithm, because errors in the
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Figure 2.12: Comparisons of DEEPer GMECs (blue) to iMinDEE GMECs (red)
and BD GMECs (green) for four systems. (a) Porcine pancreatic spasmolytic
polypeptide (PDB code 2PSP), residues 52-58. Residue 54 is a tyrosine in the
DEEPer GMEC but a lysine in the iMinDEE and BD GMECs. A steric clash (pink
spikes, generated using Probe169) persists after fixed-backbone, flexible-sidechain en-
ergy minimization of the rotamers of the DEEPer GMEC (magenta), making a ty-
rosine at residue 54 infeasible without backbone flexibility. (b-c) Bacillus subtilis
cephalosporin D deacetylase (PDB code 1L7A), residues 100-107. The DEEPer,
iMinDEE, and BD GMECs all adopt different histidine rotamers at residue 100 (b);
the DEEPer rotamer is the only one in the crystal structure. Residue 105 is a tryp-
tophan in the DEEPer GMEC but an alanine in the iMinDEE and BD GMECs (c);
a steric clash persists after flexible-backbone, rigid-rotamer energy minimization of
the rotamers of the DEEPer GMEC (magenta), making a tryptophan at residue 105
infeasible without continuous sidechain flexibility. (d) The protease penicillopepsin
from Penicillium janthinellum (PDB code 2WEA), residues 300-305. The iMinDEE
and BD GMEC backbones are very similar; the DEEPer GMEC adopts a different
backbone and achieves a lower energy. (e) The Zβ domain of the human RNA editing
enzyme ADAR1 (PDB code 1XMK), residues 306-311. The iMinDEE and DEEPer
GMECs are virtually identical; the BD GMEC adopts a different backbone but still
has a a higher energy due to a lack of sidechain flexibility.
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Figure 2.13: The lever effect for a backrub: the sidechain atoms move the most
because they are farthest from the axis of rotation. A 5˝ backrub is shown. The
view on the left looks down the axis of rotation, while the view on the right shows
the axis of rotation as a black line.

output could be due either to errors in the model or to deviation of the results of

the algorithm from the correct answer for the input model. Also, since real proteins

exhibit continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility, the most accurate models must

have both of these as well, and thus testing these models requires an algorithm with

continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility. DEEPer’s provable search of a con-

formational space with both continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility is thus

uniquely suited for testing modeling assumptions.

Both BD and iMinDEE provably find the lowest-energy structure in their chosen

conformational spaces, but the significantly lower energies identified with DEEPer

indicate that it finds additional significant conformations that involve continuous

sidechain and backbone flexibility. Thus, DEEPer is a useful step toward finding

better conformations and sequences given an energy function. Together with ad-

vances in energy functions, which it will hopefully facilitate, it is a useful step toward

finding conformations and sequences more in line with reality.

2.3.2 Tests of larger backbone conformational changes

To further demonstrate the utility of DEEPer in modeling realistic conformations,

tests were performed to show that DEEPer can model larger backbone conforma-
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tional changes using partial structure switches. The allowed backbone conformations

were crystallographic alternates in two segments of the structure of sphericase (2IXT

[49]). In each test, the input structural information consisted of the backbones of the

two crystallographic alternates as well as the sidechains only of the starting alternate

(to be used as wild-type rotamers). The tests maintained the wild-type sequence (see

section 2.2.9).

The first segment was loop residues 36-43, in a fairly surface-exposed region of

the protein with some 310-helical character. Residues 48 and 66 were also allowed

sidechain flexibility because of their close contacts with the alternates. Two tests

were undertaken. The first test was run without the automatic perturbation selector,

meaning the only perturbation available was the partial structure switch that changes

the backbone from the starting alternate to the other alternate. The algorithm was

being asked to choose a backbone and to pack sidechains onto it, using the wild-type

rotamers with the starting alternate or generic rotamers with either the starting or

the other alternate. It identified the GMEC as the non-starting alternate, including

both its backbone and sidechain rotamers (Fig. 2.14b). 4 of these 8 rotamers differed

from the starting rotamers (counting a proline flip). The second test was run with

the automatic perturbation selector, so more perturbations and RCs were available.

This test identified the GMEC as a modified version of the non-starting alternate,

perturbed by not only the partial structure switch between alternates, but also a

loop closure adjustment and some continuous backrub minimization. This GMEC

was 3.4 kcal/mol lower in energy than the GMEC from the first test, thus illustrating

the value of including additional backbone perturbations.

The second segment was residues 264-270, at a surface-exposed α-helical C-

terminus. Two tests were again undertaken; this time both used the automatic

perturbation selector, but the second also allowed up to 2.5˝ in either direction of

continuous shear and backrub minimization. Both tests chose the other alternate’s
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backbone in the GMEC. However, additional backbone perturbations, this time in

the form of continuous shear and backrub minimization, reduced the energy by only

0.15 kcal/mol. This is in contrast to the second test on the first segment, where

additional backbone perturbations were instrumental in finding a lower-energy con-

formation.

These results show that partial structure switches alone are sufficient for mod-

eling backbone structure in some cases, but in other cases additional perturbations

are important for more fully exploring conformational space. DEEPer is useful for

distinguishing between these different types of cases. This capability could be very

useful in multistate protein design by revealing small changes in one of the avail-

able backbone states that would make that state much more favorable for a given

sequence.

2.3.3 Tests of ensemble generation

Additional runs were performed to test the ability of DEEPer to generate biophys-

ically reasonable ensembles of low-energy conformations given fixed sequences. In

residues 157-160 of 2IXT (the above-mentioned sphericase structure), the crystal

structure contains alternate conformations related approximately by a shear motion.

This likely indicates increased backbone dynamics compared to other parts of the

structure, and indeed the DEEPer ensemble generated using the native sequence

showed more diversity of backbone conformations than in tests on other systems,

sampling the conformational space around and between the alternates (Fig. 2.15a).

By contrast, in residues 238 and 240-243 of sphericase modeled with a G242S mu-

tation, the DEEPer backbone ensemble was fairly concentrated around the starting-

alternate backbone (Fig. 2.15b). However, DEEPer identified one state in this en-

semble significantly different from both alternates, which was generated by a large

loop closure adjustment and a subsequent backrub; neither of these perturbations
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Figure 2.14: Examples of DEEPer GMEC searches. (a) A sequence-design run on
structure 2BGX (AmiD from E. coli). The GMEC backbone moved away from the
starting conformation for residues 126-131. The lack of continuous flexibility in this
run allows display of all searched backbone conformations. (b) A conformational-
search run on structure 2IXT (sphericase). From the starting conformation, a partial
structure switch allowed the GMEC to change the backbone to that of a crystal-
lographic alternate conformation for residues 37-42, where its sidechain rotamers
also matched. Starting structure, black/gray; complete searched ensemble, purple;
GMEC, pink. Green balls demarcate flexible-backbone regions; sidechains outside
these regions are omitted for visual clarity.

alone yielded a comparably low-energy conformation. Finally, a test on residues 35-

38 of ubiquitin, for which only one conformation was crystallographically observable,

showed a much more concentrated ensemble (Fig. 2.15c). These results demonstrate

that the combination of different types of flexibility in DEEPer allows it to effec-

tively explore ensembles of realistic conformations, including some with substantial

deviation from the starting structure.

2.3.4 Modeling entropy

As noted in the Introduction, ensembles generated by DEEPer can be used to esti-

mate binding affinity using the K˚ algorithm,28,48,108 which compares the partition

functions of bound and unbound proteins and ligands. The partition function of a
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system is defined in K˚’s model as q
C
“

ř
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q, where C is all enumerated

conformations (tuples of RCs at all flexible residues), Ec is the minimized conforma-

tional energy for conformation c P C, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the

temperature. The association constant is then approximated as K˚ “
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q
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q
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, q
L
, and q

PL
are the partition functions of the unbound protein, the unbound

ligand, and the protein:ligand complex, respectively.28,48,108 K˚ is a provably-good

approximation algorithm: it guarantees that the computed binding constant will be

within a fraction ε of the theoretical binding constant defined by the model.28,48 The

value ε is specified by the user, to bound the desired accuracy of the calculation.

The conformations that contribute to K˚ partition functions are the result of

minimization-aware DEE (iMinDEE,40,48). This means that even if two conforma-

tions in the ensemble populate the same torsional well for a given rotamer (or RC),

they will in general minimize to different conformational states within that well due

to the influences of their different surroundings. K˚ computes a large ensemble, so

multiple conformational states are indeed likely to be present per torsional well. Fur-

thermore, the same conformation (in terms of rotamers and/or RCs) may minimize

differently in the bound vs. unbound states due to the presence vs. absence of the

ligand. In practice, we have observed that the bound and unbound rotamer confor-

mations predicted by K˚ can have obviously different means and variances, and are

statistically significant as different populations. This result suggests that K˚ has the

potential to correctly model induced motion in torsional wells using its ensembles,

particularly in light of other studies showing that population shifts within torsional

wells often occur upon binding.35,164 The partition functions, and quotients of the

bound and unbound states, should reflect such population differences. Hence, K˚

can model a measure of conformational entropy and how it changes upon binding.
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Nevertheless, K˚, like any finite sum, is a discrete approximation to true contin-

uous entropy. Given this discrete model, K˚ guarantees a provably-good approxi-

mation, ε-close to the binding constant in the model above (see 48). Unfortunately,

partition functions based on discrete ensembles are imperfect reporters of conforma-

tional entropy, since they are computed not over all possible conformational states

of the protein but rather over a putatively representative low-energy subset: the

discrete set of energy-minimized tuples of RCs at all flexible residues.

Some additional error may be introduced by the choice of shear and backrub

parameter ranges for RCs. For example, in principle, one could choose very closely

spaced shear and backrub parameters, and then the backbone conformational en-

tropy would be weighted too heavily because of the artificially denser distribution

of backbone conformational states (compared to sidechain conformational states).

However, the DEEPer/K˚ hybrid algorithm avoids the bias toward excessive weight-

ing of backbone conformational entropy in at least two ways. First, such errors will

cancel out somewhat when the partition functions in the bound and unbound states

are divided. Second, having only a single parameter interval for each shear or back-

rub will usually make each RC (and thus, each sufficiently low-energy tuple of RCs)

correspond to its own energy well.

Finally, the DEEPer/K˚ approximation is analogous to the iMinDEE/K˚ approx-

imation currently used in OSPREY41,49 which computes partition functions over the

discrete set of tuples of continuous rotamers at all flexible residues. MinDEE/K˚

and iMinDEE/K˚ have been to shown to produce improvements in predictions of

binding affinity.13,28,48,108,139 Notably, K˚ provably computes the partition function

for its specified flexibility model (DEEPer or rigid-backbone) within a user-specified

margin of error ε. Thus, the introduction of approximate backbone conformational

entropy through the combination of DEEPer with K˚ is also expected to increase

the accuracy of predictions.
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Figure 2.15: DEEPer ensembles are dependent on structural and sequence con-
texts. (a) The low-energy ensemble of computed models was fairly wide at residues
157-160 of sphericase (structure 2IXT) and spanned the crystallographic alternates.
The GMEC was on the fringe of the ensemble. (b) Residues 238 and 240-243 also
have alternates in structure 2IXT, but the low-energy ensemble from DEEPer for the
G242S mutant, including the GMEC, was very tight around alternate A. One low-
energy model made a significant excursion via a ą 90˝ peptide flip, executed by a loop
closure adjustment and backrubs. (c) Residues 35-38 in structure 1UBQ (ubiquitin)
have a single well-ordered conformation. Correspondingly, the low-energy ensemble
from DEEPer is very compact: the biggest departure is a single proline flip per-
turbation. Starting structure, black/gray; low-energy ensemble, blue; GMEC, pink.
Green balls demarcate flexible-backbone regions; sidechains outside these regions are
omitted for visual clarity.

2.3.5 Summary

Overall, these results illustrate the important point that sidechain motions are tightly

coupled to backbone motions (Fig. 2.11b, Fig. 2.14b). In particular, rotamer

switches can be enabled either by large discrete backbone motions such as par-

tial structure switches or by small continuous backbone motions such as shears and

backrubs. To model this hierarchy of conformational changes, DEEPer includes a

broad repertoire of empirically-motivated and biophysically-realistic backbone move

types of various magnitudes, and thus is well equipped to study functionally relevant

backbone-sidechain couplings in both natural and designed proteins. This coupling

is analogous to the utility of small adjustments to structures in multiple structure

alignment, which have been found to produce improvements out of proportion to

their size.119
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The ability of DEEPer to provably search continuous sidechain and backbone

conformational space can be useful for work involving non-provable algorithms as

well. Because DEEPer reliably predicts the correct GMEC or ensemble given an

energy function and a set of perturbations, tests of DEEPer can be used as tests of

modeling assumptions, which can allow generation of more accurate input models

for other algorithms (particularly when modeling backbone flexibility). Addition-

ally, the DEEPer GMEC energy is a lower bound on the GMEC energy that any

other algorithm can find with the same biophysical model, so DEEPer can provide

a benchmark for other highly flexible protein design algorithms.

2.4 Conclusions

DEEPer provides several advantages over previous algorithms. Due to its continuous,

provably complete search over both sidechain and backbone degrees of freedom, it

finds GMECs and partition functions that are more accurate with respect to the en-

ergy function, resulting in more trustworthy binding predictions and protein or drug

designs. DEEPer’s empirically-motivated perturbations help to choose appropriate

backbone conformations out of the many possibilities in a way that combines compu-

tational tractability with biophysical feasibility. Nevertheless, additional, different

perturbations can be easily incorporated in the future due to the accommodating

RC framework and indirect pruning method. DEEPer can also use different pairwise

energy functions or constraints on the degrees of freedom (e.g., different rotamer

definitions or bounds on perturbation parameters) without modification of the al-

gorithm. The energy function and constraints can be derived from either physical

or knowledge-based sources. For example, if a more accurate treatment of solvation

than that provided by EEF1 is desired, the pairwise Poisson-Boltzmann solvation

model of Vizcarra et al.162 could be used instead. Computational tests exploring

both sequence and conformational space for 64 proteins help confirm that DEEPer
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enables a biophysically realistic search of plausible backbone states and consistently

yields lower-energy structures than even a continuously-flexible search of sidechain

conformations.
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3

EPIC (Energy as Polynomials in Internal
Coordinates): A compact representation of

continuous energy surfaces for more efficient protein
design

This chapter is adapted from a paper in the Journal of Chemical Theory and Com-

putation:64

Mark A. Hallen, Pablo Gainza, and Bruce R. Donald. A compact repre-

sentation of continuous energy surfaces for more efficient protein design.

Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation, 11(5):2292-2306, 2015.

It is a collaboration with Pablo Gainza, who first posed the problem of whether the

energy function could be approximated for purposes of protein design minimization

with a much cheaper function. Some time later, when I was working on lower-

bounding methods for A*, I found functions that served this purpose: I found I could

closely approximate the Energy as Polynomials in Internal Coordinates. This is the

EPIC algorithm.
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Summary. In macromolecular design, conformational energies are sensitive to small

changes in atom coordinates, so modeling the small, continuous motions of atoms

around low-energy wells confers a substantial advantage in structural accuracy; how-

ever, modeling these motions comes at the cost of a very large number of energy

function calls, which form the bottleneck in the design calculation. In this work, we

remove this bottleneck by consolidating all conformational energy evaluations into

the precomputation of a local polynomial expansion of the energy about the “ideal”

conformation for each low-energy, “rotameric” state of each residue pair. This ex-

pansion is called Energy as Polynomials in Internal Coordinates (EPIC), where the

internal coordinates can be sidechain dihedrals, backrub angles, and/or any other

continuous degrees of freedom of a macromolecule, and any energy function can

be used without adding any asymptotic complexity to the design. We demonstrate

that EPIC efficiently represents the energy surface for both molecular-mechanics and

quantum-mechanical energy functions, and apply it specifically to protein design to

model both sidechain and backbone degrees of freedom.

3.1 Introduction

Computational design algorithms are an effective approach to engineer proteins and

discover new drugs for many biomedically relevant challenges, such as drug resis-

tance prediction,36 peptide-inhibitor design,139 and enzyme design.13 Protein design

algorithms search through large sequence and conformational spaces for sequences

that will fold to a desired structure and perform a specific function. One of the key

challenges in protein design is modeling and searching the many continuous confor-

mational degrees of freedom inherent in proteins and other molecules. Protein design

algorithms must estimate optimal values for all these degrees of freedom in order to

optimize the sequence of the protein, or to optimize the chemical structure of the

ligand if used for drug design. Molecular dynamics simulations can be used for this
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purpose if the protein sequence and ligand are known, because they can move all

of the molecule’s degrees of freedom,134 but these simulations are computationally

expensive and must be run separately for each sequence or ligand chemical structure.

Hence, this direct simulation approach is unsuitable for searching large combinato-

rial design spaces. For example, many protein design problems require searching over

trillions of sequences—far too many for individual molecular dynamics runs.

To address the combinatorially large sequence spaces inherent to protein design,

dedicated protein design algorithms efficiently choose an amino-acid type and confor-

mation for each residue in a protein that, together, minimize some energy function.28

Since the sidechain conformations of each amino-acid type are generally found in

clusters, known as rotamers ,81 the protein design problem has often been treated

as a discrete optimization problem. In this case, the output is a set of rotamer as-

signments (a rotamer, including amino-acid type, is assigned to each residue). The

objective function is an energy function, which maps conformations to their ener-

gies. However, because proteins are continuously flexible and have backbone as well

as sidechain flexibility, some of the protein’s internal coordinates will likely have

functionally significant variations from the rotamer’s “ideal” value (at the center of

the cluster). Clashing ideal rotamers can often be converted to favorable confor-

mations by relatively small adjustments in the sidechain conformations.40,48 Small

adjustments in the backbone conformation away from the wild-type backbone can

also be functionally significant.44,46,68 As a result, modeling of continuous flexibility

has been shown to dramatically improve the accuracy of structural modeling in de-

signs,40,68 even using a limited set of degrees of freedom, and has led to designs that

perform well experimentally.13,28,36,48,108,139 Furthermore, attempts to mimic this

effect by discrete sampling at a finer resolution have been shown to either poorly ap-

proximate the continuous solutions, or to be computationally prohibitive.40 Modeling

additional continuous degrees of freedom, with the goal of modeling all conforma-
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tional variations that significantly impact protein function, is expected to increase

the accuracy of designs further.

Modeling of continuous flexibility in protein design can still exploit our knowledge

of rotamers, because rotamers provide an excellent prior estimate of where “energy

wells” in the conformational space of the protein are likely to be. Residues’ sidechains

will usually be found in the region of conformational space fairly close (e.g., within

10-20˝ for sidechain dihedrals) to an ideal rotamer, even with a relatively small

rotamer library.115 As a result, if by using a “minimization-aware” search process

one can find the nearest ideal rotameric conformation to the true Global Minimum-

Energy Conformation (GMEC) of a protein, the GMEC itself can generally be found

by local minimization initialized to that ideal rotameric conformation. Thus, protein

design can fully account for continuous sidechain flexibility while still functioning as

a “minimization-aware” search48 over discrete rotamer space. This same paradigm

can be extended to continuous backbone flexibility if ideal conformations that include

backbone motions—“residue conformations” or RCs68—are included in the search.

Such “minimization-aware” search can take multiple forms. For example, the

iMinDEE algorithm40 produces a gap-free, provably accurate list of rotamer assign-

ments in order of lower bound on minimized energy. iMinDEE performs energy min-

imization on each of these rotamer assignments in that gap-free order until the lower

bound exceeds the best minimized energy Eb enumerated so far. At this point, any

subsequently enumerated assignments would be guaranteed to have higher minimized

energies than Eb, so Eb is provably the global minimum energy. iMinDEE enumer-

ates rotamer assignments efficiently using the A* search algorithm.73,99 Monte Carlo

search over rotamer space can also incorporate minimization,105,165 but without any

provable guarantees. A Monte Carlo search will be minimization-aware if continu-

ous minimization is performed for sequences and conformations during (rather than

after) the search and the minimized energy is used in the calculation of acceptance
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probabilities for new rotamer assignments, as in105 and the final phase of.165 Never-

theless, a method without provable guarantees will likely require more conformations

and sequences to be minimized to obtain the same gain in accuracy as iMinDEE,

because unlike in iMinDEE, the conformations being minimized are not guaranteed

to be the most promising ones. Furthermore, there is no finite number n for a given

protein design problem such that enumerating n conformations by Monte Carlo is

guaranteed to yield the GMEC.

Any minimization-aware method, however, will require a large number of subrou-

tine calls to local minimization. Continuous energy minimization is computationally

expensive, even with molecular mechanics-type energy functions that prioritize speed

over accuracy. This causes the minimization of the energy function to be the bottle-

neck in protein design with continuous flexibility.

This bottleneck becomes more severe when more sophisticated energy functions

are introduced. Computational protein design is typically performed with energy

functions that prioritize speed over accuracy. For example, they typically use simpli-

fied implicit solvation models, such as EEF1.97 Vizcarra et al.162 have investigated

the use of the Poisson-Boltzmann model, a much more accurate implicit solvation

model, in protein design. They found it to be amenable to representation as a sum

of residue-pair interactions—the form required for most protein design algorithms—

but orders of magnitude more expensive than EEF1. Other methods to improve

energy function accuracy are likely to face the same problem. For example, quanti-

tatively accurate descriptions of most molecular interactions require computation of

the electronic structure using quantum chemistry, but methods to do this are very

computationally intensive.16 Methods to reduce the number of calls to an energy

function needed in protein design could allow more accurate energy functions to be

used, and thus yield more accurate results.

In protein design with only discrete flexibility, precomputation methods are typi-
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cally used to reduce the number of energy function calls needed—that is, the number

of conformations for which the energy must be evaluated. Before the design is started,

the interaction energy of each pair of ideal, rigid rotamers at different residue po-

sitions is precomputed and stored in an energy matrix. Then, an ideal rotamer is

chosen for each residue based on the energies in this matrix, and no further calls to

the energy function are needed during the actual design calculation. The number

of energy function calls required is thus quadratic in the number of residues in the

system (that is, it scales as the number of pairs of residues). A precomputed energy

matrix is, however, of limited use if we want to model continuous flexibility. No

benefit in design is gained by performing post-hoc minimization on the best confor-

mation found using ideal rotamers.40 This is true even if a high degree of flexibility

is used for minimization, e.g., if molecular dynamics techniques are used, because

the designed sequence is already determined before minimization is performed. In

contrast, a minimization-aware search performs local continuous minimization for all

rotamer assignments that might be optimal, in order to find the true GMEC.48

Thus, an analogous energy matrix precomputation method for continuous flexi-

bility would be very useful. It would ensure a polynomial number of energy function

calls for minimization-aware protein design, in contrast to the exponential number

of calls that may arise in minimization of all possibly optimal rotamer assignments

(since the number of such assignments may be exponential with respect to the num-

ber of residues modeled). The search for rotamer assignments itself is unlikely to

admit a polynomial-time algorithm, because it is NP-hard even to approximate.12,131

But a method to precompute pairwise energies for continuously flexible design would

change the overall time cost from

(a large rotamer search cost) times (the energy function cost)

to

(a large rotamer search cost) plus (the energy function cost).
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The rotamer search cost will necessarily be exponential in the worst case, if

one wants to obtain the GMEC or an approximation to the GMEC within a fixed

error threshold. But the energy function cost will be merely quadratic in the num-

ber of residues, indicating that the pairwise energy precomputation shifts the bot-

tleneck away from the energy function calls. This brings the same improvement

to minimization-aware design that energy matrix precomputation brought to non-

continuously-flexible design.

We now present a pairwise energy precomputation method that admits continuous

flexibility: EPIC (Energy as Polynomials in Internal Coordinates). EPIC computes

a representation of the pairwise energy for each rotamer pair, not just at the ro-

tamers’ ideal values of the internal coordinates, but for values within specified ranges

around the ideal ones (Fig. 3.1). This computation is performed before the rotamer

search computation is begun. This allows the rotamer search to substitute the new

quickly evaluable representation for the original energy function. EPIC is imple-

mented in the osprey41,48,49 open-source protein design package, which has yielded

many designs that performed well experimentally—in vitro13,36,42,54,139,143,151 and in

vivo36,54,139,143 as well as in non-human primates.143 EPIC provides a significant

speedup when used with osprey’s default AMBER18,168- and EEF197-based energy

function, but is also shown to be suitable for representing quantum-mechanical en-

ergies.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1. A compact, closed-form representation of energy as a function of continuous

internal coordinates of a protein system.

2. A modified least-squares method to compute this representation.

3. A modified implementation of the iMinDEE40 and DEEPer68 protein design

algorithms, integrated into the osprey13,36,41,48,49 open-source protein design
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Figure 3.1: (A) The energy of each residue is represented by EPIC as a polynomial
in the internal coordinates, such as sidechain dihedrals χ. Low-degree, inexpensive
polynomials (blue) are tried first, and the degree is increased as needed to achieve
a good fit (black) to the actual energy function (red). These polynomials are then
used for design in place of the full energy function. (B) Interactions between pairs
of residues are represented in terms of both residues’ internal coordinates.

package, that makes use of this representation to achieve substantial speedups.

It is available online49 as free software.

4. Computational experiments showing that compact and accurate EPIC repre-

sentations are possible both for the standard energy function in osprey and

for energies obtained by quantum chemistry at the SCF and MP2 levels of

theory.

5. Computational experiments showing that EPIC greatly speeds up minimization-

aware protein design calculations, thus allowing designs to include not only

more flexible residues, but also more conformational flexibility at those residues.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Preliminaries

EPIC, like most previous protein design algorithms, is designed for pairwise energy

functions. Pairwise energy functions are sums of intra+shell and pairwise terms.

Intra+shell terms are functions of the amino-acid type and conformation of one

residue, and pairwise terms are functions of the amino-acid types and conformations

of two residues. Each pairwise term represents the interaction between a pair of

flexible residues, while each intra+shell term represents the internal energy of a

residue plus its interactions with non-flexible “shell” residues (those that are frozen in

a single, fixed conformation throughout the entire calculation). EPIC could be easily

modified to include some higher-order terms for defined combinations of more than

two residues: these terms can also be represented as polynomials in their residues’

degrees of freedom.

To find the GMEC, we must find an amino-acid type and conformation for each

flexible residue such that the sum of intra+shell terms for all flexible residues, plus the

sum of pairwise terms for all pairs of flexible residues, is minimized. This problem

is referred to as conformational search. Conformational search can also comprise

sequence search, by searching for the best conformation across many sequences’

conformational spaces. Many algorithms are available for this problem, including

iMinDEE40 and DEEPer,68 which solve it with provable accuracy. EPIC can be used

in any conformational search algorithm that models continuous flexibility, because

it provides polynomials that can be directly substituted for intra+shell and pairwise

terms of the energy function.

The essence of EPIC is to exploit the fact that for each pairwise or intra+shell

energy, the energy in the vicinity of the minimum can be described well by a rela-

tively low-degree polynomial (usually quadratic total degree, sometimes higher; see
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Fig. 3.5B). This description is computed using a modified least-squares method. We

will refer to the states to which a residue may be assigned as residue conformations

(RCs; cf. DEEPer68). In the absence of backbone flexibility, each RC will correspond

to a sidechain rotamer. Within a residue conformation, the residue’s continuous en-

ergy variations can be described by a set of internal coordinates, which are subject

to box constraints (i.e., bounds on each internal coordinate).

Herein, the word “polynomial” will be used in two very different senses in the

description of EPIC below. First, EPIC is a polynomial representation of the energy,

namely, a polynomial function with respect to the internal coordinates that is explic-

itly constructed by the EPIC algorithm. Second, a measure m of the computational

complexity of an algorithm can be described as “polynomial”17,28 if, for input size

n, m grows no faster than nd for a fixed exponent d. In this case, one can construct

a polynomial with respect to the size of the input that will be an upper bound on

the computational cost, no matter how large the input is (n). For this purpose, we

will consider either the time or the number of energy function calls as m—these two

measures of computational complexity are related to each other by a constant factor

in current protein design algorithms with continuous flexibility, since energy function

calls generally dominate the cost of these algorithms. For example, precomputation

of an EPIC representation must be performed only once for every pair of RCs at

different residues, and thus the number of polynomial fits (and thus the total time

for precomputation of EPIC fits) does not grow faster than the square of the number

of residues being modeled. On the other hand, protein design itself has been shown

to be NP-hard,12,131 which means no polynomial-time algorithm is likely to exist for

it. In other words, for every polynomial ppnrq in the number nr of residues, there

are protein design problems of nr residues that are not expected to be solvable in

time ppnrq. A problem only solvable by exponential-time algorithms—those that

take time scaling as bn, where b is a constant and n is the size of the input—would
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Figure 3.2: The number of energy wells in a protein system scales exponentially
with the number of flexible residues, leading to an exponential number of energy
function calls, but EPIC can replace most of these calls with quick evaluations of
low-degree polynomials. (Top) A protein may have an energy well for every com-
bination of rotamers (rainbow) at different residues. The global minimum-energy
conformation (GMEC) of a protein may be in any of these wells. We model the
energy as a sum of pairwise energy terms. Each pairwise term will have wells for
pairs of rotamers, but there are far fewer wells of this kind—a number quadratic in
the number of residues. We can easily afford the energy function calls needed to
characterize each pairwise well. (Bottom) By precomputing a polynomial represen-
tation (blue) of the energy within each well of each pairwise term (red), we enable
computation of any pairwise term in any pairwise well, and thus of the full protein
energy in any energy well of the protein, solely by a quick evaluation of polynomials.

typically be considered NP-hard.

Energy function calls are typically the bottleneck in protein design algorithms

that model continuous flexibility. EPIC, however, ensures that the number of energy

function calls in a protein design calculation is linear in the number of RC pairs, and

thus polynomial in the size of the input (Fig. 3.2).
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3.2.2 Basic least-squares method

Consider two interacting residues i and j. Let us start with the “well-behaved”

case where there exists a low-degree polynomial representation of a pairwise energy

throughout the allowed ranges of both residues’ internal coordinates (of the form in

Eq. 3.1).

We employ the notation introduced in the DEEPer algorithm.68 Suppose we

have RCs ir and js with pairwise energy Epir, js,xq, where x is the vector of internal

coordinates (for example, dihedrals) affecting residues i and j when they have the

amino-acid types corresponding to ir and js. Let Eapir, jsq “ Epir, js,x0pir, jsqq “

min
x
Epir, js,xq, where the minimum is taken with respect to the internal coordinates

over their allowed ranges for the current RCs. This definition of Ea is consistent

with iMinDEE40 and DEEPer.68 x0pir, jsq is the set of internal coordinates that

minimizes the pairwise energy.

We seek a multivariate polynomial pir,jspxq such that

Eapir, jsq ` pir,jspx´ x0pir, jsqq (3.1)

is a good approximation to Epir, js,xq. This multivariate polynomial is approxi-

mately a finite, low-degree Taylor expansion about the minimum. However, we use

least-squares fits because we have found that they perform much better than Taylor

expansions that are based on numerical derivatives. The fits are performed using a

training set with ten times as many samples as there are parameters (polynomial co-

efficients) in the fit; the sampling procedure is described in Section 3.2.7. The fits are

cross-validated with an independent set of samples (Section 3.2.6). The constraint

pp0q “ 0 is applied, so the real energy and the polynomial will agree exactly at the

minimum-energy point. This constraint is easily implemented by not including a

constant term in the polynomial, and reflects the need for the highest accuracy to

be attained for the lowest-energy, and thus most biophysically reasonable, conforma-
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tions. As a result of this constraint, all values of the polynomial on its domain will

be nonnegative. Fitting begins with a multivariate quadratic fit and then moves up

to higher degrees as needed (see Section 3.2.6). Since polynomials are linear with

respect to their coefficients, the fitting is a linear least-squares problem.

This method can be generalized without modification to intra+shell energies as

well as to any continuous degrees of freedom, such as newly modeled backbone per-

turbations68 or rigid-body motions of ligands. In every case, the number of variables

for the polynomial will be the number of continuous degrees of freedom that define

the conformation of the residue or residue pair of interest. For example, in a pair-

wise energy computation for a rotamer of lysine and a rotamer of valine with only

sidechain flexibility, the polynomial will be in five variables (the four dihedrals of

lysine and one dihedral of valine). The polynomial coefficients are real numbers.

Let r be an RC assignment, represented as a tuple of RCs with one RC for each

residue. Let ir be the rotamer in r at residue i. To approximate the minimized

energy of an enumerated conformation r, instead of minimizing the full energy

Erpxq “
ÿ

i

Epir,xq `
ÿ

jăi

Epir, jr,xq (3.2)

with respect to the system’s continuous degrees of freedom x, we simply minimize

the polynomial approximation

qrpxq “
ÿ

i

Eapirq ` pirpx´ x0pirqq `
ÿ

jăi

Eapir, jrq ` pir,jrpx´ x0pir, jrqq (3.3)

with respect to x. These least-squares approximations achieve high accuracy for

the low-energy wells of rotamers and local backbone motions, i.e., the portions of

conformational space where both the continuous degrees of freedom and the energy

are relatively close to the local minimum of the pairwise energy. Higher energies

may also be found close in conformational space to the local minimum, but these

energies indicate strained conformations unlikely to be seen in nature. Thus, for a
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“well-behaved” energy term whose energy is unstrained throughout the bounds on

continuous degrees of freedom that define our current RCs, EPIC simply performs

a least-squares fit of the energy, to represent it as a multivariate polynomial with

respect to the continuous degrees of freedom.

Many RCs do however contain both regions with feasible energies and regions

with higher energies that represent biophysically inaccessible conformations such as

steric clashes. These RCs present difficulties for the basic least-squares fit, but the

following algorithmic modification avoids this problem.

3.2.3 Modified least-squares method

To handle RCs with high-energy regions, we note that we do not necessarily need the

polynomial to be a good approximation for the energy throughout the entire region

allowed by the box constraints. We merely require that Eq. (3.2) be a good approx-

imation for Eq. (3.3) when used with biophysically feasible, minimized values of x.

In particular, we can expect that the optimal, minimized structure has no clashes or

other particularly large local strains. We have the advantage that while interaction

energies in proteins can rise steeply towards infinity in the case of steric clashes, there

is no physical phenomenon that will cause interaction energies to decrease steeply

towards negative infinity. So energies are relatively well-behaved in low-energy re-

gions. We can thus effectively partition the conformational space into relatively

smooth, low-energy regions that we approximate accurately, and high-energy regions

that we can rule out.

Let us denote the energy relative to the minimum as E 1pir, js,x ´ x0pir, jsqq “

Epir, js,xq ´Eapir, jsq in the pairwise case, or E 1pir,x´ x0pirqq “ Epir,xq ´Eapirq

in the intra+shell case. Our requirements for a “good approximation” of the energy

can be defined rigorously in terms of two upper bounds b1 and b2 that we place

on E 1. For each intra+shell or pairwise energy term, we estimate an upper bound
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b1 on E 1 that we expect to hold for all minimized conformations that we want to

output (the GMEC, or the lowest-energy c conformations if we are computing a c-

conformation ensemble). The algorithm will be able to check if b1 is valid or not, so

we can try again with a higher b1 if needed. Additionally, we need a second, possibly

looser upper bound b2 on E 1 that we are confident will be valid for all minimized

conformations that we compute during our search, whether they turn out to be the

GMEC or not. The value of b2 must be the same for all intra+shell and pairwise

terms (b1 can be term-specific, though in practice a single value for b1 is convenient).

If EPIC is being used with the iMinDEE algorithm for conformational search,40

we can provably obtain the GMEC without considering any conformations whose

energies E 1 exceed the pruning interval ,40 an upper bound computed by iMinDEE

for the difference between the lowest conformational energy lower bound (based on

pairwise minimum energies) and the GMEC. Thus, when running iMinDEE, we can

set b2 equal to the iMinDEE pruning interval. When b2 is set equal to the pruning

interval, we know it is a valid upper bound on E 1 for all minimized conformations

computed during the search, and thus our GMEC calculation is provable. We can

also do this when running DEEPer,68 which is essentially a backbone-flexible version

of iMinDEE. For other algorithms we may want to set b2 based on knowledge of the

system being designed—setting b2 “ 2b1 is likely to be an acceptable heuristic.

Our polynomial only needs to be a good fit to E 1 for values of the internal coor-

dinates where E 1 ď b1. For E 1 ą b1, we will require that the polynomial lie above

b1. This will ensure that when we enumerate conformations in order of minimized

energy computed using polynomials, as long as the thresholds b1 are chosen cor-

rectly, we will obtain non-clashing conformations before conformations with clashes,

and these non-clashing conformations’ energies will be accurately represented by the

polynomial fits. Furthermore, we will require that for b1 ă E 1 ă b2, the polynomial

should be a lower bound on E 1 (Fig. 3.3). This will ensure that regardless of what
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thresholds b1 were used, we never overestimate a conformational energy that is below

the threshold b2, and thus never exclude it from the enumerated list of conforma-

tions. The requirement to be a lower bound is easy to satisfy, because clashing van

der Waals interactions are very steep and thus will tend to rise much more quickly

than the polynomial fits. Thus, when we perform polynomial fits using thresholds,

we know we will be getting a gap-free list of conformations in order of energy. If the

thresholds b1 were chosen to be too low, some higher-energy conformations with un-

derestimated energy might be included as well, but these will be limited to minimized

conformations containing energy terms with E 1 ą b1. This condition can be checked

easily. If desired, the run can be redone with increased b1 thresholds to eliminate

this error. Thus, the choice of b1 affects the ultimate speed of the algorithm but not

its correctness.

For our experiments in this work (Section 3.3), we have set b1 to 10 kcal/mol. This

threshold was found to be sufficient for all experiments described in this work, and

most other EPIC designs that we have tried. Physically, any pair of residues whose

interaction energy is 10 kcal/mol worse than the optimal interaction for its current

RC pair is likely in a highly strained conformation such as a steric clash. Thus a

design requiring b1 greater than 10 kcal/mol is likely to be biologically infeasible. For

example, the protein is likely to unfold or undergo a large and unexpected structural

change rather than suffer this local strain.

Let us use z to denote a vector in the domain of our polynomial fit p. p is

considered a good representation of the energy if, for some small ε ą 0, the following

conditions are satisfied:

1. For z such that E 1pir, js, zq ď b1, |pir,jspzq ´ E
1pir, js, zq| ă ε.

2. For z such that b1 ă E 1pir, js, zq ă b2, b1 ´ ε ă pir,jspzq ă E 1pir, js, zq ` ε.

3. For z such that b2 ď E 1pir, js, zq, b1 ´ ε ă pir,jspzq.
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Figure 3.3: (A) For each energy value E 1, there is a range of “ideal” values for the
EPIC fit (green). For the energies below cutoff b1, which may be found in favorable
conformations, this range is just the energy (the range has zero width). For higher
energies, the range is defined using the cutoffs b1 and b2. For fitting purposes, EPIC
fit values are penalized by the amount they lie outside the ideal range (the purple
point represents a sample conformation for a given EPIC fit incurring the penalty
indicated in red). (B) Example of curves satisfying these conditions. The EPIC fit
matches the energy closely up to the cutoff b1, after which it deviates from the energy,
but stays in the target region shown in A, by staying below the energy. Once the
energy is over b2, the EPIC fit can be either above or below the true energy without
leaving the target region.

These conditions are illustrated in Fig. 3.3. They can be achieved using a modified

least-squares fit, using special “one-sided” penalties to enforce the inequalities in

conditions 2 and 3, along with usual (two-sided) least-squares penalties to enforce

condition 1. The objective function is the sum of terms from each sample in the

training set. For a sample z such that E 1pir, js, zq ď b1, the objective function term

is ppir,jspzq ´ E 1pir, js, zqq
2 (as is typical for least squares). A term of this form is

also used if the lower-bounding condition is violated, i.e., if E 1 ă b2 but p ą E 1.

Otherwise, the objective function term for z is ppir,jspzq ´ b1q
2 for pir,jspzq ă b1, and

0 for pir,jspzq ě b1.

If the modified least-squares method is applied to a set of samples that mostly

have E 1 ą b1, then overfitting to the few points with E 1 ă b1 may occur no matter

how many samples there are. As an extreme case, if all samples have E 1 ą b2, then

almost any polynomial with very large values throughout its domain will give a 0
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value for the objective function, but this may still provide a very poor description

of the energy landscape. To avoid this situation, when a test set of n samples

is being drawn and n{2 samples with E 1 ą b1 have been drawn already, then if

more samples come up with E 1 ą b1, they are redrawn to ensure that a sufficient

number of samples with E 1 ď b1 is available (Section 3.2.7). Minimization-aware

dead-end elimination pruning40 (both singles and pairs pruning) is performed before

computation of the polynomial fits, since the pruned rotamers and pairs won’t be

needed during enumeration. This pruning usually eliminates the clashing rotamers

and pairs, leaving rotamers and pairs that are well suited for simple polynomial

representations.

This objective function can be optimized efficiently because it is convex with

respect to the polynomial coefficients (see Section 3.2.4). But we found general-

purpose convex minimizers to be rather time-consuming for the higher-order fits.

To address this, the algorithm described in Section 3.2.4 was developed. It exploits

specific properties of the objective function to obtain a more efficient and reliable fit

than a general-purpose convex minimizer would be likely to obtain.

3.2.4 A fast algorithm for modified least-squares fitting

The following algorithm performs a modified least-squares fit, providing a useful

polynomial for energy terms that include both low-energy regions, where an accurate

polynomial representation of the energy surface is required, and high-energy regions

that we must exclude from our search.

Let us represent our polynomial fit ppzq as p ¨ ypzq, where p is the polynomial’s

vector of coefficients, ypzq is the corresponding vector of monomials built from the

degree-of-freedom values z, and ¨ is the standard inner product. For example, if z

consists of the two dihedrals z1 and z2 and we are performing a quadratic fit, then ypzq

will have the elements 1, z1, z2, z
2
1 , z22 , and z1z2. For each sample s in our training set
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of samples (see Section 3.2.7), let zs be the vector of degree-of-freedom values, and

let ys “ ypzsq be the corresponding vector of monomials. Let E 1s be the energy for

the sample, where the minimum-energy point is defined to have zero energy. Then,

a modified least squares fit consists of minimizing the objective function f to obtain

best-fit polynomial coefficients pb:

pb “ arg min
p

ÿ

s |E1
sďb1

pE 1s ´ p ¨ ysq
2
`

ÿ

s |p¨ysěE1
s,

b1ăE1
săb2

pE 1s ´ p ¨ ysq
2
`

ÿ

s |E1
sąb1,

p¨ysăb1

pb1 ´ p ¨ ysq
2

(3.4)

where t s |E 1s ď b1 u denotes the set of samples whose energies are less than or equal

to b1. If we define P1 to be the set of sample points such that either

E 1s ď b1 (3.5)

or

p ¨ ys ě E 1s, b1 ă E 1s ă b2 (3.6)

and we define P2 to be the set of sample points such that

E 1s ą b1,p ¨ ys ă b1 (3.7)

then our objective function f becomes
ÿ

sPP1

pE 1s ´ p ¨ ysq
2
`

ÿ

sPP2

pb1 ´ p ¨ ysq
2. (3.8)

Thus, if we know P1 and P2, minimizing the objective function is a basic least squares

problem and can be solved analytically. Like basic least squares, this algorithm

operates on a single “training” set of samples and provably minimizes the objective

function (i.e., the error) for that training set.

We can show the objective function is convex with respect to p by noting that

the contribution from each sample s is a function of the single linear combination

u “ p ¨ ys of the elements of p. This contribution depends on E 1s, but it is always
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convex (and piecewise quadratic). If E 1s ď b1, the contribution is just the parabola

pE 1s ´ uq2. If b1 ă E 1s ă b2, it’s the “truncated” or “flat-bottomed” parabola given

by pb1 ´ uq2 for u ď b1, 0 for b1 ď u ď E 1s, and pE 1s ´ uq2 for u ě E 1s. Otherwise (if

b2 ď E 1s), the contribution is the “one-sided” parabola given by pb1 ´ uq2 for u ă b1

and 0 otherwise. Hence, the objective function is a sum of convex functions, making

it convex itself. Thus, minimizing the objective function to find p is tractable, with

any local minimum being the global minimum. As a result, we know that if for any

sets of samples P1 and P2 we have coefficients p that minimize Eq. (3.8) and satisfy

the conditions Eq. (3.5-3.7), then the coefficients p are globally optimal.

The algorithm finds P1 and P2 iteratively. As an initial guess, P1 can be initialized

to s such that E 1s ď b1, and P2 to be empty. (This corresponds to assuming that the

one-sided restraints can all be satisfied perfectly.) This is followed by performing the

basic least-squares computation of minimizing Eq. (3.8), which returns coefficients p,

and recalculating P1 and P2 from p using the conditions Eq. (3.5-3.7). This procedure

is then repeated using the new P1 and P2 until a self-consistent solution is found.

Generally, only a small minority of the samples will be moved in and out of the

least-squares problem at each iteration, so the least-squares matrix can be updated

quickly at each step—this is useful because forming this matrix is the bottleneck.

Typically, only a few iterations are needed.

This algorithm is actually a special case of Newton’s method, because its estimate

for the objective-function minimum at each iteration is the minimum of the local

quadratic Taylor expansion of the objective function. This minimum can be found

analytically because the local expansion is convex.

In our implementation of this algorithm, by far the bulk of its time cost is spent

in forming the matrix for the first basic least-squares fit (with initial P1 and P2).

The subsequent fits are much faster because they are only sparse updates. Thus, the

modified least-squares fitting is only negligibly more expensive than the first basic
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least-squares fitting.

3.2.5 Sparse atom-pair energies (SAPE)

SAPE is a method to reduce the degrees of polynomials needed by EPIC by including

some non-polynomial terms in the representation of the energy.

The need for higher-order polynomial fits is driven by large values of higher

derivatives. These values are contributed primarily by a small number of van der

Waals (vdW) terms between pairs of atoms that are very near each other. It is

possible to obtain substantial time and memory savings by evaluating these terms

explicitly and fitting the rest of the energy function to a polynomial. To select atom

pairs whose vdW terms are to be evaluated explicitly, a cutoff distance (3 or 4 Å; see

Section 3.2.6) is chosen. Then, an atom pair’s vdW terms are evaluated explicitly

if and only if the atoms can be found within that distance of each other within the

bounds on internal coordinates for the given residue conformations. These terms

are not polynomials in the degrees of freedom because they are inverse powers of

distances between atoms, and the atom coordinates themselves are in general not

polynomial functions of the degrees of freedom. For example, the expressions for

atom coordinates in a sidechain in terms of the sidechain dihedral angles will include

sines and cosines of those angles.

Once we decide to evaluate vdW terms for a given pair of atoms, it costs negligible

extra time and memory to also calculate the electrostatic interaction between these

atoms (since we already have the distance between the atoms).

3.2.6 Attaining the required accuracy

We will now describe the methods used to choose polynomial degrees for EPIC fits

and ensure that fits of sufficient accuracy are obtained.

Fit accuracy is checked and controlled using cross-validation. For cross-validation
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purposes, a mean-square error is computed, with absolute error used below E 1=1

kcal/mol and relative error above. This can be seen as a weighting of the error

terms: the weight is 1 for E 1 ď 1 and 1{minpE 1, b1q for E 1 ě 1 (this levels off at b1 to

avoid excessive underweighting of the one-sided constraints). These weights, which

are continuous with respect to E 1, are also used during the least-squares fitting.

Cross-validation is used to select the degree of the polynomial that is fit. Low-

degree polynomials save time and memory both during the A*/enumeration step

and during the precomputation step, but may not provide a sufficiently good rep-

resentation. Hence, we proceed through a sequence of increasingly expensive fits

(Fig. 3.1A), and each time a fit is completed, it is cross-validated with an indepen-

dently drawn set of samples. Like the training set, this cross-validation sample set

has ten times as many samples as fit parameters. If the mean-square error is below a

specified threshold, the fit is stored, and if it is above, we proceed to the next method.

The default threshold value is set to 10´4. However, limited investigation suggests

larger thresholds still tend to keep the errors in conformations’ minimized energies

small compared to thermal energy, and thus are likely acceptable as well. It is also

useful to avoid doing fits with very large number of parameters, as these have enor-

mous time and memory costs both in the enumeration and precomputation steps.

Thus, osprey is currently set to refuse to do fits with over 2000 parameters—this

way, computations that would have prohibitive time costs may still be satisfactorily

completed with a slightly higher error threshold than usual.

Some of the fits use lower-degree terms for all degrees of freedom and higher-

order terms for selected degrees of freedom. These selected degrees of freedom are

eigenvectors vk of the Hessian from a modified least-squares quadratic fit (step 1 in

the list of steps below). Letting λk be the eigenvalue corresponding to vk, we define

Dq “

#

vk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
|λk| ě

max
i
|λi|

q

+

(3.9)
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for q ą 0. Let us define fn to be a polynomial fit of total degree d (e.g., f2 is a

quadratic fit); fdpDqq to be a fit to a polynomial of total degree d in all degrees of

freedom plus terms of total degree d` 1 and d` 2 in the degrees of freedom in Dq;

and spn, cq to be a polynomial fit of total degree d plus SAPE with a cutoff of c

Å. Fits were tried in the following order: f2, sp2, 3q, f2pD10q, f2pD100q, f4, sp4, 4q,

f4pD10q, f4pD100q, f6, and sp6, 4q.

The Stone-Weierstrass theorem152 guarantees that a sufficiently high-degree poly-

nomial can approximate any function on any closed and bounded portion of Carte-

sian space to any desired accuracy. In other words, it guarantees that any energy

function can be represented by EPIC to arbitrary accuracy if we allow sufficiently

high-degree polynomials. The basis of Bernstein polynomials can be used to con-

struct such approximations with guaranteed convergence to any function.8 However,

for the purpose of energy representation for protein design, modified least squares is

likely to provide good approximations using much lower-degree polynomials than we

would obtain using the Bernstein basis, because we do not need close approximations

of the high energy in clashing regions. In these regions, we only need a reasonable

lower bound that is much higher than the rotameric wells. This strategy keeps the

polynomial degrees low enough to be practical.

3.2.7 Sampling to train and validate least-squares fits

Training and validation sets for EPIC fits consist of sample conformations of the

residue(s) involved, specified as vectors of internal coordinates, drawn from through-

out the allowed region of conformational space.

By default, samples for both training and validation sets were sampled uniformly

(i.e., each degree of freedom was sampled uniformly and independently from the in-

terval corresponding to the current rotamer or RC). Ten samples were always used in

each of these training and validation sets for each parameter in a fit. However, if most
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of the samples corresponded to energies above the threshold b1 (see Section 3.2.3),

then overfitting could result, because for such samples there are infinitely many poly-

nomial values that yield zero error. To avoid this, we need sufficient samples from the

set B of conformations with energies below b1; B is the set of conformations where

the polynomial needs to be quantitatively accurate. We ensure sufficient samples

from B by rejecting samples outside B whenever we desire n samples in total and

we already have n{2 samples outside B, and thus drawing the rest of our samples

uniformly from B by rejection sampling. If 10,000 samples are rejected consecutively,

indicating that B is too small for efficient rejection sampling, then the Metropolis

algorithm121 is used to sample from B.

We have confidence in the parameters obtained by fitting to the training samples

for three reasons. First, a useful measure of the accuracy of a polynomial approx-

imation to the energy surface is that there is a low probability that any region of

the energy surface deviates significantly from the polynomial approximation (except

for high-energy regions approximated by similarly high values of the polynomial).

Since our cross-validation of each polynomial fit uses a large number of independent

samples—ten times the number of parameters—we are left with a very low chance

that our cross-validation samples will miss any such regions. Thus an insufficiently

accurate polynomial surface will be detected upon cross-validation and remedied by

an increase in polynomial degree. Second, errors in the minimized energies obtained

using polynomial approximations are consistently low, as shown in our computa-

tional experiments (Table 3.1). Third, we expect the energy function to be relatively

smooth in the vicinity of a minimum, since the gradient must be zero at the mini-

mum, and thus we expect a polynomial of relatively low order (e.g., the Taylor series

of the energy) to yield a good approximation in the vicinity of a minimum.
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3.2.8 Application in proteins design algorithms

Once the polynomials are computed, they can be used in protein design algorithms

wherever the energy function would ordinarily be called. The GMEC will simply be

the set of rotamers for which the minimized value of Eq. (3.3) with respect to x has

the lowest possible value.

The simplest method to provably find the GMEC using EPIC is to use a protein

design algorithm that enumerates conformations in order of a lower bound, and then

instead of minimizing the full energy (Eq. 3.2), merely minimizing the polynomial-

based energy (Eq. 3.3) to compute the energy for each enumerated conformation

(Fig. 3.2). For example, iMinDEE/A*40 can be used for this enumeration process,

and we use this algorithm in our computational experiments (Section 3.2.10).

EPIC can also be applied in free energy calculations using the K˚ algorithm,48,108

which approximates binding constants as ratios of partition functions computed from

low-energy conformations enumerated by A*. During these calculations, one can

simply use the polynomials instead of the energy function to compute the partition

function, given the enumerated RC assignments. This method gives a constant-time

speedup, determined by the ratio of time to evaluate the energy function versus the

EPIC energy.

An additional speedup is possible for branch-and-bound protein design algorithms

(e.g., A*73,99) that use a tree structure for conformational search. These algorithms

build nodes that each represent a subset of conformational space and are scored

using a lower bound on the conformational energies in that space. In each node’s

conformational space, some residues are restricted to a single RC; these RCs are

referred to as assigned to their respective residues. At each level of the tree, an RC

is assigned to one more residue. One can use the EPIC polynomials to improve the

lower-bound energy for each of these nodes. At each node, we need to compute a
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lower bound L for the conformational energy qr, which is defined in Eq. (3.3): that

is, we compute L such that

L ď qrpxq “
ÿ

i

Eapirq ` pirpx´ x0pirqq `
ÿ

jăi

Eapir, jrq ` pir,jrpx´ x0pir, jrqq

(3.10)

for all RC assignments r and all degree-of-freedom values x that are part of the node’s

conformational space. If r is known (i.e., if RCs are fully assigned at all residue

positions), then a tight lower bound can be computed trivially by local minimization

with respect to x. Otherwise, we let qrpxq “ Eaprq ` Eppr,xq, where Ep consists

only of EPIC polynomials:

Eaprq “
ÿ

i

Eapirq `
ÿ

jăi

Eapir, jrq (3.11)

Eppr,xq “
ÿ

i

pirpx´ x0pirqq `
ÿ

jăi

pir,jrpx´ x0pir, jrqq (3.12)

Now, if we compute lower bounds La and Lp such that La ď Eaprq and Lp ď Ep for

all r,x in our conformational space, then L “ La`Lp will satisfy Eq. (3.10), giving

us a valid lower bound. Computation of La has been described previously, because

lower bounds of this form are computed in iMinDEE40 and DEEPer.68 To compute

Lp, we use the fact that EPIC polynomials are always nonnegative; thus, for any r

and x and any subset S of the residues we are modeling,

ÿ

iPS

pirpx´ x0pirqq `
ÿ

jPS, jăi

pir,jrpx´ x0pir, jrqq ď Eppr,xq (3.13)

If we let S be the set of residues with fully assigned RCs, then there is only one

possible RC ir for each residue i P S, and so we can find the minimum of Eq. (3.13),

min
r,x

˜

ÿ

iPS

pirpx´ x0pirqq `
ÿ

jPS,jăi

pir,jrpx´ x0pir, jrqq

¸

(3.14)
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exactly by local minimization with respect to x. Eq. (3.14) is a lower bound on

Eppr,xq, and thus we set Lp equal to it, giving us a score for our node. We note

that Lp is strictly nonnegative, because Eq. (3.13) and thus Eq. (3.14) are always

nonnegative.

Because this continuous minimization with respect to x is more expensive and

has to be performed separately at each node, it is evaluated in a lazy17 fashion in

our A* implementation. Nodes are assigned the traditional, discrete lower bound

La when they are generated; this bound is fast to compute. The A* priority queue

contains nodes both with and without the polynomial contribution Lp included.

When a new node is popped from the queue, we check if Lp is present or not. If it

is, we expand the node, and if it is not, we compute Lp and insert the node back

in the priority queue. This ensures that nodes come off the priority queue in order

of their complete lower bound La ` Lp, as is necessary for A* to function correctly.

However, it also ensures that we do not waste time computing Lp for nodes whose La

is high enough to preclude expansion. This method gives a combinatorial speedup,

since a high polynomial contribution for a partial conformation can effectively prune

an entire branch of the A* tree. In practice, though, the large constant speedup

from EPIC minimization of fully assigned conformations tends to be more significant

(Section 3.3.1, Table 3.2).

3.2.9 Complexity of energy evaluations

The speedup due to EPIC can be explained in terms of the asymptotic costs of EPIC

polynomial evaluations compared to direct energy function calls. The cost of eval-

uating an EPIC polynomial scales as the number of terms in the polynomial. This

cost is itself a polynomial (usually quadratic) in the number of internal coordinates

of the residue pair (or single residue, in the intra+shell case) of interest. By con-

trast, the cost of evaluating a molecular mechanics-based energy function is generally
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quadratic in the number of atoms involved, since distances between all pairs of atoms

need to be considered. EPIC achieves a marked speedup because most residues have

far more atoms than significantly flexible internal coordinates. For example, most

protein residues have two or fewer sidechain dihedrals, but over ten atoms. The

remaining internal coordinates—bond length, angles, etc.—are relatively inflexible.

Polynomial evaluations are also performed entirely by addition and multiplication,

which are much faster than the more complicated elementary operations (trigono-

metric functions, square roots, etc.) needed to evaluate molecular mechanics energy

terms.

When quantum-mechanical energy functions are introduced, all the electrons

must be accounted for explicitly, and even fairly approximate quantum-chemical

methods have time costs that are higher-order polynomials with respect to the num-

ber of electrons. For example, any method that accounts for repulsions between all

atomic orbitals (e.g., Hartree-Fock and all post-Hartree-Fock methods) must calcu-

late repulsion integrals for all quadruples of atomic orbitals, and there are at least

as many atomic orbitals as electrons. And there are far more electrons than there

are atoms, and far more atoms than internal coordinates, giving EPIC an extreme

performance advantage. Yet EPIC can represent the same energy surface to a high

degree of accuracy, once the EPIC polynomials have been precomputed.

Whether EPIC is used or not, these types of pairwise energy evaluations must

be performed for every pair of residues in a design system. In general, this means

the number of pairwise energy evaluations needed is quadratic with respect to the

number of residues in the system. This number can be reduced if a cutoff is applied to

remove interactions between distant residues. However, this speedup applies equally

for EPIC and non-EPIC calculations.
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3.2.10 Computational experiments

Protein design calculations were performed in osprey13,36,41,48,49 with and without

EPIC to investigate (a) what previously intractable systems become newly tractable

with EPIC, (b) what speedups EPIC brings to conformational enumeration for previ-

ously tractable systems, and (c) what types of polynomial representations are needed

for these purposes. EPIC runs were performed with SAPE and with conformational

minimization for partially assigned conformations during A* search, and for compar-

ison, runs with either one of these features omitted were also performed.

Times were compared for the A* search, including conformation enumeration

and minimization, because this is the portion of the design that is not guaranteed to

complete in polynomial time and thus is the bottleneck. As part of the EPIC runs,

GMEC energies were also computed using the regular energy function to compare

to the EPIC results, and the ratio of minimization times with and without EPIC

was computed. For runs with multiple conformations very close in energy to each

other (within the error range of EPIC, typically ă0.1 kcal/mol), the time ratios were

averaged.

All minimizations were performed using a cyclic coordinate descent minimizer,

which is now included in osprey. Default osprey energy function settings were used

where applicable: AMBER with EEF1 solvation and a distance-dependent dielectric

constant of 6. Rotamers were determined using the Penultimate rotamer library.115

Test systems were chosen to evaluate both partition function and GMEC calcula-

tions, and to include all three types of continuous degrees of freedom used in osprey:

sidechain dihedrals, backbone perturbation (shear and backrub) parameters,68 and

rigid-body rotations and translations of strands. Some of the tests are intended to be

within the scope of previous methods, allowing a quantitative comparison of running

times, while others are intended to show EPIC can compute previously intractable
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GMECs and partition functions with provable accuracy.

For GMEC calculations (Table 3.1), the first set of systems used was taken from

Gainza, Roberts, and Donald,40 and featured only sidechain dihedral flexibility. The

structures for these correspond to PDB codes 2o9s, 2qsk, 2rh2, 2ril, and 3g36. The

second set of systems was taken from Hallen, Keedy, and Donald,68 and included

both sidechain and backbone flexibility. The structures’ PDB codes were 1aho, 1c75,

1cc8, 1f94, 1fk5, 1i27, 1iqz, 1jhg, 1l6w, 1l7a, 1l7l, 1l7m, 1l8n, 1l9l, 1l9x, 1lb3, 1m1q,

and 1mwq. Three variants of the 1aho system with more residues were tried as well.

Finally, a GMEC calculation was performed for the complex of the HIV surface

protein gp120 with the broadly neutralizing antibody NIH45-46 (PDB code 3u7y27).

To investigate the application of EPIC to partition function calculations (Ta-

ble 3.2), we first chose systems with only sidechain dihedral flexibility from Gainza,

Roberts, and Donald40 and calculated a partition function for the unliganded protein,

with wild-type amino acids at all residue positions, to within 97% guaranteed accu-

racy. Partition function calculations such as these are the key operation in K˚48,108

calculations. The structures for these correspond to PDB codes 2cs7, 2o9s, 2p5k,

2qsk, 2r2z, 2rh2, 2ril, 2wj5, 2zxy, 3a38, 3dnj, 3fgv, 3fil, 3g21, 3g36, 3hfo, and 3i2z.

Furthermore, a K* run is presented for trypsin with a small-molecule inhibitor (PDB

code 3pwc); the run is tractable with EPIC but fails to finish without it. Unlike the

calculations for the other, monomeric structures, the K˚ run for trypsin involves

calculation of three partition functions: one for the protein, one for the ligand, and

one for the complex.

Each design was allowed 17 days of total runtime, after which those that had

not finished were deemed to have exceeded the time limit and were terminated. A*

times with EPIC ranged from 0.7 seconds to 4 days, and the speedups due to EPIC

are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

In these experiments, fitting was performed without parallelization. However,
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the computation of the EPIC polynomial for each pair of RCs is an independent

operation, so each can be done in parallel, meaning that parallelization to p pro-

cessors will give a p-fold speedup as long as p does not approach the number of RC

pairs. osprey currently supports computation of each residue pair in parallel, so the

speedup holds as long as p does not approach the number of residue pairs. In practice

however, for large systems, pruning and A* take longer than the polynomial fitting,

so this parallelization may not be necessary. Additionally, once the EPIC fits have

been computed for a system, there may be a large number of computations that can

be performed using it—calculation of partition functions for many sequences, com-

putation of GMECs for various subsets of the sequence space, etc. These extensive

reuses of the fits may be especially desirable when designing a library of sequences for

experimental testing—if one performs various optimizations with different assump-

tions and tests top sequences from each optimization, the results will be more robust

to errors in the assumptions.

To investigate the ability of EPIC to represent quantum-mechanical energy func-

tions, EPIC calculations were also performed on the aspartame dipeptide (extracted

from PDB code 1a8j30) with the energies for EPIC samples evaluated using NWChem157

instead of using osprey’s usual energy function. Calculations were performed at the

SCF level of theory with STO-3G and with 6-31G** basis sets, and also at the MP2

level of theory with a STO-3G basis set.16 For each rotamer of each residue, dihedrals

were sampled within the allowed range for the rotamer and the total energy of the

dipeptide was fit to a polynomial.

3.2.11 Applications of EPIC to other algorithms

For this study, EPIC was implemented in the context of the osprey protein design

package osprey13,36,41,48,49 to run along with the algorithms (iMinDEE, DEEPer,

and K˚) and pairwise energy functions already implemented in osprey. However,
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EPIC would enable some other capabilities in different implementations.

First, EPIC can be applied in the context of other protein design algorithms. For

example, one can apply it an iterative algorithm like FASTER26 or Monte Carlo121

that tries to find a suitably low-energy conformation by accepting or rejecting ro-

tamer changes based on the energies of conformations with these changes. Whenever

the energy is needed for a rotamer assignment, the EPIC energy for the protein can

be locally minimized starting at the ideal internal coordinate values for that rotamer

assignment. In this case, the matrix of EPIC polynomials substitutes directly for the

matrix of pairwise rotamer energies commonly used to calculate conformational en-

ergies for these algorithms in the absence of continuous flexibility. EPIC could even

be used for molecular dynamics, since most residue pairs in a molecular dynam-

ics trajectory134 will spend most of their time in fairly relaxed conformations—the

region of conformational space modeled by EPIC. In all these cases, EPIC energy

evaluations would be markedly faster than regular energy function calls, particularly

for expensive energy functions. Thus, EPIC would provide a substantial speedup for

any algorithm whose bottleneck is energy function calls.

For docking algorithms11 that require sidechain optimization or local backbone

optimization, EPIC can be used both for conformation scoring and for conformational

optimization using any of the above algorithms.

3.2.12 EPIC can accommodate higher-than-pairwise energies

EPIC was implemented in this work to handle pairwise energy functions (in the

sense of a sum of 1-body and 2-body energies with no terms dependent on three or

more residues’ degrees of freedom), because these are currently typical for protein

design and include the AMBER, CHARMM, and EEF1 energy functions we use in

osprey. However, the true energy of proteins is not exactly pairwise decomposable,

and EPIC could easily accommodate higher-order terms. EPIC simply requires that
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each energy term correspond to a set D of degrees of freedom, constrained to a region

in which they are relatively well-behaved (e.g., dihedrals at each residue constrained

to a single rotamer); we can sample D subject to the constraints and then fit the

energies as a polynomial function with domain D. Thus, for any set R of more than

two interacting residues, for each RC assignment to those residues, we can fit an

EPIC polynomial, and thus describe the energy terms for R.

In practice, the number of sets of residues that can interact significantly is quite

limited, because residues typically must be physically near each other to have signif-

icant higher-than-pairwise interactions. For example, if we have a Ramachandran-

based potential, its terms each depend on the ψ and φ backbone dihedrals of a certain

residue r, and thus depend on the conformations of the three residues r ´ 1, r, and

r ` 1. Likewise, the conformation of a residue i can induce polarization effects in a

nearby residue j that will affect the interactions of j with another residue k, and this

effect can be quantified using quantum chemistry, but i and j have to be physically

very close to each other (!1 nm) for this effect to be significant (and j and k have to

be fairly close too—probably subnanometer as well, since the potential of an induced

dipole falls off faster than 1{d2 with distance d). Hence, EPIC can be used to model

any realistic energy function, by accounting for all sets of residues with significant

energetic interactions.

3.3 Results

Computational experiments were performed to measure what kinds of polynomial fits

are necessary to accurately model different proteins with different degrees of freedom

and energy functions, and what speedups EPIC brings to DEE/A* and K* calcu-

lations. The results demonstrate that EPIC brings a substantial speedup to design

calculations when proteins are modeled as in previous osprey designs.13,36,40,41,68

They also show that EPIC efficiently represents energies calculated by quantum
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chemistry, and is a potentially decisive tool for using both realistic, continuous flex-

ibility and quantum-mechanical energy functions in protein design.

3.3.1 Application to protein designs

First, computational experiments were performed to compare GMEC search with

and without EPIC, as described in Section 3.2.10. Key portions of the design cal-

culation were timed with and without EPIC to determine the speedup for these

portions (Table 3.1). On average, minimization of fully enumerated conformations

was 79-fold faster using EPIC than with traditional energy function calls. Overall

A* speedups due to EPIC averaged 167-fold (Fig. 3.5A). The overall A* speedup

is likely greater than the minimization speedup because of the way osprey’s stan-

dard energy function is implemented. Each time the energy function is run on a

new sequence, setup time (e.g., initialization of the energy function) is required to

identify electrostatic, van der Waals, and solvation terms that will be necessary for

that sequence. This setup time is eliminated by EPIC, and is not counted as part

of the minimization time here, but it may be performed an exponential number of

times without EPIC, since minimizations may be required for an exponential num-

ber of sequences. Runs that did not finish without EPIC are not included in these

averages. 85% of the fits in these experiments were quadratic, with no SAPE needed

(Figure 3.5B). GMECs from EPIC runs showed good agreement between energies

from minimization of EPIC energies and energies from the actual energy function.

The average energy difference was 0.04 kcal/mol, which is less than one-tenth of

thermal energy at room temperature (0.592 kcal/mol, calculated as the universal gas

constant times a room temperature of 298˝ K) and thus functionally insignificant.

Five of the 27 systems finished only with EPIC, demonstrating that EPIC allows

design of larger and more diverse systems than were previously designable. For

example, a redesign of the complex of HIV surface protein gp120 with the antibody
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Table 3.1: GMEC calculation test cases. EPIC with SAPE solved each of these cases;
in most cases, A* without EPIC was slower or did not finish within the time limit
(:). Minimization (“Min.”) speedup (ratio of single-conformation minimization time
without EPIC vs. time with EPIC) is reported for EPIC with and without SAPE.
Similarly, A* speedup denotes the ratio of total A* time without EPIC vs. time
with EPIC. Fit times (times to calculate the EPIC polynomials) and total calcula-
tion times (Tot. time) are reported for EPIC calculations with SAPE, in minutes,
calculated without parallelization of fitting. “GMEC energy error” is the absolute dif-
ference between GMEC energies calculated with and without EPIC, and is reported
in kcal/mol. “Fit DNF” means the time limit was exceeded during polynomial fit
precomputation, and “Bad fit” means that fits for EPIC without SAPE, even at
the maximum allowed polynomial degree, did not accurately represent the energy.
This problem is rescued by SAPE for these cases. When neither A* without EPIC
nor EPIC without SAPE was successful, the A* speedup without SAPE cannot be
calculated and is listed as “n/a.” EPIC was performed with minimization of partial
conformations in all cases.

Protein name PDB
code

Mutable
residue
count

Min.
speedup
with
SAPE

Min.
speedup
no
SAPE

A*
speedup
with
SAPE

A*
speedup
no
SAPE

Fit
time
(min)

Tot.
time
(min)

GMEC
energy
error

Scorpion toxin 1aho 7 26.58 13.60 26.88 48.84 42 49 0.01
Scorpion toxin 1aho 9 23.59 14.53 105.70 143.52 435 456 0.03
Scorpion toxin 1aho 12 29.66 Fit

DNF
ą142.9: n/a 566 1119 0.04

Scorpion toxin 1aho 14 26.49 Fit
DNF

ą4.30: n/a 8079 19446 0.05

Cytochrome
c553

1c75 6 41.03 24.48 102.23 73.78 57 63 0.01

Atx1 metal-
lochaperone

1cc8 7 36.49 Bad fit 75.97 Bad fit 332 630 0.05

Bucandin 1f94 7 15.89 5.03 250.13 179.70 243 427 0.03
Nonspecific
lipid-transfer
protein

1fk5 6 35.25 144.14 24.17 24.87 4 6 0.01

Transcription
factor IIF

1i27 7 27.66 Fit
DNF

320.41 Fit
DNF

2205 3793 0.03

: A* without EPIC did not finish within the time limit, so we report a lower bound
on the speedup: the ratio of the time limit (17 days) to the A* time with EPIC and
SAPE. (Table continues on next page)

NIH45-46 did not finish when run without EPIC, but finished with EPIC using

about a day of A* time (Fig. 3.4). This redesign allowed the mutation of 16 residues

all over the gp120 surface in the interface—five in the D-loop of gp120,96 which is

central to the interaction with NIH45-46, and the other 11 scattered through other

parts of the interface in various types of secondary structure. Redesigns of the gp120

surface to achieve specific binding to particular antibodies has been instrumental in
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Protein name PDB
code

Mutable
residue
count

Min.
speedup
with
SAPE

Min.
speedup
no
SAPE

A*
speedup
with
SAPE

A*
speedup
no
SAPE

Fit
time
(min)

Tot.
time
(min)

GMEC
energy
error

Ferredoxin 1iqz 9 59.36 132.22 96.37 127.82 36 41 0.02
Trp repressor 1jhg 7 41.16 Bad fit 139.39 Bad fit 162 367 0.04
Fructose-6-
phosphate
aldolase

1l6w 6 194.30 178.60 152.26 77.73 197 264 0.03

Cephalosporin
C deacetylase

1l7a 8 157.71 Fit
DNF

ą3170: n/a 3341 4784 0.04

PA-I lectin 1l7l 6 58.21 141.90 30.77 32.60 41 55 0.01
Phosphoserine
phosphatase

1l7m 7 69.84 340.73 810.68 998.47 246 624 0.03

alpha-D-
glucuronidase

1l8n 5 355.82 443.00 0.99 0.93 691 1410 0.01

Granulysin 1l9l 7 50.66 34.25 2.54 13.60 94 119 0.01
gamma-
glutamyl
hydrolase

1l9x 5 111.57 468.00 1.86 1.87 103 264 0.00

Ferritin 1lb3 5 103.05 33.31 51.68 49.33 148 174 0.01
Cytochrome c 1m1q 8 80.79 61.94 320.23 486.77 39 97 0.05
Hypothetical
protein YciI

1mwq 8 60.05 48.30 56.10 16.41 60 133 0.00

Ponsin 2o9s 14 68.32 Bad fit ą45.81: n/a 218 1732 0.41
Scytovirin 2qsk 10 64.94 35.45 296.06 329.99 95 188 0.12
Dihydrofolate
reductase

2rh2 14 54.92 30.28 771.86 521.44 9 37 0.01

Putative
monooxyge-
nase

2ril 8 159.98 580.00 28.36 66.72 7 11 0.01

dpy-30-like
protein

3g36 4 36.44 17.96 5.77 10.00 23 30 0.05

HIV gp120 3u7y 16 141.17 Bad fit ą14.33: n/a 1773 7762 0.06

the development of probes to isolate these antibodies from sera.42 Redesign of the

antibody surface of a gp120-antibody complex has also been effective in optimizing

antibody affinity,143 which is useful for passive immunization and immunogen design.

Interestingly, the redesign of the NIH45-46 complex yielded 12 top conformations

within 0.06 kcal/mol of each other—two from the top sequence and ten from a

double mutant. This high density of favorable conformations suggests the complex

is entropically favored, a result consistent with the observed high affinity of NIH45-46

for gp120, attained through extensive affinity maturation of the antibody.

Two variations of EPIC were also tried for these systems. It was found that

minimization of partial conformations during A* (Section 3.2.8) provides a speedup
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Table 3.2: Partition function calculation results. EPIC was performed with SAPE
in all cases. As in Table 3.1, EPIC solved all cases, and cases for which A* without
EPIC did not finish are denoted by :. a Ratio of total A* time without EPIC vs. total
A* time with EPIC and minimization of partial conformations. b Ratio of total A*
time with EPIC but no minimization of partial conformations vs. total A* time with
EPIC and minimization of partial conformations.
Protein name PDB

code
Mutable
residue
count

A*
speedup
due to
EPICa

A*
speedup
due to
partialb

Histidine triad protein 2cs7 14 ą48.48: 1.52
Ponsin 2o9s 14 ą1131: 0.96
Transcriptional regulator AhrC 2p5k 11 ą256.0: 1.34
Scytovirin 2qsk 10 5698.04 1.01
Hemolysin 2r2z 12 ą217.7: 1.24
Dihydrofolate reductase 2rh2 14 ą50.45: 2.16
Putative monooxygenase 2ril 8 1121.34 1.01
alpha-crystallin 2wj5 15 ą29.06: 0.80
Cytochrome c555 2zxy 14 ą8.87: 3.32
High-potential iron-sulfur protein 3a38 13 ą1916: 1.40
ClpS protease adaptor 3dnj 12 ą50.25: 0.93
Putative monooxygenase 3fgv 10 ą9639: 1.57
Protein G 3fil 14 ą1475: 1.31
Viral capsid 3g21 15 ą7.84: 1.21
dpy-30-like protein 3g36 4 211.87 0.91
Hfq protein 3hfo 10 ą194.8: 1.45
Cold shock protein 3i2z 14 ą872.8: 1.24
Trypsin 3pwc 10 ą624.2: 1.04
Trypsin 3pwc 11 ą131.8: 2.07
: A* without EPIC did not finish within the time limit, so we report a lower bound
on the speedup: the ratio of the time limit (17 days) to the A* time with EPIC.

(2.3-fold on average), though it is not nearly as great as the speedup from faster

minimization of fully assigned conformations (Fig. 3.5). Furthermore, EPIC with-

out SAPE was often effective; however, under some circumstances it was unable

to provide accurate fits (as usual, trying only the polynomial degrees described in

Section 3.2.6). In systems where EPIC without SAPE was effective, it averaged in-

significantly (1.1-fold) slower than EPIC with SAPE for A*. However, there were

four systems that required SAPE to give accurate results (out of 27; Table 3.1), in-
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Figure 3.4: Mutatable residues in the redesign of the surface of the HIV surface
protein gp120 in complex with the broadly neutralizing antibody NIH45-46 (PDB
code 3u7y27). This design finished only when EPIC was used. Mutatable residues,
blue backbone and pink sidechains; gp120, black backbone; NIH45-46 heavy chain,
green backbone; NIH45-46 light chain, brown backbone.

cluding the HIV gp120 complex with antibody NIH45-46 (Fig. 3.4). There were also

four systems that exceeded the time limit during fitting. These limitations on EPIC

without SAPE do not indicate a fundamental theoretical barrier, because in principle

the Stone-Weierstrass theorem guarantees an accurate fit if the polynomial degree is

sufficiently increased (see Section 3.2.6). However, they do indicate that EPIC with-

out SAPE may sometimes require polynomial degrees that are prohibitively time-

consuming for typical protein designs, and/or a higher numerical precision than the

double precision efficiently supported in Java and thus used in osprey.

Experiments were also performed to compare partition function calculations with

and without EPIC (Table 3.2). To obtain a provably good approximation to the

partition function,48,108 many more conformations must be enumerated and mini-

mized than for GMEC calculations. As a result, marked speedups were achieved

by EPIC (Fig. 3.5C). Out of the 19 systems for which EPIC finished, only three
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Figure 3.5: (A) A* times with and without EPIC. Five designs that did not finish
without EPIC are shown on the right in red. (B) Proportions of each type of fit (see
Section 3.2.6) required in EPIC calculations. The “quartic*” category includes both
full quartic fits and quadratic fits with quartic terms added for D10 or for D100. Fits
were all made as high-degree as needed to obtain a residual below 0.0001, as described
in Section 3.2.6. Some fits have substantially lower residuals, especially quadratic
fits without SAPE, since no lower fit degrees were allowed. (C) Speedups due to
different EPIC methods compared to A* based on pairwise lower-bound energies;
standard EPIC includes both SAPE and minimization of partial conformations. PF
denotes partition function calculations; the others are GMEC calculations.
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finished without EPIC (average speedup 2000-fold). The speedup in EPIC designs

from minimization of partial conformations was only modest (1.4-fold).

With an A* speedup of 2-3 orders of magnitude, designs that would previously

take years can be performed with EPIC in days. This will allow many designs that

would otherwise be considered intractable to be completed using EPIC.

3.3.2 Quantum-mechanical energies

In addition to classical mechanics-based energy functions, we also used EPIC to

fit conformational energies of the aspartame dipeptide calculated using quantum-

mechanical models of electronic structure. EPIC fits for aspartame showed that

quantum-mechanical energies and AMBER and EEF1 energies can be represented

by polynomials of very similar degree, i.e., energy surfaces from quantum chemistry

are just as polynomial-like as energy surfaces from molecular mechanics. SAPE was

not found to significantly increase the accuracy of the fits, and thus were not included,

though it is likely that reparameterized van der Waals and/or electrostatic terms (or

other specially fit functions of the atom-pair distance) would be able to improve fit

quality. This discrepancy indicates that the atom-pair energies used in SAPE are a

poor approximation to the interactions between the same atom pairs predicted by

quantum mechanics, and thus that energies returned by quantum-mechanical and

molecular-mechanics methods are substantively different.

For Phe 2 of aspartame, the same types of polynomial fits were needed for Hartree-

Fock with a STO-3G basis set, Hartree-Fock with a 6-31G** basis set, and the

usual AMBER/EEF1 energy function (Fig. 3.6). These were quadratic fits for three

rotamers and a quadratic fit plus quartic fits on D10 for the fourth. MP2 with a STO-

3G basis set also required quadratic fits for the first three rotamers, and required a

quadratic fit plus quartic fits on D100 for the fourth.

For Asp 1, AMBER/EEF1 required quadratic terms plus quartic terms on D10
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Figure 3.6: Intra-residue energy calculated for Phe 2 of aspartame using Hartree-
Fock theory with a STO-3G basis set, and quadratic EPIC fit, as a function of the
two sidechain dihedrals. The fit is very close to the energy surface, though a slight
discrepancy is visible in the upper right-hand corner (χ1 « 70˝, χ2 « 100˝).

for three rotamers and on D100 for two. Both Hartree-Fock and MP2 with a STO-3G

basis set required slightly simpler fits: only quadratic for one rotamer, quadratic plus

quartic terms on D10 for three, and quadratic plus quartic terms on D100 for one.

These results show that quantum and polarization-type effects can be represented

effectively by polynomial fits, and the polynomial degrees needed are essentially the

same as for AMBER/EEF1.

3.4 Conclusions

EPIC eliminates the current bottleneck in minimization-aware protein design by per-

forming energy function calls only in a precomputation step. It thus opens several

avenues for more accurate and efficient design calculations. More residues can now

be mutated, and more ligands can be tested. Additional continuous conformational

degrees of freedom (e.g., in the backbone) can be modeled, and minimization can

be performed over a greater range for each degree of freedom when appropriate.
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In this sense, EPIC helps protein design algorithms emulate the extensive contin-

uous flexibility of molecular dynamics algorithms, while searching an exponentially

large sequence space that would be intractable for molecular dynamics-based de-

sign. Furthermore, more accurate but (previously) slower energy functions can be

incorporated without any asymptotic increase in computation time.

The polynomial representation of energy provided by EPIC could also allow ded-

icated algorithms for polynomials to be used in energy calculations. For example,

since exact derivatives of polynomials are trivial to compute, EPIC is very amenable

to rapid calculation of energy derivatives with respect to internal coordinates, which

are used in many minimization algorithms.76,124 Note that the gradient of the EPIC

polynomials may not approximate the gradient of the energy (i.e., forces) to the same

degree of accuracy as the polynomials approximate the energy, because the polyno-

mials are fit to the energies rather than the forces. Thus, differentiation of the fit

polynomial may amplify noise. However, when we are numerically minimizing the

polynomial approximation to the energy, we require derivatives of the polynomials

themselves.

EPIC fits are tractable, accurate approximations that provide a new understand-

ing of the energy landscape of proteins in the vicinity of ideal rotamers, and more

generally in the vicinity of energy minima. This is useful because the high dimen-

sionality of conformational space makes direct visualization difficult.

By enabling better modeling both of conformational space and of conformational

energies, EPIC moves us closer to the goal of algorithms that can produce reliable

predictions for our biomedically and biologically important protein and drug design

problems. EPIC is thus offered to the protein design community both as an imme-

diate speedup in designs and as an enabling technology for future improvements.
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Software Availability Our implementation of EPIC, as part of the osprey13,36,41,48,49

open-source protein design software package, is available for free download at

http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/osprey.php.
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4

comets (Constrained Optimization of Multistate
Energies by Tree Search): A provable and efficient

protein design algorithm to optimize binding
affinity and specificity with respect to sequence

One day, while thinking about how the voxel paradigm could be used systematically

for drug design, I realized that we did not have an algorithm to provably handle the

kinds of specificity requirements often encountered in this field. I realized most of

these requirements can be phrased in terms of the linear multistate energies (LMEs)

described in this chapter. So I started thinking about how A* could be adapted for

constrained optimization of LMEs. The chief difficulty is that optimizing an LME

involves a minimum (over conformation) within a minimum (over sequence), which

would seem to require having separate A* trees for every (sequence, state) pair, if we

want to maintain provable guarantees on conformational optimization for such pairs.

A few days later, while running, I realized how we can build such trees as needed

without being too exhaustive—we needed One Tree to Rule Them All (the sequence-

based A* tree described below). I “forged” this One Tree in osprey, and we published
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the algorithm at the RECOMB conference61 and in the Journal of Computational

Biology.62 This chapter is adapted from the latter version:

Mark A. Hallen and Bruce R. Donald. comets (Constrained Optimiza-

tion of Multistate Energies by Tree Search): A provable and efficient

protein design algorithm to optimize binding affinity and specificity with

respect to sequence. Journal of Computational Biology, 2015. In press.

Summary. Practical protein design problems require designing sequences with a

combination of affinity, stability, and specificity requirements. Multistate protein

design algorithms model multiple structural or binding “states” of a protein to ad-

dress these requirements. comets provides a new level of versatile, efficient, and

provable multistate design. It provably returns the minimum with respect to se-

quence of any desired linear combination of the energies of multiple protein states,

subject to constraints on other linear combinations. Thus, it can target nearly any

combination of affinity (to one or multiple ligands), specificity, and stability (for mul-

tiple states if needed). Empirical calculations on 52 protein design problems showed

comets is far more efficient than the previous state of the art for provable multistate

design (exhaustive search over sequences). comets can handle a very wide range of

protein flexibility and can enumerate a gap-free list of the best constraint-satisfying

sequences in order of objective function value.

4.1 Introduction

Protein design requires the prediction and selection of protein sequences with desired

properties, generally some combination of structure stability, binding to desired lig-

ands, and lack of binding to undesired ligands. The gold standard for protein design

is natural evolution, in which protein mutations confer fitness advantages only if sev-

eral desired properties are all present: mutants must be sufficiently stable, effective at
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binding or catalysis, and selective for their fitness-conferring function.36 Researchers

have tried to emulate this process by directed evolution experiments.7 But methods

to optimize these properties computationally28 allow enormous sequence spaces to be

searched without enormous resource expenditures, and thus greatly expand the space

of possible designs. Such searches require algorithms that do not analyze each candi-

date sequence separately: large sequence spaces are too expensive to analyze one by

one. Computational protein designers have used three different strategies to achieve

the desired properties with their new sequences: energy minimization of a single

desired protein or complex structure (“single-state design”); heuristic minimization

of some function combining multiple desired properties (“traditional multistate de-

sign methods”); and analysis of one sequence at a time in detail (“single-sequence

analysis”).

Single-state design is the most developed class of dedicated protein design al-

gorithms. It is commonly used to improve fold stability by selecting mutants that

minimize the protein’s total energy,25,28,40,50,93 and to increase binding affinity by

selecting mutants that minimize the energy of a complex34,48,87. Some of these

methods are provable: given a sequence space to search, a model of the protein’s

conformational space, and an energy function, they are guaranteed to return the

lowest-energy sequence and conformation (the global minimum-energy conforma-

tion, or GMEC). The dead-end elimination (DEE)25 and A*99 algorithms have this

guarantee. In their original form, they assume a discrete conformational space, but

they have been extended to include both continuous sidechain40,48 and backbone44,68

flexibility. Provable single-state methods can also enumerate either a gap-free list of

the lowest-energy sequences and conformations,40,68,99 or of the sequences with the

lowest-energy optimal conformations.138 Other single-state methods are not provable,

most prominently Metropolis Monte Carlo-based methods,93,102 but are popular for

reasons of computational speed. All these methods use some simplified model of
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protein conformational flexibility. A popular but highly approximate model is to

allow the conformation of each amino acid to be selected from a discrete set, referred

to as rotamers. This model can be made substantially more accurate by allowing

small, continuous conformational adjustments around the rotameric conformations,

which can be incorporated while maintaining provable accuracy.40,48,68

Single-state design can be thought of as the stabilization of a desired “state” of

a protein—essentially, its fold, overall conformation, and ligand-binding mode. This

paradigm can be extended to include multiple states, possibly with different ligands,

in order to specify multiple desired properties for the designed sequence. This strat-

egy is known as multistate protein design.22 DEE has been extended to multistate

design in the type-dependent DEE algorithm.173 This algorithm prunes rotamers

that are guaranteed not to be part of the optimal conformation of a state of the pro-

tein. It offers a significant advantage in efficiency, but does not reduce the number

of sequences that must be considered in multistate design, because it only eliminates

rotamers by comparison to more favorable rotamers of the same amino-acid type. On

the other hand, non-provable methods have also been developed to try to optimize

objective functions based on the energies of multiple states, without considering each

sequence separately. Genetic algorithms have been used to optimize differences in

energy between states104 as well as other objective functions,101 and belief propaga-

tion has been used to optimize sums of energies of different states, in order to design

a binding partner appropriate for multiple ligands.37–39 Type-dependent DEE can

also be combined with such techniques, to reduce the conformational space that is

searched heuristically.38,173 In addition, some design systems can be described fairly

accurately by an energy function whose terms depend only on the amino acid types

of one or a few residues;58 the CLASSY method57 derives such energy functions by

least-squares fitting, and then uses them to perform efficient multistate designs that

bypass conformational search entirely and use integer linear programming algorithms
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to find the optimum of the sequence-based energy function with a provable guarantee

of optimality. However, for design systems that are not well described by a cluster

expansion (i.e., that exhibit significant higher-order interactions between conforma-

tional changes at different residues), previous multistate design algorithms cannot

provide any guarantees about the optimality of their designed sequences without an

exhaustive search over sequence space.

Methods that consider each candidate sequence explicitly are another important

and highly versatile category of computational protein design methods. How-

ever, the computational costs can be very high—linear in the number of sequences,

and thus exponential in the number of simultaneously mutable positions. Molec-

ular dynamics can be applied for single-sequence analysis in protein design,103,177

using simulations over time to investigate the properties of a candidate sequence.

Molecular dynamics readily models all types of protein flexibility with many differ-

ent energy functions, including effects like solvent polarization148 or explicit solvent.

It also allows the user to account for entropic contributions to binding energies.

More recent algorithms account for entropy without the steep costs of simulation

over time. The K˚ algorithm in osprey40,41,48,108 predicts the binding of a mutant

protein sequence to a ligand by computing an ensemble of low-energy protein states

to provably approximate the binding constant Ka within a desired relative error

for the user-specified flexibility model and energy function. Though it provides a

vast speedup relative to exhaustive search over all conformations at each sequence,

it does require explicit consideration of each sequence sufficient to bound the ener-

gies in its ensemble. K˚ in osprey41 has yielded several multistate protein designs

that were successful experimentally. The calculations have involved both compar-

isons of the bound and unbound states of a single complex54,139,143 and of multi-

ple complexes,13,36,42,151 and the osprey-designed proteins have performed well in

vitro13,36,42,54,139,143,151 and in vivo36,54,139,143 as well as in non-human primates.143
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We now present an algorithm distinct from these three traditional strategies that

combines advantages from all three: comets. Like other multistate methods, it

optimizes an energy measure that considers multiple states: for example, it can di-

rectly optimize the binding energy (the difference in energy between the bound and

unbound states), or the difference in binding energy between two different ligands.

Like single-sequence analysis, it allows consideration of a wide variety of stability,

affinity, and specificity requirements during sequence selection. This is facilitated by

its accommodation of optimization constraints: for example, it can optimize bind-

ing to one ligand while constraining binding energy for other ligands. It provably

returns the best sequence for its specified optimization problem, without performing

an exhaustive search over the possible sequences. Some previous methods can do

this for single-state design problems, but before comets it was impossible for most

multistate problems. As a result, comets provides a vast performance improvement

over the previous state-of-the-art for provable multistate design, which is exhaustive

search over sequence space.

By presenting comets, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. A novel and versatile framework for multistate protein design, allowing con-

strained optimization of any linear combinations of state energies.

2. An algorithm to solve problems in this framework that provably obtains the

same results as exhaustive search over sequences but is combinatorially faster

than this exhaustive search, as shown by empirical measurements on 52 protein

design problems.

3. Support for continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility in comets.

4. The ability to enumerate as many constraint-satisfying sequences as desired,

in a gap-free list in ascending order of the desired objective function.
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Figure 4.1: Flexible and mutable residues in a design for specificity. The apoptotic
regulator CED4 forms two different dimers, one to block apoptosis (left; PDB id
2a5y172) and one to induce it (right; PDB id 3lqr133). We want to design for specificity
(to block apoptosis), so we allow mutations to some residues in the binding site (blue).
To accurately model the conformational changes induced by the mutations, we also
model as flexible the residues on the opposite side of each interface that interact
with the mutable residues (orange, pink). Analysis of this calculation and others is
described in Section 4.3.

5. An implementation of comets in our laboratory’s open-source osprey protein-

design software package,13,36,48 available for download at our website49 as free

software.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Problem formulation

Let us consider a protein design problem where we wish to consider mutating n

residues. The output of our calculation will be a sequence s: an ordered list of n

amino acid types. We have a set A of states. Each state is a protein structure

containing our n mutable residues, along with a (possibly continuous) conformation

space for each sequence assignment, which we call the flexibility model for the state.

We consider functions of the form

fpsq “ c0 `
ÿ

aPA

caEapsq (4.1)
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where the ca are real coefficients. We call these functions linear multistate energies

(LMEs). comets is an algorithm to minimize any LME fpsq with respect to sequence

s, under constraints of the form cipsq ă 0, where each ci is also an LME. LMEs are

suitable for representing stability, affinity, and selectivity requirements in protein

design. For example, to optimize a binding energy, we set A “ tb, uu to consist of

the bound state b and the unbound state u, and optimize fpsq “ Eb ´ Eu. That is,

we set cb “ 1, cu “ ´1 and c0 “ 0 for our objective function. A highly simplified,

“toy” example of this setup is described in Section 4.2.5.

The choice of objective function and constraints defines the physical problem we

wish to solve. We require a computational model of proteins to convert this into a

computational problem. To model protein flexibility, we use the very general model

of the DEEPer algorithm68 in osprey. The protein in each state is allowed to have

any number of degrees of freedom, which can be either continuous or discrete, and

which fully specify both the sequence and conformation of the protein. Each residue

in each state has a set of “residue conformations” (RCs).68 An RC is a portion of

conformational space defined by bounds on every conformational degree of freedom

available to the residue. These bounds must be tight enough that once a residue con-

formation is assigned to every residue, the energy minimum over this limited confor-

mational space can be found by local minimization. Thus, RCs define a partitioning

of conformational space that allows local minimization to be used as a subroutine in

our global search. A residue conformation is associated with a specific amino acid

type. This framework is suitable for accommodating both continuous sidechain and

backbone flexibility, but it reduces to the model of continuous sidechain flexibility

of40,48 if only sidechain dihedrals are used as continuous degrees of freedom. If each

sidechain dihedral is confined to a single value within each residue conformation,

then this special case is just the commonly used rigid-rotamer approximation.25,99

In both of these special cases, each residue conformation represents a single sidechain
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rotamer.

The model of flexibility may differ between states; in fact, different residues may

be made flexible. For example, in a calculation with a bound and an unbound state of

a protein, the ligand will have flexibility in the bound state, but will be absent from

the unbound state (Fig. 4.1). But all states have the same set of mutable residues,

and the same set of allowed amino-acid types at each mutable residue. This way,

comets outputs a sequence applicable to all states.

To model energy, we must have an “energy function” that estimates the energy of

a given sequence and conformation. Our implementation of comets uses a pairwise

additive energy function, i.e., a sum of energy terms that each depend on the confor-

mations of at most two residues. This property is only used in the computation of

lower bounds for LMEs over subsets of the sequence space and state conformational

spaces (Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), so a non-pairwise energy function that admits such

lower-bound computations would also be compatible with comets. comets will

return optimal results for the given model of flexibility and energy function.

4.2.2 A* over sequences

comets uses the A*73 search algorithm to search sequence space. In most previous

applications of A* to protein design,48,99 nodes of the tree correspond to partially

defined conformations. Each partially defined conformation is specified by RC assign-

ments for one or more residues. Thus, each node corresponds to the conformational

space made up of all conformations consistent with the partial definition. A node’s

score is a lower bound on all the conformational energies in this space. comets is

similar, but nodes correspond to partially defined sequences and thus to a sequence

space. A node’s score is a lower bound on the objective function for all sequences in

the node’s sequence space (Fig. 4.2).

In A*, we repeatedly process the lowest-scoring node in the tree. Processing a
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Figure 4.2: Expansion steps during node processing generate nodes with partially
(e.g., VXXXX or AXXXX) and then fully (e.g., VFYWI) defined sequences. Once a
node has a fully defined sequence, conformational trees are built for it for all states.
Then conformational tree expansions lead to fully processed nodes. X, unassigned
amino acid or RC; V, Val; A, Ala; F, Phe; Y, Tyr; W, Trp; I, Ile.

node means either splitting it into several nodes that partition its sequence space, or

computing a higher score (i.e., tighter bound) for it (that is still a valid lower bound).

Score computation may involve conformational search (Fig. 4.2), and some nodes will

be processed until their sequence is fully defined and the optimal conformation for

each state is fully determined. These nodes are termed fully processed, and their

objective function and constraint LMEs can be evaluated exactly. When the lowest-

scoring node is fully processed, we can return its sequence as optimal, because its

objective function value (at optimal conformations for each state) is better than any

sequence in any of the sequence spaces of the other nodes in the tree. This is because

the other nodes’ scores are lower bounds on their optimal objective function values.

Types of nodes.

We will store two types of nodes in our tree (Fig. 4.2). Examples of each type of

node in the toy example are given in Section 4.2.5.

The first type has a sequence that is not fully defined: not all mutable residues
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Figure 4.3: comets is a sequence of node-processing operations.

have an assigned amino-acid type. At these nodes, we store information on which

RCs are pruned at each residue in each state (for the assigned amino-acid types if

assigned; for all amino acid types if not assigned). The pruned RCs are those that

cannot be part of the optimal conformation for that state for any sequence in the

sequence space of the node. We store pruned pairs of RCs as well as individual

pruned RCs.

The second type of node has a fully defined sequence: an amino-acid type as-

signed for each mutable residue. At each such node, for each state, we store an A*

tree expanding the conformational space for that sequence. These trees are identical

to those used in DEEPer in osprey:68 their nodes each represent a subset of confor-

mational space, defined by RC assignments to some of the residues, which restrict the

values of the proteins’ degrees of freedom to the bounds associated with the assigned

RCs. The score of each node is a lower bound on the energy of all conformations in

its allowed conformational space.

Node-processing operations.

For either type of node, node processing consists of two steps: an “expansion” step

and a “bounding” step (Fig. 4.3). Every time we extract a node from the priority

queue, meaning it is the lowest score in the tree, we choose the appropriate processing
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operation and perform it (Fig. 4.3).

Expansion step. For a node without a fully defined sequence, the expansion step

splits the node n into several nodes whose sequence spaces partition the sequence

space of n. If the first mutable residue without an amino-acid type assigned in n is

residue r, then this partition can be performed by creating a node for each amino-

acid type a allowed at r. These child nodes will each have a sequence space identical

to that of n, except with the amino-acid a assigned to residue r. For a node n with

fully defined sequence, we split the lowest-scoring node in one of n’s conformational

trees: each child node has a different RC assignment for a residue whose RC is not

assigned at the parent node. This is the same type of split used in DEEPer,68 and

essentially as in previous protein design applications of A*.

Bounding step. In the bounding step, a lower bound is computed for the objective

function and for each of the constraint LMEs. If the lower bound for any of the

constraint LMEs ci is greater than 0, then we know all sequences at the node violate

that constraint, and we eliminate the node. Otherwise, the node score is set to be

the lower bound on the objective function. Details of the method for computing

lower bounds are provided in Section 4.2.3.

For nodes without fully-defined sequences, we update the list of pruned RCs for

the child node before computing bounds. Pruning is performed by type-dependent

DEE173—in our implementation, the various pruning algorithms available in os-

prey41,47,48 are used.

4.2.3 Computing lower bounds for LMEs

Previous A*-based protein design algorithms include methods to compute a lower

bound on the energy of a single protein state over a sequence space.48,68,73 These
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methods can be modified to provide a lower bound on an LME over a sequence space,

with complexity as follows:

Theorem 4.2.1. For any sequence space S defined by specifying the allowed set

of amino acid types Spiq at each mutable residue i, the lower bound on the LME

Eq. (4.1) can be computed in time Opn2r2sq, where n is the number of flexible or

mutable residues in the system, s is the number of states, and r is the maximum

number of RCs available at a given residue.

We use a different procedure to compute lower bounds for LMEs (linear multistate

energies) depending on whether the sequence is fully defined. If it is, a simpler algo-

rithm that often yields a tighter bound is used. If not, we have a generic algorithm,

whose running time is bounded as described in Theorem 4.2.1 (proven below).

Lower-bound algorithm for fully defined nodes

If the sequence is fully defined, then we can bound the LME

c0 `
ÿ

aPA

caEapsq (4.2)

using upper bounds uapsq and lower bounds lapsq on the optimal conformational

energy for our sequence s in each state a P A. Because we have uapsq ě Eapsq and

lapsq ď Eapsq, we have

c0 `
ÿ

aPA, caă0

cauapsq `
ÿ

aPA, caą0

calapsq (4.3)

as a lower bound on Eq. (4.1). The single-state lower bounds lapsq are computed

as described in previous work on single-state design.48,68,73 These methods yield a

lower bound that converges to Eapsq as the conformation trees are fully expanded.

Upper bounds uapsq are straightforward because any conformation of a given state

is an upper bound on the optimal conformational energy for that state. Each time
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we expand a node in the conformation tree for state a and sequence s, we compute

an upper bound un on the minimum energy of that node’s conformation space by a

quick heuristic procedure based on the faster algorithm.26 If un is lower than our

current estimate of uapsq, then we set uapsq “ un. As the conformation trees are fully

expanded, we must eventually encounter a node in each state’s tree whose confor-

mational space is only the optimal conformation (or in the continuous case, only the

RC assignment that yields the optimal conformation upon local minimization). At

this point, the upper bound becomes tight: uapsq “ Eapsq. So we have a method to

provide lower bounds for LMEs that converges to the exact value of the LME when

a node is fully processed. This is what we need both for constraint enforcement and

for minimization of the objective function.

Lower-bound algorithm for other nodes

If the sequence is not fully defined, then we use an alternate algorithm, which is a di-

rect adaptation of the lower-bounding method used in single-state A* calculations.99

Nodes without the sequence fully defined cannot be fully processed, so we do not

need this algorithm to converge to the exact value of the LME. However, we still

prefer a reasonably tight bound in this case for efficiency purposes (to avoid having

to generate too many nodes with fully defined sequences).

Let us first consider the rigid case. For the purposes of this algorithm, we will

assume a pairwise energy function: an energy function that is a sum of terms de-

pendent on at most two residues’ conformations, and can thus be expressed in the

form

ÿ

i

Epirq `
ÿ

jăi

Epir, jrq (4.4)

where ir denotes the RC for our current conformation r at residue i, Ep¨, ¨q is a

pairwise interaction energy between RCs, and the one-body terms Ep¨q measure the
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internal energy of each RC plus its interactions with non-flexible parts of the system.

Let us use Ea to denote a pairwise or 1-body energy for residues in state a. Now, to

derive a lower bound, we start with the true minimum value of the LME over our

sequence space S, which is (using Eq. 4.1)

c0 `min
sPS

ÿ

aPA

caEapsq. (4.5)

Letting Rapsq be the conformation space available to a sequence s in state a, and

plugging in Eq. (4.4), Eq. (4.5) can be expanded to

c0 `min
sPS

ÿ

aPA

ca min
rPRapsq

˜

ÿ

i

Eapirq `
ÿ

jăi

Eapir, jrq

¸

. (4.6)

To obtain a tractable bound, we relax Eq. (4.6) by moving the minima inside the

sums. This operation can only decrease the value of the expression (this is a general

property of interchanging summation and minimization), resulting in a valid lower

bound. Let Spiq be the set of amino acid types available at residue i, let Rapb, iq be

the set of unpruned RCs available to amino acid type b at residue i in state a, and

let us use the notation ir for an RC at residue i, following previous work.25,40,48,68

The relaxation yields

c0 `
ÿ

i

min
bPSpiq

ÿ

aPA

min
irPRapb,iq

˜

caEapirq `
ÿ

jăi

min
b1PSpjq

min
jsPRapb1,jq

caEapir, jsq

¸

. (4.7)

So Eq. (4.7) is a lower bound on Eq. (4.5), i.e., for the LME we are bounding.

Each state may have flexible residues besides the mutable residues; for the pur-

poses of Eq. (4.7), these are all considered separately. Hence, the sum over i runs

over all mutable residues, which are shared between all states, and also over other

flexible residues, which may differ between states and are treated as different residues

in the sum (with ca being nonzero only for the state to which the residue belongs).

This bound, Eq. (4.7), can also be used with continuous flexibility, with only a

change in definitions for the pairwise and 1-body energies Ea. Each of these energies
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is associated with an RC or a pair of RCs, so when we introduce continuous flexibility,

Ea is no longer associated with a single conformation but with a set of conformations

defined by bounds on the continuous degrees of freedom of the residues whose energy

is being measured. Within these bounds there is a set of “ideal values” for all the

degrees of freedom. So, for the terms caEa in Eq. (4.7), we let Ea denote the pairwise

or 1-body energy at the ideal values of all continuous degrees of freedom if ca ă 0,

but we let Ea denote the minimum value of the 1- or 2-body energy over the allowed

ranges for all continuous degrees of freedom if ca ą 0. Using these definitions,

Eq. (4.6) is a valid lower bound for the LME Eq. (4.5) over our node’s sequence

space, and so Eq. (4.7) is a valid lower bound, using the same reasoning as in the

rigid case.

Regardless of which definition is used, the pairwise and 1-body energies Ea can be

precomputed for an RC or a pair of RCs, before comets begins. This precomputa-

tion is described in previous work on single-state design.40,48,68 A tighter bound can

be achieved by using a larger rotamer library for the terms with negative coefficients.

Complexity analysis and proof of Theorem 4.2.1

Because the algorithm we have just described can be used for any sequence tree node,

it provides a constructive proof of Theorem 4.2.1.

Proof. The bound can be computed using Eq. (4.7). For each state a and each RC

ir at each residue i, the term caEapirq can be computed in constant time, because

Eapirq is simply looked up from the precomputed single-residue energies. Then for

each residue j, the term min
b1PSpjq

min
jsPRapb1,jq

caEapir, jsq can be computed in Oprq time,

because the minimum is over Oprq precomputed pairwise interaction energies that

can be looked up and multiplied by ca in constant time. So the
ř

jăi

sum has Opnq

terms that can each be computed in Oprq time, meaning the sum can be computed
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in Opnrq time. Thus, the quantity in large parentheses can be computed in Opnrq

time. For each residue i, this quantity needs to be computed Oprsq times. So the

cost for each term of the
ř

i is Opnr2sq. Therefore, the cost to evaluate the entire
ř

i, and thus to compute our lower bound, is Opn2r2sq.

4.2.4 Starting and finishing the calculation

Hence, to perform comets, we create a priority queue of A* tree nodes and initialize

it with a node representing the entire sequence space we are searching. We then

repeatedly extract the lowest-scoring node from the priority queue and process it

with the appropriate node-processing operation.

Each operation will define either the sequence or the conformation in one of

the states at a residue where it was previously not defined, so in a finite number

of steps, we will achieve a node whose sequence and optimal state conformations

are fully defined, i.e., a fully processed node. If our lower-bounding techniques are

adequate, very few sequences will need to be fully processed, so this sequence A*

tree will return the optimal sequence with great efficiency compared to exhaustive

search over sequences.

Running comets until n sequences have been returned will yield the n sequences

that have the lowest objective function values among all sequences satisfying the

constraints.

4.2.5 Toy example

Let us introduce a highly simplified, “toy” example to explain the algorithm. Say

we are designing a peptide inhibitor for a protein, “targetin,” involved in some dis-

ease. We want our peptide to not bind a related protein, “offtargetin,” because

this binding would cause toxicity. However, we do have a peptide (say, a natural

product) that binds both targetin and offtargetin, and we have crystal structures of
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this peptide with both targetin (structure T) and offtargetin (structure O). Thus,

we set up a multistate design as follows. There will be four states: peptide bound to

targetin (structure T), unbound peptide in targetin-binding conformation (peptide

from structure T), peptide bound to offtargetin (structure O), and unbound peptide

in offtargetin-binding conformation (peptide from structure O). These states will be

called T-bound, T-unbound, O-bound, and O-unbound respectively. We will opti-

mize the binding energy for the peptide-targetin interaction, which is the difference

between the T-bound and T-unbound state energies. We will constrain binding en-

ergy for the peptide-offtargetin interaction to be worse than a threshold Eu: say,

10 kcal/mol worse than the wild-type binding energy. We will also constrain the

unbound state to be stable, by demanding that the average of the T-unbound and

O-unbound state energies be at most 10 kcal/mol worse than wild type. All of these

constraints, and the objective function, are simple LMEs.

For simplicity, our toy peptide will only have one mutable residue position (residue

1), to which we may assign either the amino acid type alanine (1 rotamer) or valine

(3 rotamers). We will also model only one residue as flexible in each of our proteins:

Phe 75 of targetin (4 rotamers) and Leu 75 of offtargetin (5 rotamers). Fig. 4.4

illustrates the conformational search in comets on this problem subject to these

modeling assumptions. We also present empirical results for much larger, realistic

designs with similar objective function and constraint setups in Section 3 of the main

text.

Types of nodes. In this toy example, we create only one node with a partially defined

sequence. The sequence space for it is {A,V}, since these are the two sequences

available to the peptide. Two nodes with fully defined sequence are created: one for

each of the two sequences A and V. For the V node, the conformational tree for each

state will have the same structure as a single-state A* tree48,68,99 for a single-sequence
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Figure 4.4: Expansion of the state conformational trees for the node with sequence
V in the toy example. (A) Each state conformational tree starts with a single node,
in which all conformational degrees of freedom are undefined. (B) When the sequence
tree node is fully processed, the lowest-scoring node in each conformational tree fully
defines a conformation. (Only the lowest-scoring node in each tree is shown here:
each tree will also have higher-scoring nodes, with varying numbers of unrestricted
conformational degrees of freedom). (C) The expansion of the conformational tree
for the T-bound state. As in single-state A*, nodes are chosen for expansion based
on their scores, which are lower bounds on the energies of conformations in their
conformational spaces.

conformational search in which residue 1 is a valine (Fig. 4.4).

Expansion of nodes. The expansion step for the starting node (sequence space {A,V})

splits the sequence space to create a node for each amino-acid type at residue 1:

thus the two nodes will have sequences spaces {A} and {V}. For the node {V},

because the sequence space is fully defined, the expansion step expands nodes in the

conformational trees, in the same way that nodes are expanded in single-state A*

calculations48,68,99 (Fig. 4.4).
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4.2.6 Computational experiments

Protein design calculations were performed in order to measure the efficiency of

comets and its ability to design proteins with properties undesignable by single-

state methods (Section 4.3). In this section, we provide details of these test cases.

Systems of four types were used: designs for specificity on a protein that can

form two or more different complexes; optimization of the binding energy for a single

complex; stabilization of a single protein robust to choice of force field; and stabi-

lization of the reduced form of angiotensinogen relative to the oxidized form or vice

versa.

Systems of the first type involve a protein that can form two different complexes

whose structures are known. This type can be viewed as a realistic version of the toy

example above (Section 4.2.5). Proteins were redesigned in four different ways: either

to prefer one complex over the other or to stabilize both, and with either rigid or con-

tinuous flexibility modeling. For designs to favor one complex, the objective function

was the binding energy for that complex (the energy of the bound state minus that of

the unbound state), and for designs to favor both complexes, the objective function

was the sum of the complexes’ binding energies. In each case, constraints were placed

on all binding energies and on unbound state energies. Desired binding energies were

constrained to be better than the wild-type binding energy for the same complex,

while undesired binding energies were constrained to be worse than wild-type. To

ensure protein stability, the average of the unbound state energies was constrained

to be no more than 10 kcal/mol worse than the wild-type average. The pairs of com-

plex structures for these designs were obtained from random entries in the INstruct

database.122 The pairs’ PDB ids were 2a40/2a41, 2a5y/3lqr (the angiotensinogen

run in Fig. 1), 2gzd/2gzh, 2ngr/1grn, 3egd/3egx, 3efo/3eg9, 3k75/3lqc, 3ktp/3ktr,

3n1f/3n1q, and 3n1g/3n1m. These complexes were drawn from both protein-protein
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and protein-peptide interactions. In addition to these two-complex systems, a set of

larger designs was performed on a set of ten complexes of bovine trypsin crystallized

with ten different variants of bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI).74 Designs

were performed either to maintain binding by the wild-type BPTI while blocking

binding to the nine mutant variants, or to enhance binding to all variants. Protein

design to identify enzyme variants resistant to certain inhibitors has been used in

the study of bacterial resistance to antibiotics, and has applications to the selection

of inhibitors more robust to resistance.36

The second type of system was optimization of the binding energy for a single

complex, with constraints handled as in the specificity calculations. Treating affinity

calculation as a multistate design allows accounting for variations in the unbound

state energy, both to ensure the stability of the unbound state and to compute its

effect on binding affinity. Structures for these designs were also drawn from the

INstruct database:122 1b6c, 1nez, 1stf, 1vyh, 2b4s, 2h0d, and 2nqa.

The third type of system was stabilization of a single protein, but in a way

meant to produce stabilizing mutations that are robust to the choice of force field.

This strategy may be useful for obtaining mutations that are more likely to work in

practice. For these calculations, the protein’s energy was optimized using the amber

force field, but the energies using both the amber and charmm force fields were

constrained to improve relative to the wild type. The proteins used here were drawn

from the test set of protein energy optimizations in Gainza, Roberts, and Donald.40

The structures’ PDB ids were 2o9s, 2qsk, 2ril, 3a38, and 3g36.

Finally, the fourth type of system was the stabilization of the reduced form of

angiotensinogen relative to the oxidized form (Fig. 4.7) or vice versa. This was

treated as an unconstrained optimization of the difference between the states, which

have been crystallized (PDB ids 2wxy and 2wxx respectively178). This type of setup

arises in experimental studies of protein function, when one wishes to design a mutant
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to “freeze” a protein in one of two or more conformational states in order to study

the functional role of the chosen state. For example, the N600K mutation in the

motor protein Ncd150 induces Ncd to adopt a conformational state typically only

induced by ATP binding; studies of this mutant helped to establish the temporal

and mechanistic relationship between the nucleotide binding and force generation of

this motor.71

4.3 Results

Protein design calculations were performed in order to measure the efficiency of

comets and its ability to design proteins with properties undesignable by single-

state methods. Systems of four types were used: designs for specificity on a protein

that can form two or more different complexes; optimization of the binding energy

for a single complex; stabilization of a single protein robust to choice of force field;

and stabilization of the reduced form of angiotensinogen relative to the oxidized form

or vice versa. Details of these test cases are in Section 4.2.6.

4.3.1 Measurement of efficiency

comets was run on 52 protein design test cases to measure its efficiency advantages

across a range of different objective functions and constraints. The test cases used

44 protein structures, and 25 modeled flexibility using rigid rotamers while the other

27 used continuous flexibility.

Exhaustive search, the only other provable algorithm for multistate design, must

calculate the GMEC for each sequence in each state. For a s-state design space with

N sequences, this means that N sequences must be considered explicitly and sN state

GMECs must be calculated—a formidable proposition, since N grows exponentially

with the number of mutable residues and each state GMEC calculation is NP-hard.131

To measure the ability of comets to avoid these calculations, the number g of state
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Figure 4.5: Number g of state GMECs calculated in comets runs with (A) rigid
or (B) continuous flexibility, compared to the number sN of state GMECs in the
entire design space (sN is the number of sequences in the design space times the
number of states). Results are shown both for calculation of the best sequence
and for enumeration of the best five, when possible under the design constraints.
Exhaustive search would have to calculate all state GMECs (green curve).

GMECs calculated by each run of comets was measured and compared to sN . Also,

comets provably need not even consider each sequence explicitly, even briefly. To

determine if this reduced consideration of sequences provides a significant advantage

in efficiency, the number m of sequence tree nodes created in each comets run was

measured and compared to N . Hence, m is the number of partial sequences explicitly

considered in a comets run.

Many provable algorithms, including A*99 and integer linear programming,89 and

non-provable methods like Monte Carlo93 can minimize an LME using (a) an exhaus-

tive search over sequences without (b) also exhaustively searching over conformations.

So even without comets there is no need for an exhaustive search over conforma-

tional space. However, all previous provable methods for typical (non-sequence-

based) energy functions must still compute the GMEC of each state for every se-

quence when performing multistate design, because they are intended to calculate

the minimum of an energy function (with respect to sequence and conformation).
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Figure 4.6: Speedup due to reduced explicit consideration of sequences in comets,
compared to exhaustive search (green line), for designs with rigid rotamers. m:
number of sequence tree nodes created in comets. N : number of sequences in the
design space. Magnifying this speedup, comets handles sequences that it considers
explicitly very efficiently (Fig. 4.5).

In contrast, comets calculates the constrained minimum (over all sequences) of a

linear combination of minima (over all conformations) of energy functions. Hence, in

this paper, we measure the ability of comets to avoid computing GMECs for most

of the sequences, and sometimes even to avoid any explicit consideration of most of

the remaining sequences. These are the main novel abilities of comets.

Reduction in number of state GMECs calculated.

comets calculates only a very small portion of state GMECs (Fig. 4.5)—often only

the state GMECs for the sequences being returned as optimal. To calculate the

best sequence in rigid designs, the average run needed to calculate only 0.05% of the

state GMECs in the design space. This portion increased to 0.1% for enumeration

of the best five sequences. For continuous designs,40,68 2% of the state GMECs were

calculated for runs finding only the best sequence, and 4% were calculated for runs

enumerating the best five sequences.
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Reduction in number of sequences considered explicitly.

Reduced explicit consideration of sequences was found to provide a significant com-

binatorial speedup in comets runs without continuous flexibility. For calculation of

the best sequence in these rigid designs, the median m{N was 0.02, and many runs

with larger design spaces generated significantly fewer sequence tree nodes relative

to the design space size (Fig. 4.6)—the largest sequence space to return a constraint-

satisfying sequence had 47 million sequences with m{N “ 2ˆ10´6 (i.e., a 5ˆ105-fold

speedup). The median increased to 0.03 for enumeration of the best five sequences.

For continuous designs, the median m{N values were 0.63 for the best sequence and

0.69 for the best five.

Provably finding unsatisfiable constraints.

The statistics above exclude runs for which no sequences can satisfy the constraints.

comets can provably verify when no satisfying sequences exist, and did so for 8 of

the 27 continuous runs and 5 of the 25 rigid runs.

4.3.2 Differences in sequences returned by multistate designs and single-state prox-
ies

Single-state design is often used as a proxy or a “first step” in multistate design. To

test whether this approximation yields sequences similar to the optimal ones from

multistate design, sequence divergences were calculated between optimal sequences

from multistate design and optimal sequences from corresponding proxy single-state

designs.

Our results indicate that single-state approaches are likely to yield sequences far

from the optimal one. For specificity design problems favoring a complex P:A over a

complex P:B, mutable-residue sequence divergence between the single-state optimal

sequence for complex P:A and the multistate optimal sequence was 33% (averaged
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over 13 designs). Similarly, for multispecificity designs (optimizing the sum of bind-

ing energies for complexes P:A and P:B), the best sequence averaged 36% sequence

divergence from the single-state optimum for complex P:A (10 designs). These di-

vergences are nearly as high as the 39% (8 design pairs) average sequence divergence

between comparable specificity and multispecificity designs—that is, between a pro-

tein optimally designed to bind A while not binding B, and a protein optimally

designed to bind both A and B. So the difference is quite functionally significant.

Further details on the test cases are provided in Section 4.2.6 and Tables 4.1

and 4.2.

These results show that explicit, provable multistate design provides significant

advantages in the calculation of optimal sequences for a wide range of problems,

and that comets provides an efficient way to perform such designs. The number

of sequences and of state GMECs considered could likely be reduced substantially

further using improved energy bounds. Thus, comets liberates provable multistate

protein design from the efficiency barrier imposed by exhaustive search.
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Figure 4.7: For the design run optimizing the difference in energy between the re-
duced and oxidized states of angiotensinogen (PDB ids 2wxy and 2wxx, respectively),
the single mutation Y12I (blue to green) was found to fit well into the reduced state,
but to cause steric clashes (pink) in the oxidized state. The selection of this single
mutant as optimal required explicit multistate design to destabilize the undesired
oxidized state, while maintaining the stability of the reduced state: optimization of
either the reduced or oxidized state alone yielded aromatic residues at position 12.

Table 4.1: Protein design test cases with continuous flexibility, as described in Section
3 of the main text. Type is “aff” for designs for affinity, “stab” for designs for stability
robust to force field choice, “spec” for designs to be specific to one complex, “multi”
for designs to be multispecific to more than one, and “red” or “ox” for designs to
favor either a reduced or oxidized state (each type is described further in Section
4.2.6). As described in Section 3 of the main text, s is the number of states, N is the
number of sequences in the designed states, m is the number of sequence tree nodes
created, and g is the number of state GMECs computed. Subscripts 1 and 5 denote
calculation of the best sequence or enumeration of the best 5 sequences respectively.
Ne denotes the number of sequences enumerated (all runs were set to enumerate the
five best sequences, but Ne ă 5 if less than five sequences in the design space satisfy
the constraints). Table continues on next page. *BPTI set: 3btd, 3bte, 3btf, 3btg,
3bth, 3btk, 3btm, 3btq, 3btt, 3btw

Protein
redesigned

Mutable
residues

PDB
id(s)

Type s N Ne m1 m5 g1 g5

Beta-2-
micro-
globulin

52, 54,
56, 57,
63

1nez aff 2 5488 5 2386 2386 84 110

Papain 18, 19,
21, 159,
177, 181

1stf aff 2 9408 5 5784 5784 7 15

Trypsin 189,
190,
192,
195, 213

BPTI
set*

multi 20 896 0
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Trypsin 189,
190,
192,
195, 214

BPTI
set*

spec 20 896 0

Scytovirin 1, 6, 10,
13, 28,
43, 48,
58, 61,
76

2qsk stab 2 896 1 35 2

Putative
monooxy-
genase

5, 13,
21, 55,
57, 59,
61, 70

2ril stab 2 9604 0

High-
potential
iron-sulfur
protein

6, 7, 14,
19, 23,
26, 41,
60, 64,
69, 73,
74, 78

3a38 stab 2 1882384 5 25708 40141 2 10

dpy-
30-like
protein

64, 68,
87, 91

3g36 stab 2 196 0

Actin 24, 25,
26, 28,
345, 349

2a40/
2a41

multi 4 392 1 248 97

CED-4 1, 5,
227,
229,
259,
265,
279, 282

2a5y/
3lqr

multi 4 288 5 221 221 85 96

CED-5 1, 5,
227,
229,
259,
265,
279, 283

2a5y/
3lqr

spec 4 288 1 217 78

Rab-11A 44, 46,
47, 48,
50

2gzd/
2gzh

multi 4 2744 0

Rab-11A 44, 46,
47, 48,
51

2gzd/
2gzh

spec 4 2744 5 601 601 28 40

DNA
poly-
merase
beta

291,
309,
311,
322, 324

3k75/
3lqc

multi 4 2744 0

DNA
poly-
merase
beta

291,
309,
311,
322, 325

3k75/
3lqc

spec 4 2744 3 1388 556
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Poly-
adenylate-
binding
protein 1

564,
571,
580,
582, 584

3ktp/
3ktr

multi 4 448 1 352 16

Poly-
adenylate-
binding
protein 1

564,
571,
580,
582, 585

3ktp/
3ktr

spec 4 448 0

CDO 867,
872,
874,
901, 918

3n1f/
3n1q

multi 4 112 0

CDO 867,
872,
874,
901, 919

3n1f/
3n1q

spec 4 112 1 112 7

Brother of
CDO

753,
756,
758,
760,
789, 804

3n1g/
3n1m

multi 4 224 5 205 224 4 25

Brother of
CDO

753,
756,
758,
760,
789, 805

3n1g/
3n1m

spec 4 224 1 224 6

Type I
TGFbeta
receptor

199,
203,
267,
268, 269

1b6c aff 2 64 5 64 64 2 13

Leupeptin
inhibitor

356, 357 2nqa aff 2 361 5 91 145 5 13

Ponsin 824,
826,
828,
834,
840,
842,
848,
849,
850,
859,
861,
863,
872, 877

2o9s stab 2 4374 1 665 2

Angio-
tensino-
gen

12, 15,
136,
138, 140

2wxy/
2wxx

red 2 224 5 153 180 38 54
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Angio-
tensino-
gen

12, 15,
136,
138, 141

2wxx/
2wxy

ox 2 224 5 203 207 10 22

Sec24d 833,
834,
835,
836,
1025

3efo/
3eg9

spec 4 4116 2 1830 565

Table 4.2: Protein design test cases without continuous flexibility. Columns as in
Table 4.1. Table continues on next page.

Protein
redesigned

Mutable
residues

PDB
id(s)

Type s N Ne m1 m5 g1 g5

Leupeptin
inhibitor

356, 357 2nqa aff 2 361 5 37 73 2 10

Trypsin 189,
190,
192,
195, 213

BPTI
set*

spec 20 2476099 5 14707 14707 20 100

Scytovirin 1, 6, 10,
13, 28,
43, 48,
58, 61,
76

2qsk stab 2 4.7x107 1 109 2

Scytovirin 1, 6, 10,
13, 28,
43, 48,
58, 61,
76

2ril stab 2 1.7x1010 0

dpy-
30-like
protein

64, 68,
87, 91

3g36 stab 2 6859 2 73 2

CED-4 1, 5,
227,
229,
259,
265,
279, 282

2a5y/
3lqr

multi 4 87808 5 39 151 4 20

CED-4 1, 5,
227,
229,
259,
265,
279, 282

2a5y/
3lqr

spec 4 87808 5 30 87 4 20

Rab-11A 44, 46,
47, 48,
50

2gzd/
2gzh

multi 4 2476099 5 42193 45883 4 20
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Rab-11A 44, 46,
47, 48,
50

2gzd/
2gzh

spec 4 2476099 5 59077 61525 4 20

Cdc42 62, 63,
64

2ngr/
1grn

multi 4 6859 0

Cdc43 62, 63,
65

2ngr/
1grn

spec 4 6859 0

Sec24a 430,
435,
496,
748,
750,
752, 808

3egd/
3egx

multi 4 5488 5 1480 1480 18 46

Sec24a 430,
435,
496,
748,
750,
752, 809

3egd/
3egx

spec 4 5488 5 1480 1480 4 20

DNA
poly-
merase
beta

291,
309,
311,
322, 324

3k75/
3lqc

multi 4 2744 0

DNA
poly-
merase
beta

291,
309,
311,
322, 324

3k75/
3lqc

spec 4 2744 0

Poly-
adenylate-
binding
protein 1

564,
571,
580,
582, 584

3ktp/
3ktr

multi 4 2476099 5 4249 5059 4 20

Poly-
adenylate-
binding
protein 1

564,
571,
580,
582, 584

3ktp/
3ktr

spec 4 2476099 5 1315 2593 4 20

CDO 867,
872,
874,
901, 918

3n1f/
3n1q

multi 4 2476099 5 50851 51427 4 20

CDO 867,
872,
874,
901, 918

3n1f/
3n1q

spec 4 2476099 5 60661 63847 4 20

PAF-
acetyl-
hydrolase

194,
212,
235,
236,
238,
254, 316

1vyh aff 2 1792 5 1275 1309 2 10
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Protein
tyrosine
phos-
phatase
1B

7, 11,
12, 268,
269, 272

2b4s aff 2 2744 5 647 647 2 10

RING2 22, 26,
29, 32,
36

2h0d aff 2 2744 5 206 236 2 10

Angio-
tensino-
gen

12, 15,
136,
138, 141

2wxx/
2wxy

ox 2 224 5 27 31 2 10

Sec24d 833,
834,
835,
836,
1025

3efo/
3eg9

multi 4 4116 5 634 640 12 36

Sec24d 833,
834,
835,
836,
1025

3efo/
3eg9

spec 4 4116 4 704 6

4.4 Conclusions

comets fills an important lacuna in protein design. A designer can now optimize

any linear combination of optimal state energies, using constraints to ensure the

desired combination of stability, affinity, and specificity. This can all be done with

provable guarantees of optimality, both for the output sequence and for the state

conformational energies of each candidate sequence. A wide range of conformational

flexibility, both continuous and discrete, can be accommodated. Thus, comets offers

a wide range of advantages to the molecular design community.
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5

Fast gap-free enumeration of conformations and
sequences for protein design

I once got the idea to try to speed up A* by expanding residues in a dynamic order.

But when I talked to Pablo about this, it turned out he had had the same idea, but

had produced much better empirical results supporting it than I had. Kyle Roberts

also had some interesting ideas about speeding up A*, so we all wrote a paper about

it,140 and this chapter is adapted from parts of that paper:

Kyle E. Roberts, Pablo Gainza, Mark A. Hallen, and Bruce R. Donald.

Fast gap-free enumeration of conformations and sequences for protein

design. Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, 83(10):1859-

1877, 2015.

Kyle and Pablo did most of this, and it’s mostly their ideas. Before talking to Pablo,

I had however tried out a couple of residue-ordering strategies that Pablo had not

considered, including the harmonic mean-based strategy discussed in the paper, so

that strategy is my main contribution to this work. As such, this chapter will cover

the portions of the work that focus on dynamic ordering of residues in A*.
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5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Background: The A* algorithm for the protein design problem

In CSPD, a protein conformation can be represented as a vector of n rotamers a “

pa1, a2, ..., anq, where n is the number of residue positions allowed to mutate during

the design search. The total energy for the conformation a is defined as

Epaq “ E
templ

`

n
ÿ

i“0

Epaiq `
n
ÿ

i“0

n
ÿ

j“i`1

Epai, ajq, (5.1)

where E
templ

is the template energy (i.e., the energy of the backbone atoms and side

chain residues that are not allowed to move or mutate), Epaiq is the internal energy

of rotamer ai plus the energy of ai with the template, and Epai, ajq is the pairwise

energy between rotamers ai and aj. In its simplest form, the goal of CSPD is to find

the rotamer vector with the lowest energy, known as the GMEC: g “ arg min
a

Epaq.

To reduce the size of the protein conformational search space, DEE can be used to

prune rotamers that are guaranteed to not be part of the GMEC.25,28,41,48,53 After

DEE pruning, many low-energy protein conformations remain unpruned and must

be searched to find the lowest-energy structures.

To enumerate protein conformations that remain after DEE pruning, a branch-

and-bound algorithm based on the A* algorithm can be used.48,99 A* searches protein

conformations by representing the design problem as a tree search and traverses only

the branches of the tree that might lead to the lowest energy structure. Each level of

the tree represents a residue position in the protein that is being designed (Fig. 5.1).

Each internal node in the tree represents a partial rotamer assignment, where the

number of assigned rotamers is equal to the node’s depth in the tree. Therefore,

every leaf node of the tree is a complete rotamer assignment. Formally, each node

x at depth m in the tree contains a partial rotamer assignment p “ pp1, p2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pmq
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where pm is the assigned rotamer at the mth residue position. The remaining residue

positions U “ tm ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu have not been assigned a rotamer yet. Every node x

is scored with an f -score, which is the sum of the partially assigned conformation’s

energy gpxq and a bound on the remaining possible rotamer assignments for that

node hpxq:

fpxq “ gpxq ` hpxq. (5.2)

Since gpxq scores the unique partially assigned conformation at node x, the energy

of this partial conformation can be computed exactly:

gpxq “
m
ÿ

i“1

˜

Eppiq `
m
ÿ

j“i`1

Eppi, pjq

¸

(5.3)

In contrast, hpxq must estimate the minimum energy of all remaining rotamer assign-

ments for node x. Any function that provides a lower-energy bound for the protein

conformations can be used by A* to enumerate low-energy conformations. In99 the

following canonical bound is presented:

hpxq “
n
ÿ

j“m`1

min
qjPQj

˜

Epqjq `
m
ÿ

i“1

Eppi, qjq `
n
ÿ

k“j`1

min
qkPQk

Epqj, qkq

¸

. (5.4)

We refer to the f -score (Eq. 5.2) that incorporates the above canonical bound

(Eq. 5.4) as the traditional f -score. In Eq. (5.4), Qj refers to the set of unpruned

rotamers that are allowed at residue position j.

The A* algorithm proceeds by iteratively finding the A* node with the lowest

f -score and expanding the node by creating child nodes that assign specific rotamers

to the next unassigned residue position. To expand a node at depth m in the A* tree,

a child node is created for each rotamer r at residue position m` 1 with the partial

rotamer assignment pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pm, rq. The A* algorithm progressively expands nodes
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until the lowest f -score node is a leaf node. This leaf node is guaranteed to be the

GMEC because the lower bounds for all remaining conformations are higher than the

leaf node’s energy. If desired, A* can continue to enumerate conformations in order

of lowest energy, which provides a gap-free, in-order list of low-energy conformations.

We refer to the A* algorithm described in this section and presented in99 as Trad-A˚.

In Table 5.1 we summarize the A* method terminology introduced in this section.

Table 5.1: Summary of A* method terminology

Term Definition

Residue (Variable) Orderings

Trad-A˚ (or Sequential) Residue positions in the A* search are ordered by their location
in the protein’s amino acid sequence.

StaticMinDom Residue positions are expanded in order of increasing variable
domain size (i.e., the number of available rotamers per residue
position).

StaticMaxDom Opposite of StaticMinDom. Residue positions are expanded in
order of decreasing variable domain size.

StaticDomCmed Residue positions are expanded based on the ratio of the vari-
able’s domain size divided by the sum of the median pairwise
energies to every other residue position.154

StaticHMean Residue positions are ordered based on the harmonic mean of
all the position’s energetic interactions (Eq. 5.5).

DynMin The residue position to be expanded is chosen dynamically such
that it has the largest minimum f -score.

DynHMean The residue position to be expanded is chosen dynamically such
that it maximizes the harmonic mean of its f -scores.

5.1.2 Ordered A* trees

The A* algorithm was originally developed for motion planning in robotics as a faster

alternative to Dijkstra’s algorithm.73 While protein design shares some similarities

with this motion planning technique, there is a distinct difference between the two

problems. In motion planning, each edge in the tree corresponds to a planned motion,

and the output of the algorithm is the complete path from tree root to leaf node,

which corresponds to the planned robot motion. However, in protein design, only
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the final leaf node (i.e., the full rotamer assignment) is required as output, so the

path that was taken to get to the leaf is discarded. In other words, the order in

which the rotamers are assigned to residue positions in the A* tree does not matter

for correctness and the path in the protein design A* tree does not have any inherent

meaning, in stark contrast to motion planning.

While the residue ordering within the A* tree does not affect correctness (final

output conformation and sequence), the complexity (A* runtime) can be drastically

affected by the order. Intuitively, if a subtree in the A* tree does not contain the

GMEC, it is beneficial to prune it and prevent exploration of this subtree. If the

algorithm encountered paths with high energy bounds early in the search, then A*

could avoid expanding an exponential number of paths. Encountering paths with

high low-energy bounds early can be achieved by ordering the tree such that nodes

with high bounds are expanded closest to the root of the A* tree and all its subtrees.

Consider the example in Figure 5.2. Residues 3, 4, and 5 form a clique, such that

the choice of a rotamer at one residue significantly affects the choice at the other

two residues. If the traditional sequential residue ordering is used for the A* search,

all of the nodes at a depth of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 must be created (Fig. 5.2C) in order

to guarantee that all other paths do not lead to the GMEC. However, when the

ordering is switched (Fig. 5.2D-E), only one or two levels must be explored in the

subtrees that do not lead to the GMEC (Fig. 5.2D-E). This is well-known in the field

of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), where depth-first search combined with

backtracking is used to find a variable assignment that satisfies all of the problem

constraints. Much work has been done developing variable ordering heuristics and

evaluating their performance on various CSPs (e.g.2,6, 51).

The guiding principle behind a good residue ordering is to order the residues such

that the number of expanded nodes in the A* tree is small. This can be done by

ordering paths so that they fail (i.e., have large bounds) as fast as possible. In the
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protein design A* search, this can be done by choosing to expand residue positions

that will increase the lower bound on the conformations within the tree as much

as possible. Based on this idea, we introduce four static (predetermined) residue

orderings to replace the traditional sequential ordering. We also present two new

dynamic ordering methods that choose which residue position to expand next at

each node based on the possible increase in energy bound (i.e., Eq. 5.2).

Static A* ordering.

The traditional A* enumeration in protein design uses a sequential static ordering

of residues in the A* tree. Specifically, depth m in the tree corresponds to the

mth mutable residue in the protein design problem. However, there is no reason

why this would be the optimal ordering of residue positions within the tree. We

have implemented four alternative variable orderings, StaticMinDom, StaticMax-

Dom, StaticDomCmed, and StaticHMean to determine how these ordering methods

affect the speed and efficiency of the protein design A* search. The StaticMinDom

ordering expands residue positions in order of increasing variable domain size (i.e.,

number of available rotamers per residue position). By expanding variables with a

small domain first this greedily minimizes the total size of the A* tree. The Static-

MaxDom ordering is the opposite of StaticMinDom and expands residue positions

in order of decreasing variable domain size. By expanding residue positions with

many rotamers early in the search, the total number of conformations that the h-

score must bound for a specific node is reduced, which could lead to a more direct

convergence to the GMEC. The StaticDomCmed ordering method is defined in154

and chooses the residue position to expand based on the ratio of the variable’s do-

main size divided by the sum of the median pairwise energies to every other residue

position. By using the median variable costs, this ordering tries to take into account

the lower bound increase that will occur when a specific variable is chosen and find
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the variable that will increase the lower bound the most. Similar to StaticDomCmed,

the StaticHMean ordering scores every position based on the harmonic mean of all

the position’s energetic interactions:

SHMpiq “

ÿ

j‰i

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

|Qi ˆQj| ´ 1
ÿ

pqi,qjqP
`

QiˆQj´targmin
ri,rj

Epri,rjqu
˘

´

Epqi, qjq ´min
ri,rj

Epri, rjq
¯´1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

.

(5.5)

StaticHMean first normalizes every pairwise interaction between residues i and j

by subtracting the minimum pair energy for any pair of rotamers at the two positions

(min
ri,rj

Epri, rjq). Then, StaticHMean computes the harmonic average for each residue

pair using the normalized pairwise energies. All the harmonic terms involving a

specific residue are summed and used as the residue’s score. Residues are then

ordered in the A* tree by decreasing order of this score.

Dynamic A* ordering.

Dynamic A* reordering allows the A* algorithm to choose which residue position to

expand next at an A* node based on which residue position will move the search

closest to the GMEC energy. This removes the correspondence between the depth

in the A* tree and the residue position that exists in traditional A* algorithms.

A dynamic A* node contains a set of rotamers P that have been assigned and a

set of unassigned residue positions U . There is no requirement that the rotamers

in P have sequential residue positions, in contrast to the definition of the partial

rotamer assignment p in Section 5.1.1. Hence, the residue positions in U need not

be sequential either. Therefore, dynamic A* adds a step to the traditional A* search
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where the next residue position to be expanded is chosen from U . Different strategies

can be used to choose the next residue position for a given A* node. We tested

two ways to choose which residue to expand, DynMin and DynHMean. DynMin

chooses the next variable based on the maximum of the variable’s minimum f -score.

DynHMean chooses the residue with the maximum harmonic mean f -score (with

respect to the parent’s f -score).

In mathematical terms, the next chosen residue position by DynMin is the posi-

tion i such that:

i “ arg max
iPU

ˆ

min
qiPQi

fpP Y tqiuq

˙

. (5.6)

The next residue i for the DynHMean dynamic ordering is chosen as:

i “ arg max
iPU

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

|Qi|
ÿ

qiPQi

´

fpP Y tqiuq ´ fpP q
¯´1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

. (5.7)

A* enumeration with dynamic ordering proceeds by directly choosing the next

residue position to expand at each node instead of expanding residue positions in a

predetermined order. The traditional A* algorithm in Section 5.1.1 can be updated

to reflect this change:

fpxq “ gpxq ` hpxq (5.8)

gpxq “
ÿ

piPP

¨

˚

˚

˝

Eppiq `
ÿ

pjPP,
jąi

Eppi, pjq

˛

‹

‹

‚

(5.9)
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hpxq “
ÿ

jPU

min
qjPQj

¨

˚

˝

Epqjq `
ÿ

piPP

Eppi, qjq `
ÿ

kPU,
kąj

min
qkPQk

Epqj, qkq

˛

‹

‚

. (5.10)

5.1.3 Benchmarking methods

Benchmarking test set. The protein systems from40 were used as a test set to evaluate

the proposed algorithmic improvements. Briefly, crystal structures of protein chains

with a maximum resolution of 1.3 Å and less than 100 residues in length were chosen

using the PISCES server.166 Proteins in the test set were chosen such that they had

less than 10% sequence identity with all other proteins in the test set. The test

set consists of the proteins with the following PDB ids: 1AHO, 1CC8, 1F94, 1FK5,

1G6X, 1I27, 1IQZ, 1JHG, 1JNI, 1L9L, 1LNI, 1M1Q, 1MJ4, 1MWQ, 1OAI, 1OK0,

1PSR, 1R6J, 1T8K, 1TUK, 1U07, 1U2H, 1UCR, 1UCS, 1USM, 1V6P, 1VBW, 1VFY,

1WXC, 1X6I, 1XMK, 1Y6X, 1ZZK, 2AIB, 2B97, 2BT9, 2BWF, 2CC6, 2CG7, 2COV,

2CS7, 2D8D, 2DSX, 2FCW, 2FHZ, 2FMA, 2GOM, 2HBA, 2HIN, 2HLR, 2HS1, 2IC6,

2J8B, 2O9S, 2P5K, 2QCP, 2QSK, 2R2Z, 2RH2, 2RIL, 2WJ5, 2ZXY, 3A38, 3D3B,

3DNJ, 3FGV, 3FIL, 3G21, 3G36, 3HFO, 3I2Z, 3JTZ, 3LAG.

Side-chain placements. Side-chain placement runs selected all residues with ă 100%

relative side-chain solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and searched over all wild-

type amino acid rotamers at each chosen residue position. SASA values were de-

termined with the program NACCESS.79 The number of flexible residues for each

system ranges from 45 to 97 with an average of 71 flexible residues.

Protein core designs. Protein core design runs selected core residues with ă 30%

relative SASA to mutate during the design search. Each mutable residue was allowed

to take on its wild-type identity and mutate to the 5-7 most likely amino acid type

substitutions based on the BLOSUM62 matrix.75 SASA values were determined with
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the program NACCESS.79 The number of mutable residues for each system ranges

from 11 to 42 with an average of 28 mutable positions per design system.

Protein surface designs. The protein surface designs were similar to the protein core

designs, except that all residues with ą 50% relative SASA were chosen to mutate

during the design search. The number of mutable residues for each design system

ranged from 17 to 48 residues, with an average of 28 mutable positions per design

system.

OSPREY parameters. The protein design runs used the Richardsons’ Penultimate

Rotamer Library,115 while the side-chain placement runs used the Penultimate Ro-

tamer Library doped with the crystal structure side-chain conformations. The objec-

tive energy function consisted of the following terms: the AMBER127 van der Waals

and Coulombic potential, EEF1 solvation,97 a hydrogen bond potential,92 an entropic

factor1,28 and reference energies.109 The following energy function weights were used:

distDepDiel=true, dielectConst=4.0, solvation=0.40, vdwMult=0.95, hbond=3.0,

and entropy=5.0. To ensure that a sufficient number of rotamers were present for the

enumeration step, only Goldstein DEE pruning53 was used during the pruning stage.

Each design was run on a single Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2695 v2 2.40GHz proces-

sor with 4 GB of RAM (except the continuous designs were allowed 10 GB of RAM).

A design was considered to have failed if it ran out of memory or did not complete

within one day of computation. For example, all the difficult side-chain placement

and protein core design runs conducted with Trad-A˚ failed because they ran out

of memory. For a given protein system, the same energy matrix and DEE pruning

results are used for each enumeration technique. Therefore, to understand the gains

from our new enumeration methods, the runtimes reported in this manuscript reflect

only the enumeration time, i.e., the time A* took to solve the problem.
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5.2 Results

We tested all the A* enhancements described in the Methods Section (Table 5.1)

on a test set of 73 protein design systems. To assess the benefits of these methods

compared to Trad-A˚, we focus our analysis on difficult problems: those problems

that take over two minutes to run using Trad-A˚. Hence, all problems that were

solved by Trad-A˚ in under two minutes were removed from further consideration.

We performed two types of designs to test these algorithms. To test exclusively the

performance of the ordering methods, we performed side-chain placement designs and

further analyzed the 39 difficult design systems. Side-chain placement is a variation

of CSPD where no mutations are allowed, so the search is performed on rotamers of

the same amino acid type. Then, all combinations of the new methods were tested

on protein designs of the cores of the protein test set, 29 difficult designs in total.

5.2.1 Variable ordering

We evaluated the static and dynamic variable orderings using side-chain placements

of the test protein systems. All residue orderings were tested using the Trad-A˚

f -score. Four static variable orderings were tested in addition to the standard se-

quential residue ordering used in Trad-A˚.99 Because the sequential Trad-A˚ ordering

does not use any information about the variable to choose the ordering, this ordering

can be considered a random or arbitrary ordering. On the other hand, each new

residue ordering is based upon a fail-first principle that tries to order the residue

positions in a favorable manner.

Out of the 73 systems tested, 39 were classified as difficult. The sequential Trad-

A˚ algorithm solved 10 of these problems; StaticMinDom solved 9 problems; Stat-

icDomCmed solved 10 problems while StaticMaxDom and StaticHMean solved 13

and 26 systems, respectively. In addition, of the 10 problems solved by sequential
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ordering, the StaticMinDom, StaticMaxDom, StaticDomCmed, and StaticHMean

orderings were each faster than sequential ordering for 8, 6, 9, and all 10 systems,

respectively. For the 10 systems that completed with sequential ordering, StaticH-

Mean and StaticMaxDom required the least number of A* nodes (median number

of expanded nodes: 3900 and 81000, respectively), while Trad-A˚, StaticMinDom,

and StaticDomCmed required many more node expansions (362000, 109000, and

129000 nodes, respectively). Overall, these results show that the StaticMaxDom and

StaticHMean methods that specifically focus on quickly improving the A* f -score

lower bound outperform the other orderings. Our newly proposed dynamic orderings

improve upon the StaticMaxDom and StaticHMean orders by specifically analyzing

the f -scores of future nodes to find more favorable residue orderings than can be

found through static methods.

The dynamic variable orderings, DynMin and DynHMean were able to solve 30

and 31 of the difficult side-chain placement problems, improving upon the static

variable orderings. DynMin and DynHMean performed faster than the sequential

ordering for all test systems. DynMin and DynHMean expand fewer nodes than the

static variable methods in 25 and 29 cases respectively, achieving up to a 2700-fold

reduction in the number of expanded nodes (Fig. 5.3) within the 10 problems that

were solved by all methods. The dynamic ordering methods require more compu-

tation per node to find the efficient paths through the A* tree; there is an average

43-fold increase in time needed to expand an A* node (51 expanded nodes/second

versus 2200 nodes/second). However, the reduction in the number of nodes that must

be expanded far outweighs the additional time needed to determine which variable

to expand next.
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Figure 5.1: Tree representation of protein conformation space. (A) A toy
example of three serine residues (shown in orange, blue and grey) belonging to the
antibody VRC07 (PDB id: 4OLZ143), partially shown in white cartoon. (B) A 2D
representation of (A), and for the purposes of this toy example, we allow each residue
to mutate to only two rotamers (shown here as a star and a circle). (C) Protein design
algorithms compute pairwise interactions between rotamers based on an input energy
function, and these are shown here in matrices between residue pairs. For simplicity,
all internal rotamer energies are zero, and the pairwise energies not shown have a
zero value. (D) The protein conformation and sequence space can be represented as
a tree. In a tree representation, each level represents a residue, each inner node (each
of the nodes between the root of the tree, r, and the leaves of the tree) represents
a partially assigned conformation, and each child assigns a rotamer choice for the
next residue. Each leaf represents a fully assigned conformation. A näıve approach
to solve the protein design problem would explore this tree completely. The optimal
path is shown in red. (E) Branch-and-bound algorithms such as A* explore a small
part of the tree by computing energy lower bounds (called f -scores and shown next
to each node) on the possible conformations allowed at each inner node. A* expands
nodes in order of their f -score and guarantees that the optimal solution is found
(shown in red).
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Figure 5.2: Toy example that demonstrates the effect of residue position
reordering on an A* search. (A) Toy design problem where seven residue posi-
tions are each allowed to mutate to two rotamers (represented by a star and a circle).
Each residue position is colored by a unique color: orange (position 0), cyan (posi-
tion 1), grey (position 2), purple (position 3), maroon (position 4), green (position
5), and black (position 6). (B) Diagram showing the pairwise energies between all
rotamers in this toy example. For simplicity, assume that all intra-rotamer energies
are zero and can be ignored, and that the interactions between pairs that are not
joined by an edge are zero. (C-E) The A* algorithm explores only part of the full
conformation tree to compute the optimal conformation. A* iteratively expands the
node with the lowest f -score (shown by the dotted red path for the nodes in the
optimal conformation path) until a leaf is reached. Each expansion results in the
creation of new nodes representing the children of the expanded node. To compute
the optimal conformation efficiently, it is desirable to expand the fewest number of
nodes. The number of nodes expanded can be dramatically reduced by changing the
ordering of the tree. (C) The traditional A* algorithm for protein design (Trad-
A˚) sorts residues in the arbitrary sequential order given by the protein sequence.
The bounds on the energies for each inner node in the optimal conformation are
shown in red, and the path that leads to the optimal conformation is marked in a
thick, red, dashed line. In this toy example, Trad-A˚ expands 33 nodes, and creates
67 nodes (the 33 expanded nodes plus their children). (D-E) Large speedups in A*
can be achieved by a rational ordering of nodes. The energies of each node in the
optimal conformation are shown. (D) In a static reordering, residue levels are
reordered once before A* runs. In this toy example, A* with static reordering must
only expand 13 nodes and create 25 nodes to compute the optimal conformation.
(E) In a dynamic reordering, the next level is chosen independently for each path
“on the fly” (i.e., as the A* algorithm expands nodes). In this dynamic reordering
example, at depth m “ 2 the solution path expands position 3 (purple) while the al-
ternative path expands position 4 (maroon). A* with dynamic ordering must expand
only 9 nodes, and create a total of 17 nodes, to compute the optimal conformation.
(F) The optimal conformation for this example is shown.
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Figure 5.3: The number of expanded A* tree nodes is greatly reduced
by improved variable ordering methods. Top: The total number of conforma-
tions A* had to search through for 31 difficult side-chain placement problems. The
size of the conformation space shown is the number of conformations remaining af-
ter dead-end elimination pruning. Bottom: The number of A* nodes expanded by
three different A* orderings for the 31 side-chain placement problems. Data is shown
for the sequential residue ordering used in Trad-A˚ (red circles), the StaticHMean
static variable ordering (purple pentagons), and DynHMean dynamic variable order-
ing (green squares). The x-axis is labeled by the PDB id used for each side-chain
placement problem. All of the runs used the Trad-A˚ f -score. Trad-A˚ failed to
solve 21 problems (right of the red vertical line) and StaticHMean failed to solve 5
of the problems. For visual clarity the x-axis is ordered first by the number of nodes
expanded by Trad-A˚, second by StaticHMean, and finally by DynHMean.
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6

Crystal structure, conformational fixation and
entry-related interactions of mature ligand-free

HIV-1 Env

In the summer of 2014, I did an internship at the NIH’s Vaccine Research Center

(VRC) in Maryland. I was working in the computer room next to crystallographer

Young Do Kwon when our PI, Peter Kwong, came in. I heard them discussing the

new structure that Young had just solved. It turned out it was the first unliganded,

atomic-resolution structure of the HIV-1 Env trimer, which is the main surface pro-

tein of HIV! I got the wonderful opportunity to participate in the analysis of this

structure, which was published in Nature Structural and Molecular Biology,95 with

many other collaborators at VRC and elsewhere:

Young Do Kwon, Marie Pancera, Priyamvada Acharya, Ivelin S. Georgiev,

Emma T. Crooks, Jason Gorman, M. Gordon Joyce, Miklos Guttman,

Xiaochu Ma, Sandeep Narpala, Cinque Soto, Daniel S. Terry, Yongping

Yang, Tongqing Zhou, Goran Ahlsen, Robert T. Bailer, Michael Cham-

bers, Gwo-Yu Chuang, Nicole A. Doria-Rose, Aliaksandr Druz, Mark A.
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Hallen, Adam Hamed, Tatsiana Kirys, Mark K. Louder, Sijy ODell, Gilad

Ofek, Keiko Osawa, Madhu Prabhakaran, Mallika Sastry, Guillaume B.

E. Stewart-Jones, Jonathan Stuckey, Paul V. Thomas, Tishina Tittley,

Constance Williams, Baoshan Zhang, Hong Zhao, Zhou Zhou, Bruce R.

Donald, Lawrence K. Lee, Susan Zolla-Pazner, Ulrich Baxa, Arne Schön,

Ernesto Freire, Lawrence Shapiro, Kelly K. Lee, James Arthos, James B.

Munro, Scott C. Blanchard, Walther Mothes, James M. Binley, Adrian B.

McDermott, John R. Mascola, and Peter D. Kwong. Crystal structure,

conformational fixation and entry-related interactions of mature ligand-

free HIV-1 Env. Nature Structural and Molecular Biology, 22:522-531,

2015.

Briefly, I worked with Ivelin Georgiev of the VRC to develop a score called the Anti-

gen Structural Compatibility Score, which uses the structures of Env-based immuno-

gen candidates (such as the unliganded trimer) and of (Env fragment : antibody)

complexes to predict the suitability of the candidates for use in vaccines. I will de-

scribe this method and relevant other portions of the work here, adapted from the

paper.

Summary of paper. As the sole viral antigen on the HIV-1–virion surface, trimeric

Env is a focus of vaccine efforts. Here we present the structure of the ligand-free

HIV-1–Env trimer, fix its conformation and determine its receptor interactions. Epi-

tope analyses revealed trimeric ligand-free Env to be structurally compatible with

broadly neutralizing antibodies but not poorly neutralizing ones. We coupled these

compatibility considerations with binding antigenicity to engineer conformationally

fixed Envs, including a 201C 433C (DS) variant specifically recognized by broadly

neutralizing antibodies. DS-Env retained nanomolar affinity for the CD4 receptor,

with which it formed an asymmetric intermediate: a closed trimer bound by a single
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CD4 without the typical antigenic hallmarks of CD4 induction. Antigenicity-guided

structural design can thus be used both to delineate mechanism and to fix confor-

mation, with DS-Env trimers in virus-like-particle and soluble formats providing a

new generation of vaccine antigens.

6.1 Methods

6.1.1 Computation of antibody-epitope r.m.s. deviation, volume overlap and epitope
presence.

HIV-1–specific antibody–antigen complex structures were compiled from the PDB,

and antibodies were defined as broadly or poorly/non neutralizing, according to pub-

lished or in-house neutralization data of diverse viral strains.43 Antibodies that were

deemed to have insufficient evidence for being classified as broadly or poorly/non

neutralizing were excluded from the analysis. A single antibody representative was

included in the analysis in cases in which multiple antibody clonal relatives were

found. The epitope residues for each antibody were defined on the basis of the

respective antibody–antigen complex crystal structures, with an antigen residue be-

ing defined as an epitope residue if any of its heavy atoms were within 5.5 Å of

any antibody heavy atom. To compute the r.m.s. deviation between the epitope

residues in the antibody–antigen complex structure and the same residues in the

ligand-free trimer structure, first the epitope residues from the complex structure

were aligned to the ligand-free trimer structure with the align function in PyMOL,

and then the Cα r.m.s. deviation of the epitope residues was calculated. To remove

outlier residues, the top and bottom 10% of the Cα deviations were removed from

the r.m.s. deviation calculation. To calculate the volume overlap between a given

antibody and the ligand-free trimer structure, the alignment from above was used

to compute the overlap volume between the antibody from the complex structure

and the ligand-free trimer structure with the phase volCalc utility from Schrödinger
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(http://www.schrodinger.com/). An antibody epitope was considered to be present

in the ligand-free trimer structure if at least 70% of the epitope residues as de-

fined by the antibodyantigen complex structure were also present in the ligand-free

trimer structure. For mapping the per-residue r.m.s. deviation computation onto

the ligand-free trimer structure, residues part of any antibody epitope (including

epitopes with less than 70% total residues present) were included in the analysis; if

a given residue was part of more than one antibody epitope, the highest r.m.s. devi-

ation value for that residue among all epitopes was used. Antibody-volume-overlap

values were mapped onto the ligand-free trimer structure for all residues part of the

epitope for the given antibody; if a residue was part of more than one antibody epi-

tope, then the lowest volume overlap for that residue among all epitopes was used.

Correlations of structural properties with neutralization and/or binding data were

computed with the Spearman correlation coefficient with two-tailed P values.

6.1.2 Structural compatibility analysis.

For a given antibody, the antigenic structural compatibility (ASC) score with the

HIV-1–Env ligand-free prefusion trimer structure was computed on the basis of com-

parison to a structure of the antibody bound to an Env-derived antigen (for example,

gp120 core or V3 peptide). ASC scores were computed on a 0–1 scale with the follow-

ing variables: (i) The fraction f of epitope residues (as defined by the structure of the

antibody complex) exposed to solvent in the ligand-free trimer structure was com-

puted. A residue was considered to be accessible to solvent if its solvent-accessible

surface area (SASA) was at least half its SASA in the respective antibody complex

structure, and f was set to 0 if ă70% of epitope residues were present in the antigen.

(ii) A resolution estimate r was used, such that Cα r.m.s. deviations d below r “ 2

were not penalized in the scores. (iii) The volume-overlap values were used to define

a volume-overlap factor v that is equal to 1 for overlap below 200 Å3 and is equal to 0
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for overlap over 1000 Å3, and decays linearly in between. Intuitively, the ligand-free

trimer structure is expected to be structurally compatible with an antibody if f and

v are high and if the r.m.s. deviation d is low, because such conditions would indi-

cate similarity between the ligand-free trimer structure and the Env conformation in

the antibody complex. Thus, the ASC score for each antibody with the ligand-free

trimer was defined by the formula: fv expp´0.5 maxp0, d´ rqq.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Structural compatibility and appropriate target conformation

In addition to facilitating virus entry, HIV-1 Env functions to evade the humoral

immune response, a function in which glycan shielding and conformational change

are critical. In the refined ligand-free Env structure, we observed electron density

corresponding to single protein-proximal N-acetyl glucosamine residues at all sites

of N-linked glycosylation, except at residues 197, 262 and 332 (with Env numbering

following standard HXB2 convention),91 for which we observed additional monosac-

charide residues, or at residue 137, which was mostly disordered. Overall, despite

differences in glycosylation and lattice packing, the structure of the ligand-free trimer

assumed a closed conformation, which was highly similar to that of antibody-bound

trimers,84,117,126 especially the PGT122-35O22–bound trimer,126 with which it had

an r.m.s. deviation in Cα positions of less than 1 Å, substantially lower than observed

with monomeric gp120 (Fig. 6.1a).

To determine the appropriateness of the ligand-free closed trimer as a vaccine

template, i.e., structural specificity for broadly neutralizing antibodies and incom-

patibility with non-neutralizing or poorly neutralizing antibodies, we first sought to

categorize antibodies according to their functional efficacy (Fig. 6.1b). We defined

broadly neutralizing antibodies as those with greater than 35% breadth on a di-

verse panel of 170 isolates and defined ineffective antibodies as those with less than
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15% breadth. (For an isolate to be considered sensitive in this breadth analysis,

we used a cutoff for antibody half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of ă50

µg/ml). Antibodies b12 (Ref. 10), 35O22 (Ref. 78), and PGT135 (Ref. 163) were

close to the cutoff for the broadly neutralizing category. Some antibodies showed

clade-specific breadth, for example, V3-directed 447-52D,182 which neutralizes over

20% of clade B isolates. However, we nonetheless classified 447-52D as ineffective

because its overall breadth was only 12%. We then analyzed the ligand-free closed

structure for its structural compatibility with antibody epitopes—most determined

structurally in the context of antibody-bound subunit or antibody-bound peptide—

on the basis of two measures: antibody-volume overlap and epitope r.m.s. deviation

(Fig. 6.1c). Antibody-volume overlap, which involves the superposition of epitopes in

the ligand-free trimer and the antibody-bound context, was strongly anticorrelated

with neutralization breadth (P = 0.0007; Fig. 6.1d). Epitope r.m.s. deviation, which

compares epitope structural differences in the ligand-free trimer and the antibody-

bound context, varied with breadth but did not achieve statistical significance. An

antigenic structural-compatibility score (ASC), which combined both overlap and

r.m.s. deviation, did achieve significance (P = 0.0031; Fig. 6.1d).

The ligand-free closed structure was compatible with the epitopes for all broadly

neutralizing antibodies, except those of the membrane-proximal external region,

which recognize epitopes C terminal to residue 664, and those of antibodies b12

(Ref. 179) and CH103 (Ref. 107), with CH103 exceeding a 2-Å threshold of epitope

similarity and b12 exceeding a volume threshold of 500 Å3 (Fig. 6.1d). In light of the

poor correlation of epitope r.m.s. deviation with neutralization breadth (Fig. 6.1d),

the r.m.s. deviation threshold was somewhat arbitrary. Nonetheless, the specific in-

compatibility of these moderately effective CD4-binding-site antibodies suggests that

movement of residues of the CD4-binding site could occur relative to the ligand-free

closed trimer; indeed, induced trimer movements have been observed for b12 (which
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binds poorly to the BG505 SOSIP.664 trimer145) by EM10 and HDX29. By con-

trast, none of the epitopes for non-neutralizing or poorly neutralizing antibodies

were structurally compatible with the ligand-free closed structure (Fig. 6.1d). These

results indicate that the ligand-free closed trimer is structurally specific for neutral-

izing antibodies and thus is in an appropriate target conformation for immunogen

design.

6.2.2 Appropriate target antigenicity for an Env-vaccine antigen

Structural specificity, as measured by epitope compatibility, is only one of the re-

quirements of an appropriate vaccine template, and antigenic specificity, as measured

by antibody binding, is also crucial.

The BG505 SOSIP.664 has previously been shown to be antigenically specific for

broadly neutralizing antibodies, though binding to weakly neutralizing antibodies

such as those directed to the V3 loop has been reported.145

Our structural-compatibility analysis indicated that V3 antibodies are incom-

patible with the ligand-free closed state (Fig. 6.1c), suggesting that the binding of

BG505 SOSIP.664 to V3 antibodies might not be intrinsic to the closed conforma-

tion of the SOSIP.664 construct but may instead be an artifact of alternative folding.

Indeed, we found that negative selection59 by weakly neutralizing V3-directed an-

tibodies substantially reduced V3 antibody binding to BG505 SOSIP.664; when we

tested recognition on a panel of V3-directed antibodies, negative selection by 447-

52D and by a V3-antibody cocktail reduced recognition by V3-directed antibodies

to a level similar to that observed for noncognate antibody binding. We also tested

CD4-negative selection but did not observe a substantial non-CD4-binding subpor-

tion of Env trimers. Together, these results indicated that an appropriate target

antigenicity for an Env-vaccine antigen would involve no recognition by ineffective

antibodies (including those directed at the V3 region), while maintaining recogni-
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Figure 6.1: Ligand-free HIV-1 Env trimer is structurally compatible with epi-
topes of broadly neutralizing, but not ineffective, antibodies. (a) Superposition of
ligand-free and antibody-bound HIV-1–Env structures. Left, ligand-free gp120 core
monomer shown in ribbon representation, with regions of less (or greater) than 2-
Å r.m.s. deviation upon antibody binding shown in green (or magenta) and rep-
resentative antibody-bound structures in gray. Middle and right, ligand-free and
antibody-bound HIV-1–Env trimers. At right, antibodies PGT122 and 35O22 are
shown in gray semitransparent surface, and the rear protomer has been removed
for clarity. (b) Breadth-potency plot of broadly neutralizing (green) and ineffective
(magenta) antibodies on a diverse 170 HIV-1–isolate panel. (c) Structural compat-
ibility of ligand-free trimer by antibody epitope. The ligand-free Env structure is
displayed as Cα ribbon, with antibody-epitope residues colored green (structurally
compatible) or magenta (incompatible) or gray for nonepitope regions. r.m.s. devi-
ation (solid fill) and volume overlap (striped fill) with the indicated antibody–Env
complexes are shown in bar graph, with two linear scales split at r.m.s. deviation and
antibody-antigen–volume overlap cutoffs of 2 and 500 Å3, respectively; bars below
the respective cutoffs are colored green and magenta otherwise. Antibody labels are
colored green if the epitope is structurally compatible, magenta if incompatible and
gray if not present in the structure. (d) Ligand-free-trimer structural compatibility
versus antibody breadth. Volume overlap (left), r.m.s. deviation (middle) and anti-
genic structural compatibility (ASC) score (right), plotted versus antibody breadth
on a diverse 170 HIV-1isolate panel. P values for Spearman correlations provided (n
= 14 antibodies).
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tion of broadly neutralizing antibodies (except those with moderate neutralization,

directed at the CD4-binding site).
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7

LUTE (Local Unpruned Tuple Expansion):
Accurate continuously flexible protein design with

general energy functions and rigid-rotamer-like
efficiency

While EPIC reduces the number of energy function calls in continuously flexible pro-

tein design from exponential to polynomial in the problem size, it doesn’t do much

to reduce the number of minimizations we must perform. To address this, I thought

about alternate energy surface representations that would admit faster lower-bound

calculations, and a discrete representation seemed like the best option. This became

LUTE, which we wrote up as a RECOMB paper:

Mark A. Hallen, Jonathan D. Jou, and Bruce R. Donald. LUTE (Lo-

cal Unpruned Tuple Expansion): Accurate continuously flexible protein

design with general energy functions and rigid-rotamer-like efficiency.

Research in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB) proceedings,

2016. In press.

I think LUTE has tremendous potential in the sense that it separates basically any
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kind of advanced biophysical modeling—continuous flexibility, continuous entropy,

very accurate energy functions, etc.—from the NP-hard optimization problem that is

asymptotically the bottleneck in protein design. So with LUTE, all these expensive

calculations can be run only a polynomial number of times to create a very accurate

LUTE energy matrix, which then is fed to the reasonably efficient algorithms we have

for discrete optimization. This can include very powerful new discrete optimization

algorithms, like Jonathan Jou’s BWM* algorithm, a connection he and I analyze

in this chapter (which is based on the RECOMB paper67). I don’t think my current

implementation of LUTE really does justice to the algorithm, because it doesn’t handle

free energy, quantum-chemical energy estimation, or explicit water. But I hope to

work on these issues in the future, and maybe other people will as well.

Summary. Most protein design algorithms search over discrete conformations and

an energy function that is residue-pairwise, i.e., a sum of terms that depend on the se-

quence and conformation of at most two residues. Although modeling of continuous

flexibility and of non-residue-pairwise energies significantly increases the accuracy

of protein design, previous methods to model these phenomena add a significant

asymptotic cost to design calculations. We now remove this cost by modeling con-

tinuous flexibility and non-residue-pairwise energies in a form suitable for direct input

to highly efficient, discrete combinatorial optimization algorithms like DEE/A* or

Branch-Width Minimization. Our novel algorithm performs a local unpruned tuple

expansion (LUTE), which can efficiently represent both continuous flexibility and

general, possibly non-pairwise energy functions to an arbitrary level of accuracy us-

ing a discrete energy matrix. We show using 47 design calculation test cases that

LUTE provides a dramatic speedup in both single-state and multistate continuously

flexible designs.
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7.1 Introduction

Protein design algorithms compute protein sequences that will perform a desired

function.28 They generally do this by minimizing the energy of a desired binding or

structural state (or some combination thereof61,101) with respect to sequence.25,28,34,40,48,50,87,93

Given a model of the conformational space of a protein and its energy function (which

maps conformations to their energies), this is a well-defined computational problem.28

Previously, this minimization problem has been most efficient to solve if two

restrictions are imposed on the model. First, the conformational space of the protein

is modeled as discrete. Specifically, each residue takes on conformations from a

discrete set (typically, experimentally observed sidechain conformations known as

rotamers81). Hence, we optimize with respect to the amino-acid type and rotamer

of each residue. Second, the energy function is assumed to be residue-pairwise, i.e.,

it is assumed to be a sum of terms that each depend on the amino-acid types and

conformations of at most two residues.

A large body of efficient algorithms has been developed for this restricted case

of the protein design problem, many of which offer provable accuracy. In particular,

the dead-end elimination (DEE) algorithm25 removes rotamers that provably cannot

be part of the global minimum-energy conformation (GMEC). The A* algorithm

from artificial intelligence73 finds the optimal conformation using these unpruned

rotamers.99 This DEE/A* framework has been generalized to model free energies

for each sequence instead of simply GMECs48,108 (the K˚ algorithm). It has also

been generalized to optimize combinations of stability and specificity by minimizing,

with respect to sequence, a linear combination of the conformationally optimized

energies of several bound and unbound states of a protein, instead of just the energy

of a single state61 (the comets algorithm). Several methods in addition to DEE/A*

have also been used to address the protein design problem. Some of these, such
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as Metropolis Monte Carlo and simulated annealing,93,102 lack provable guarantees

of accuracy, and thus may miss the optimal conformation significantly. Other al-

gorithms with provable accuracy are also available, largely building on techniques

from integer linear programming89,140 and weighted constraint satisfaction.140,154,155

Notably, treewidth- and branch-width-based algorithms, such as TreePack170 and

BWM˚,83 solve this problem with provable accuracy in polynomial time for systems

whose residue interaction graph has treewidth or branch-width bounded by a con-

stant.83

However, proteins are actually continuously flexible, and continuous flexibility

both in the sidechains40 and backbone68 has been shown to result in significantly

lower energies and biologically better sequences.40,68 Although a residue sidechain

will usually be found in the vicinity of the modal conformation for a rotamer, its

dihedral angles will often differ from this mode by 10˝ or more.81 These continuous

adjustments are often critical for determining what conformations are sterically fea-

sible.40 Thus, incorporation of continuous flexibility modeling substantially increases

the accuracy of designs. The minDEE and iMinDEE methods40,48 do this for contin-

uous sidechain flexibility, and DEEPer68 for simultaneous continuous sidechain and

backbone flexibility. These methods replace the traditional discrete rotamers used

in DEE/A* with voxels in the conformation space of each residue, called residue

conformations (RCs). An RC is defined as an amino acid type together with bounds

on each of the conformational degrees of freedom of the residue (e.g., sidechain di-

hedrals).68 The modal conformation for a rotamer is usually found at the center

of this voxel. In this model, the conformation space of a entire protein is a union

of voxels, each of which is constructed as the cross-product of single-residue voxels.

Thus, each voxel in the conformation space of the entire protein is represented by

a list of RCs, one for each residue being modeled as flexible. RCs are constructed

to be small enough that we can use local minimization to find the optimal energy
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within the voxel. This applies to both the single-residue and entire-protein voxels.

However, the global minimum energy in this model could not previously be com-

puted directly by DEE/A*. Instead, DEE/A* was used to enumerate RC lists (pro-

tein conformational voxels) in order of a lower bound on minimized energy.40,48,68

Subsequently, the optimal energy for each RC list with a sufficiently low-energy

lower bound was computed by minimization. The lower bound was computed from

minimized pairwise interaction energies.48 This minimization was accelerated sig-

nificantly by precomputing polynomials to approximate the energy landscape, using

the EPIC algorithm.64 However, minimization was still the bottleneck in continu-

ously flexible designs and prevented them from approaching the efficiency of designs

with discrete flexibility. In essence, these previous methods modeled con-

tinuously flexibility by modifying DEE/A* and making it do much more

work. In contrast, LUTE achieves much greater efficiency by representing

continuous flexibility in a form suitable for direct input into DEE/A*.

We must also address the question of the energy function. The energy landscape

of a real protein is not residue-pairwise, or otherwise exactly described solely as the

sum of local terms. There is, however, ample evidence that protein interactions are

local in a more general sense33,64,162,175—i.e., that the cross-derivative of the en-

ergy with respect to conformational degrees of freedom of two residues will tend to

zero fairly quickly as the distance between the residues increases. These properties

are also observed for more realistic energy functions that return an energy for the

entire protein, rather than breaking the energy into terms as molecular mechan-

ics does. For example, the Poisson-Boltzmann model for implicit solvation148 and

quantum-chemical models return an energy for the entire system on which they are

run. Thus, a viable approach to modeling protein energies more realistically is to

infer local terms from full-protein energies. Vizcarra et al.162 apply this approach

to the Poisson-Boltzmann model, calculating pairwise energies from differences in
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full-protein conformational states and achieving a pairwise energy matrix that quite

accurately matches the Poisson-Boltzmann energies of full conformations. However,

their method can only accommodate rotamer pairs, does not support continuous

flexibility, and can only be used when substituting a single rotamer into a confor-

mation is possible while maintaining the conformation of the other residues. This

is impossible when residues share conformational degrees of freedom, which is typ-

ically needed for backbone flexibility,44,68 and may also cause problems in the case

of steric clashes. Also, DEE/A* has been generalized to accommodate higher-than-

pairwise energy terms if these terms are computed explicitly for particular tuples,

e.g., triples of residues.116 However, most energy functions modeling higher-than-

pairwise effects, including Poisson-Boltzmann, return a single energy for the entire

system, rather than a sum of explicit local terms as required by algorithms such as

those in Ref. 116.

Hence, today’s protein and drug designers are faced with a choice. They can ne-

glect continuous flexibility and energy terms that aren’t explicitly local (e.g., explic-

itly pairwise), thus incurring significant error. Or they can pay a massive overhead

to incorporate them—by enumerating many conformations (for continuous flexibil-

ity) or searching exhaustively (for non-pairwise energy functions). We now offer

a way around this dilemma. We construct an energy function that is an explicit,

discrete sum of local energy terms, which are associated with tuples of RCs. This

function maps RC lists, which represent voxels in the conformation space of a pro-

tein, to energies. But it will approximate, to arbitrary accuracy, the minimized

voxel energy, which can be computed with any energy function: no need for residue-

pairwiseness or any other local representation. Computing this approximation is a

machine learning problem, and we attack it with a least-squares method. Our ap-

proach has some resemblance to cluster expansion methods, which have previously

been used in quantum mechanics15 and to represent optimized energies for protein
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sequences.57,58 However, as discussed in Ref. 64, approximations of energy surfaces

can be much more compact if unrealistically high-energy regions of conformational

space are excluded from the approximation (and from the subsequent conformational

search). Thus, unlike cluster expansion methods, we exclude pruned tuples of RCs,

making our derived energy function a local unpruned tuple expansion, or LUTE.

Because conformational and sequence search using the LUTE energy function is a

discrete optimization problem of the type solved by DEE/A*, BWM˚, and other very

efficient algorithms, it allows designs to run quickly using these algorithms, while still

approximating continuous flexibility and highly realistic energy functions to a high

level of accuracy.

We have implemented LUTE in the osprey41,48,49 open-source protein design

package, which has yielded many designs that performed well experimentally—in

vitro13,36,42,54,139,143,151 and in vivo36,54,139,143 as well as in non-human primates.143

osprey contains a wide array of flexibility modeling options and provably accurate

design algorithms,41,49 allowing LUTE to be used for many types of designs.

By presenting LUTE, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. A method to represent continuous flexibility and general energy functions to

arbitrary accuracy in a local unpruned tuple expansion (LUTE) that can be

used directly as input to discrete combinatorial search algorithms like DEE/A*.

2. A free implementation of LUTE in our laboratory’s open-source osprey protein-

design software package,13,36,48,49 available for download49 upon publication as

free software,49 supporting representation of both continuous sidechain and

backbone flexibility and of molecular-mechanics and Poisson-Boltzmann en-

ergy functions.

3. Integration of LUTE with the DEE/A*,99 iMinDEE,40 BWM˚,83 and comets61

algorithms for sequence and conformational search.
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4. Bounds on the time and space complexity of protein design calculations that

model continuous flexibility and/or use energy functions with non-local terms.

The time and space complexity are exponential merely in the branch-width w

of the residue interaction graph, and thus the designs can be done in polynomial

time for systems whose branch-width is bounded by a constant.

5. Experimental results for 47 computational design calculations on 36 protein

structures using LUTE, which demonstrate its accuracy and efficiency in single-

state designs, multistate designs and for both n-body Poisson-Boltzmann and

pairwise energy functions.

7.2 Methods

The basic strategy of LUTE is to create a discrete, quick-to-evaluate energy matrix

that tells us everything we need to know for design purposes about the continuous

energy landscape of a protein. Section 7.2.1 describes this energy matrix and why

it works. Section 7.2.2 explains how it is calculated. Section 7.2.3 describes what

terms need to be included in the energy matrix. Each term corresponds to a tuple of

RCs at different positions. Section 7.2.4 describes how LUTE is used in search and

how it is compatible with a variety of different algorithms, allowing it to facilitate

many types of protein design calculations. Section 7.2.5 provides further details of

our implementation of LUTE combined with the iMinDEE40 algorithm for sequence

and conformational search. Finally, Section 7.2.6 presents novel pruning algorithms

that we have developed to solve some of the larger continuously flexible designs that

LUTE has made possible.

7.2.1 The discrete expansion

Our goals in protein design (both GMEC40,99 and binding/partition function48,108

calculations) can be posed in terms of a discrete function Eprq that maps an ordered
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list r of RCs to an energy. The list r contains exactly one RC per residue and

thus represents a voxel V prq in conformation space, where a vector x of sequence

and conformational degrees of freedom satisfies x P V prq if the degree-of-freedom

bounds defined by each RC in r are respected by every degree of freedom in x.

The conformational degrees of freedom in x will generally be continuous internal

coordinates, e.g., sidechain dihedrals. We let E 1pxq denote the energy of the protein

system, as a function of all its degrees of freedom.

For calculation of the GMEC energy Eg, we wish to minimize E 1pxq with respect

to x. Letting R be the set of all possible voxels, the domain over which we minimize

is a finite union of voxels
Ť

rPR

V prq:

Eg “ min
xP

Ť

rPR
V prq

E 1pxq “ min
rPR

min
xPV prq

E 1pxq, (7.1)

which can be expressed in the form min
rPR

Eprq where

Eprq “ min
xPV prq

E 1pxq. (7.2)

Similarly, partition function calculations seek to calculate the partition function

q “

ż

Ť

rPR
V prq

exp

ˆ

´
E 1pxq

RT

˙

dx “
ÿ

rPR

ż

V prq

exp

ˆ

´
E 1pxq

RT

˙

dx (7.3)

where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. Letting

Eprq “ ´RT ln

¨

˚

˝

ż

V prq

exp

ˆ

´
E 1pxq

RT

˙

dx

˛

‹

‚

(7.4)

we have a formulation of q in terms of the discrete free energy function Eprq:
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q “
ÿ

rPR

exp

ˆ

´
Eprq

RT

˙

(7.5)

Alternately, if we use the definition Eq. (7.2) to define Eprq, then Eq. (7.5) gives us

the approximation used in Refs. 108 and 48 for the partition function.

Figure 7.1: LUTE makes continuously flexible design efficient by rep-
resenting continuous flexibility using local, discrete energy terms. (A)
Protein design with discrete flexibility searches over a discrete (albeit large) con-
formational space (“Conf”), looking for low-energy (“E”) conformations. Highly
efficient algorithms like DEE/A* are available for this problem. (B) Protein de-
sign with continuous flexibility must search over a large space of voxels (blue) in a
continuous conformational space, but we are usually interested only in the minimum-
energy point of each voxel. We thus want a way to search combinatorially over these
minimum-energy points. (C) The minimized energy of a voxel in protein conforma-
tional space depends on all rotamers in the voxel (arrow 1). But we can expand this
minimized energy as a sum of local contributions from low-order tuples (e.g., pairs)
of residues (arrows 2, 3). (Minimized conformations shown in red, ideal rotamers in
blue). (D) This expansion, known as LUTE, gives us a discrete combinatorial search
problem of the same form as protein design with discrete flexibility (arrows 4, 5). But
this new discrete problem searches over the minimum-energy points (red) of voxels in
continuous conformational space (blue). We can solve this problem very efficiently.
Figure shows Leu 29, Leu 51, Phe 55, and Lys 59 of the Atx1 metallochaperone
(PDB id 1CC8142).

Because r is a discrete variable, the energy Eprq can be decomposed as a sum
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of energies associated with tuples of RCs (Fig. 7.1). If all the RCs in a tuple are in

the list r, then that tuple’s energy will contribute to Eprq. Most higher-order tuples

of RCs consist of residues too far apart to have higher-order interactions, and thus

do not contribute significantly to the energy (see Section 7.1 and Ref. 64). We can

reduce the number of tuples needed substantially further if we only try to represent

favorable, non-clashing conformations. By eliminating high-energy conformations,

this restriction of conformational space greatly reduces the range of energy values

over which Eprq must be accurate. To achieve this, we prune tuples that cannot

be part of favorable conformations, and consider only conformations whose tuples

are all unpruned. Our expansion is much more efficient to compute after provably

unfavorable tuples are pruned. Hence, we are able to represent the energy Eprq as

a local unpruned tuple expansion, or LUTE.

Let us consider a conformational space with continuous and discrete degrees of

freedom, consisting of RCs , and a mapping Eprq that we can readily calculate.

For example, in a typical continuously flexible design, Eprq is defined by Eq. (7.2),

which we assume can be calculated by local minimization. Suppose we have a set

T of tuples of RCs at different residue positions. T can contain pairs but also

may contain triples, etc. We then define our local unpruned tuple expansion as a

mapping m : T Ñ RY tKu. m defines a real coefficient for each tuple t P T , except

for pruned tuples, for which mptq “K. Let Tr denote the set of tuples in T that

consist only of RCs in r. For example, if T is the set of all possible RC pairs, then

Tr will consists of all pairs of RCs in the list of RCs r. Then LUTE predicts r

to be a pruned conformation if mptq “K for any t P Tr, and otherwise it predicts

Eprq “
ř

tPTr

mptq. We refer to the data structure representing the mapping m as

the LUTE energy matrix. We call it an energy matrix because it takes a form

similar to that of traditional pairwise energy matrices,25,40,68,99 although it contains
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significantly different numerical values when computed for the same design system.

The limiting behavior of LUTE is favorable. As we expand the set T , we must

eventually approach perfect accuracy, because if T is the set of all tuples of RCs at

different positions, then m can represent Eprq for each full RC list r explicitly.

If we assume locality of Eprq (see Section 7.1), we can expect inaccuracies to

diminish fairly quickly with increasing size of T , because the component of Eprq

modeling the interactions of a residue i will depend only on the RCs assigned to

residues fairly close in space to i. As a result, we expect a relatively compact LUTE

expansion for any practical protein design problem. In practice, expansions in pairs

and triples have worked well (see Section 7.3).

7.2.2 Calculation of expansion by least squares

The energy (as represented by LUTE) of a conformation r is a linear function of

all the unpruned tuple energies mptq, given by
ř

tPTr

mptq “
ř

tPT

mptqItPTr , where the

indicator function Ic is 1 if c is true and 0 otherwise. Thus, once we have decided

which tuples to include in T , we can use least squares to obtain the energy mptq for

each tuple t P T .

We draw two sample sets for each fit—one for training and one for cross-validation.

For each r in either of the sample sets, we evaluate the ground-truth Eprq as de-

scribed in Eq. (7.2) using local minimization. Each sample set is chosen such that

each unpruned tuple appears in at least 10 samples. Furthermore, no sample is

allowed to contain any pruned tuples. To achieve this, we iterate through all the

tuples. If the tuple appears in less than 10 samples, then we draw enough samples to

cover the difference. To draw a sample containing a tuple t, we first assign the RCs

in t to their respective residues. Then we iterate through each remaining position in

random order, picking a random RC that does not introduce any pruned tuples into

the sample. Because pairs and triples can be pruned, it is possible for this sampling
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process to reach a point where no RCs are available for a given position. Thus, if

the first 5 random sampling attempts are unsuccessful, then we switch to depth-first

search (with randomized ordering of RCs) to search for a sample. This way, if there

is a sample containing t, we are guaranteed to find it, and if not, then t can be

pruned.

The least-squares matrix for large problems is too big to allow efficient direct

solution. Hence, we use conjugate gradient124 on the least-squares normal equations,

which is accurate and very efficient, especially since the least-squares matrix is sparse.

7.2.3 Selection of tuples to include

For many designs, a pairwise expansion suffices—i.e., T is the set of RC pairs pir, jsq

where i ą j. The accuracy of this pairwise expansion can be enhanced by first

performing triples pruning—in this case, if a triple t is pruned, then we include t in

T and set mptq “K, but all t1 P T such that mpt1q ‰K are pairs. However, sometimes

higher accuracy is needed; we thus select additional, unpruned triples to add to

T . To exploit locality, the triples are chosen at residue positions that have strong

pairwise interactions. First, the interaction between each residue pair is quantified

by maximizing the absolute value of the minimized pairwise interaction energy over

all RC pairs at the residue pair. Then, for each residue position i, the 2 residues j

and k interacting most strongly with i are identified (a higher number than 2 can be

used if indicated by the least-squares residual). The residue pairs pi, jq and pi, kq are

heuristically deemed “strongly interacting” pairs, and any residue triple containing

at least two strongly interacting pairs is deemed a strongly interacting residue triple.

Finally, all RC triples at strongly interacting residue triples are added to T . Though

LUTE can support higher-order tuples than triples, we have not found this to be

necessary so far.
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7.2.4 Conformational and sequence search with LUTE

Most algorithms for protein design with discrete rotamers take a matrix of pairwise

energies as input. By simply substituting a LUTE energy matrix for this pairwise

energy matrix, we can convert any of these algorithms into an equally efficient design

algorithm that searches a continuous search space instead of a discrete one, and/or

that optimizes a non-pairwise energy function instead of a pairwise one. The LUTE

energy matrix is computed once, before the search, which takes only polynomial time

in the number of residues. For example, we need quadratic time to compute a LUTE

matrix for which T is all pairs of RCs.

If we know which RCs to prune, then the computation by least-squares of the

LUTE matrix does not depend on the type of search problem we are solving (it can

be single-state or multistate, and GMEC-based or ensemble-based). However, the

most efficient pruning algorithm for RCs in a continuous search space, iMinDEE,40

requires as input a pruning interval in addition to a pairwise lower-bound energy

matrix. The pruning interval is an upper bound on the gap between the optimal

conformation and the lowest lower bound on a conformational energy in our search

space, computed based on lower bounds on pairwise energies. The pruning is more

efficient if this upper bound is relatively tight, and there are a few ways to obtain a

valid but relatively tight bound. We will now discuss how this can be done for either

single-state or multistate protein designs.

For single-state designs that aim to minimize an energy function with respect to

sequence and (continuous) conformation, the method described in Ref. 40 to obtain

a pruning interval is appropriate.

For multistate designs, two algorithms that are highly compatible with LUTE

are K˚48,108 and comets,61 and each of these algorithms offers an effective way to

compute a pruning interval. K˚, a partition function-based binding optimization al-
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gorithm, provides methods to check if too many RCs have been pruned so that some

can be unpruned if needed.48 This unpruning can be done by enlarging the pruning

interval. comets optimizes, with respect to sequence, linear combinations of confor-

mationally optimized energies of several protein states (bound states with different

ligands, unbound states, etc.) Pruning is performed separately for each state, using

type-dependent dead-end elimination.173 Generally, for purposes of ensuring stability

of each state, we will apply a constraint in comets calculations demanding that the

optimized conformation energy for our optimized sequence be below some threshold.

This threshold is our upper bound on the optimized energy for each state. Like-

wise, for each state, we can use standard protein design algorithms like DEE/A*99

to compute a lower bound based on pairwise energies for the optimal conformation

over all sequences. Putting these bounds together, we obtain a pruning interval for

each state.

Using these techniques, we can obtain a valid but relatively tight pruning interval

and thus an appropriate LUTE energy matrix for many kinds of single-state and

multistate designs (e.g., see Figs. 7.4-7.7).

7.2.5 iMinDEE with LUTE

iMinDEE40 calculates the GMEC for a protein system, and can also enumerate an

ensemble of the lowest-energy conformations of a protein in gap-free ascending or-

der of minimized conformational energy. We have implemented iMinDEE to run

along with LUTE as part of the osprey41,48,49 open-source protein design software

package. As in previous versions of iMinDEE, we estimate a pruning interval, prune

based on that interval, calculate the GMEC, and then repeat with a larger interval

if needed (at most one repeat is needed; see Ref. 40 for a proof). Thus, the protocol

consists of the following steps:

1. Precalculate the matrix of energy lower bounds.
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2. Prune using iMinDEE.40

3. Compute an EPIC matrix.64

4. Prune using EPIC (see Section 7.2.6).

5. Perform LUTE fitting (see Section 7.2.2).

6. Prune based on the LUTE matrix, using rigid DEE,25 since the LUTE matrix

gives an accurate discrete expansion of the energy and thus admits pruning

without the iMinDEE pruning interval.

7. Calculate the lower pairwise lower-bound. This is just like enumerating the first

conformation from A* in iMinDEE. Though this step is in general NP-hard,

very effective algorithms are available for it, as we have shown in Ref. 140.

8. Compute the GMEC using rigid A*.99

9. If needed, repeat the process (from step 2 onward) using a higher iMinDEE

pruning interval; see Ref. 40.

So if we are calculating the GMEC, then the only NP-hard steps here are the

pairwise lower-bound calculation and the GMEC calculation on the LUTE matrix,

each of which are of similar complexity to enumerating the first conformation from

iMinDEE, and comparable to computing a rigid GMEC. Thus, for large designs, the

entire LUTE-based minimized GMEC (minGMEC) calculation is of similar com-

plexity to enumerating the first conformation in traditional iMinDEE, or simply to

performing a rigid GMEC calculation.

7.2.6 Pruning enhancements

In order to complete some of the larger designs in Section 7.3, we found it necessary

to enhance our pruning capabilities somewhat compared to previous work. Pruning
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consisted of Goldstein singles and pairs, and triples at selected, highly interacting

triples of residues (using the triple selection criteria in Section 7.2.3). In addition to

this triple selection, we introduced two novel pruning enhancements, which build on

iMinDEE:40 a “competitor pruning” technique that speeds up pruning substantially

with minimal loss of pruning power, and a “continuous pruning” technique that uses

bounds on minimized energies of partial conformations to prune RCs and tuples of

RCs that would otherwise require a much tighter iMinDEE pruning interval to prune.

Competitor pruning

DEE and related pruning algorithms can prune an RC or tuple of RCs by comparing

its energies to those of a “competitor”, which is another RC at the same residue (or

tuple at the same tuple of residues). Previous implementations of these algorithms

either allowed any unpruned RC or tuple to act as a competitor, or they only allowed

a few “magic bullets,”56 which can reduce pruning power significantly. For some of

the larger designs, pruning was the bottleneck, so it was important to have a method

to speed up pruning without sacrificing much pruning power. We found that using

a reduced set of competitors—the set of RCs that are unpruned using the iMinDEE

pruning condition40 with iMinDEE interval 0—results in such a speedup. To use this

set, we begin pruning with a “competitor pruning” procedure, in which we perform

pruning at iMinDEE interval 0. However, this pruning does not actually remove RCs

and tuples from consideration. Rather, it removes them from the set of competitors

that will be used in the the actual pruning step (Fig. 7.2).

Competitor pruning is fast because pruning with a 0 interval allows a large

amount of single-RC pruning, so we spend much less time iterating through pairs.

The set of competitors chosen this way is also typically much smaller than the full

set of unpruned RC tuples. Hence, the actual pruning step is sped up significantly

by using competitor pruning first. We have observed pruning power to be reduced
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very little when using competitor pruning, and the following analysis suggest why

this is the case.

Suppose we are performing Goldstein pruning with a fixed set of witnesses. Then

any RC tuple t1 that can be pruned at all can be pruned using a competitor t2 such

that t2 cannot be pruned with iMinDEE interval 0. We can show this by taking

note of two facts. (1) Pruning with iMinDEE interval 0 is transitive with a fixed

set of witnesses. That is, if tuple t1 can be pruned using competitor t2, and t2 can

be pruned using competitor t3, then t1 can be pruned using competitor t3. (2) If

an RC tuple t1 can be pruned using competitor t2 at an iMinDEE interval I ą 0,

then t1 can be pruned using t2 at iMinDEE interval 0. Now, suppose that t1 can be

pruned using t2 at an iMinDEE interval I. There are two cases: t2 can be pruned

at iMinDEE interval 0, or it cannot. If it can be pruned using a tuple t3 at pruning

interval 0, then t1 can be pruned using t3 at iMinDEE interval I (using notes 1 and

2). Recursively applying the same argument to t3, we can be certain that t1 can

be pruned using a competitor that cannot be pruned with iMinDEE interval 0. In

practice, a pruning cycle removes witnesses at each iteration, so the condition about

a fixed set of witnesses does not strictly hold. But we have still observed pruning

power to be reduced very little when using competitor pruning.
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Figure 7.2: Competitor pruning reduces the set of RCs we need to con-
sider as competitors during iMinDEE pruning. In iMinDEE pruning,40 we
take a “candidate” RC (or RC pair or triple) ir and compare it to another RC (or pair
or triple) it by evaluating the pruning checksum Eapitq´Eapitq`

ř

j‰i

min
s
Eapir, jsq´

Eapit, jsq. We compare this checksum to the pruning interval I, where Ea is a lower
bound on a one-body or pairwise interaction energy. If the checksum exceeds I, then
we can eliminate ir as a possible constituent of the GMEC. Without competitor
pruning (top), all RC tuples (blue) need to be considered as candidates or competi-
tors, and thus the pruning condition (green) must be evaluated for every pair of
tuples. But with competitor pruning (bottom), we first perform a modified pruning
protocol to quickly eliminate those tuples that will not be effective as competitors.
Then, when performing our actual pruning (to eliminate non-GMEC RC tuples), we
can do so more quickly because we have less competitors to consider.

Continuous pruning

Another issue that can reduce pruning efficiency in iMinDEE is the fact that the

lower bound on a candidate RC tuple r may not be very tight. We can tighten it

by including the minimized partial conformational energy for the partial conforma-

tion consisting of the RCs in r, as in the A* step for EPIC.64 Suppose we have a
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lower bound for the energy of a partial conformation p based on pairwise energies.

As discussed in Ref. 64, this bound remains valid if we add to it the minimized sum

c of EPIC terms for all intra+shell and pairwise polynomials that represent RCs or

pairs in p. iMinDEE is also based on this lower bound (the partial conformation

here is the tuple we are trying to prune), so we can add c to the iMinDEE checksum

(the left-hand side of the pruning condition) and still have a valid pruning condition

with the same pruning interval I. c is always nonnegative, so continuous pruning

is always at least as good as regular iMinDEE. c “ 0 if the partial conformation is

just a single RC, but may be quite large if the partial conformation contains RCs

that do not pack together well, which is exactly when we want to prune. Effectively,

continuous pruning allows us to group together terms in our lower bound on the

conformational energy, so that the bound is tighter (Fig. 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Continuous pruning increases pruning power by using a
tighter lower bound on conformational energy. iMinDEE pruning is based
on lower bounds on conformational energy, which are constructed by adding up
lower bounds on pairwise interaction energies (red arrows) and one-body energies
(circles). Without continuous pruning (left), each flexible residue and each flexible
residue pair has its lower-bound energy computed separately. But with continuous
pruning (right), if we add the continuous contribution c for a pair of RCs, then we
effectively replace the three lower-bound terms for that pair (the two one-body en-
ergies and the pairwise interaction energy) with a single lower bound on the energy
of the pair. This tighter bound can significantly increase pruning power, because if a
residue pair has an unavoidable clash, the lower bound on the pair’s internal energy
is likely to show this even if each of the three constituent energies is individually
capable of continuously minimizing to a better value.

7.3 Results

We present here complexity results and computational experiments regarding the per-

formance of LUTE. In Section 7.3.1, we show that the combination of LUTE with the

BWM˚83 search algorithm is guaranteed to solve continuously flexible protein designs

in polynomial time given a residue interaction graph with branch-width bounded by

a constant. In Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, we present 30 single-state and 17 multistate

protein design calculations using LUTE. We measure the gains in efficiency provided

by LUTE and its ability to accurately and efficiently perform calculations that, due

to their large amount of continuous flexibility (Section 7.3.2) or non-pairwise en-

ergy function (Section 7.3.3), are inaccessible to previous algorithms. These results

include designs with both continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility. Sidechain
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dihedrals were allowed 9˝ of continuous motion in either direction relative to the

modal value for each sidechain rotamer,81 while backbone flexibility (when present)

was modeled as in Ref. 68.

7.3.1 Polynomial-time protein design with continuous flexibility

Figure 7.4: LUTE markedly reduces the cost of continuously flexible con-
formational search. Ratios (without LUTE:with LUTE) of the number of nodes in
the A* tree before enumeration of the GMEC (or of the last conformation if several
conformations closely spaced in energy were calculated; see Ref. 64), versus number
of flexible residues. A 20-residue sidechain placement with node ratio 2ˆ105 is not
shown because it would break the scale.

Protein design in the general case is NP-hard.12,131 In practice, however, many

designs exhibit special properties that make them more tractable. For example, the

residue interaction graph—the graph whose edges encode nonnegligible interactions

between pairs of residues—of practical designs often has low branch-width. It has

been previously shown that protein design with discrete rotamers can be performed

in asymptotic time exponential only in the branch-width83 w. Furthermore, these

branch-widths can be small irrespective of the number of mutable residues.83 Thus,

for many protein designs with discrete rotamers the corresponding GMEC can be

found in polynomial time. If one substitutes the LUTE matrix for the discrete pair-

wise energy matrix in this complexity result, then design with continuous flexibility
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and a constant-bounded branch-width can be solved in polynomial time as well. We

will make this rigorous using Theorem 7.3.1. In this theorem, a LUTE energy func-

tion is a function Eprq “
ř

tPTr

mptq, where m : T ÝÑ R Y tKu maps RC tuples to

real coefficients (for this purpose, the coefficient K of a pruned tuple is effectively

8). Let n be the number of mutable residues, q be the maximum number of allowed

RCs at any mutable residue position, and βt and βs be the time and space costs

(respectively) to compute the branch-decomposition. This theorem establishes the

complexity both of GMEC calculations and of enumeration of subsequent conforma-

tions in gap-free ascending order of energy. The latter is essential for calculation

of partition functions, which can be used to account for entropy in predictions of

binding.48,83,108 Let us now derive and prove this theorem.

High-level intuition. The theoretical guarantees of BWM˚83 are unchanged across

different discrete formulations of the protein design problem. Given a sparse energy

function, the corresponding sparse graph and branch-decomposition can be com-

puted. BWM˚ computes the GMEC of the corresponding energy function in time

exponential merely in w, the branch-width of the branch-decomposition. The time

cost is polynomial in the number of residues in the system, n, and the maximum

number of RCs per residue, q.

To realistically describe a protein design system, a LUTE energy function need

only have nonzero coefficients for tuples whose interactions are nonnegligible, and

thus we can compute a sparse residue interaction graph for it (Lemma 7.3.1). As such,

when a LUTE energy matrix whose residue interaction graph has branch-width w

is provided as input to the protein design problem, BWM˚ computes the minimized

GMEC in time exponential in w, enumerates a gap-free list of conformations in

Opn log qq additional time, and computes a gap-free ensemble that is guaranteed to
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contain the minGMEC.

Lemmas and theorem. For an n-residue protein design with at most q rotamers at

each position, let E be a LUTE energy function whose tuples have arity at most k.

We can then define the residue interaction graph of the LUTE energy function as

follows:

Definition 1. Let Eprq “
ř

rPTr

mprq be a LUTE energy function, where m : T ÝÑ

R Y tKu maps RC tuples to real coefficients. The sparse residue interaction graph

of Eprq is defined to be a hypergraph G1 “ pV, T q, where V is the set of all mutable

residues.

Lemma 7.3.1. For a given LUTE energy function Eprq with finite tuple arity k, G1

can be computed in Opnkq time.

Proof. There are at most
`

n
k

˘

tuples, corresponding to at most
`

n
k

˘

“Opnkq edges in

G1.

Lemma 7.3.2 (Given in Ref. 83). Given a branch-decomposition with branch-width

w, BWM˚ computes the GMEC of the sparse energy function in Opnw2q
3
2
wq time,

and enumerates each additional conformation in order of increasing sparse energy in

Opn log qq time.

Theorem 7.3.1. For a LUTE energy function whose residue interaction graph has

branch-width w, the GMEC can be computed in Opnw2q
3
2
w`βtq time and Opnwq 3

2
wq

space, and each additional conformation can be enumerated in order of LUTE energy

in Opn log qq time and Opnq space.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7.3.1 and 7.3.2.
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7.3.2 Continuous flexibility

LUTE single-state designs were run on 23 protein design systems from Ref. 64 with

4-16 mutable residues, as well as five larger systems (17-40 mutable residues), to

measure the efficiency of LUTE and to observe the behavior of LUTE on the larger

systems. Many of these larger systems are intractable by previous methods (ex-

cept post-hoc minimization methods that do not account for continuous flexibility

during search). The results show that the discrete DEE/A* search with LUTE is

dramatically more efficient even compared to EPIC, which offers previously state-

of-the-art efficiency for continuously flexible design64 (Fig. 7.4). They also demon-

strate that LUTE can handle very large continuously flexible designs—including a

40-residue sidechain placement, which covers a large fraction of the residues in the

Atx1 metallochaperone (Fig. 7.6, left), and a 20-residue design on the same structure

with 5 amino-acid types allowed at every position. Furthermore, the LUTE energy

matrix consistently represented the true energy landscape very closely (Fig. 7.5). Op-

timal sequences and conformations with LUTE differed significantly from the same

designs run without continuous flexibility: the same top conformation was returned

in only 2 of the 28 single-state designs. On average, 31% of the RCs in the optimal

conformations differed from each other. This is consistent with previous work show-

ing that protein design calculations with and without continuous flexibility differ

significantly in their results.40,68

For many systems, LUTE achieved a fit with residual under 0.01 (kcal/mol)2

with only a pairwise expansion. In cases when the pairwise expansion’s residual was

higher, an expansion in sparse triples was performed instead. In all but one case, the

triples expansion’s residual was less than thermal energy at room temperature (0.59

kcal/mol, i.e., 0.35 (kcal/mol)2), and thus deemed insignificant.

The one outlier case was a 14-residue design on ponsin (PDB id: 2O9S). It exhib-
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Figure 7.5: LUTE accurately represents continuously minimized energies.
Residuals for LUTE ((kcal/mol)2) on the cross-validation data set, measuring the
difference between the EPIC energy and a pairwise expansion (blue) or one with
sparse triples (red; computed only if pairwise residual exceeded 0.01). x axis: number
of flexible residues. Inset: All the same data plotted on a linear scale.

ited significant local minimization errors, which caused even the matrix of pairwise

lower-bound energies (computed before LUTE precomputation begins) to have er-

rors of at least „10 kcal/mol. These errors indicate the failure of either our local

minimizer or our assumption that local minimization suffices within RCs. As a result

of these errors, the LUTE residual even with triples was 1.9 kcal/mol for this system,

seven times worst than the next worst residual (the 40-residue Atx1 design). Our

software now detects this problem and warns the user before the LUTE computation

begins.

17 multistate protein designs were also performed, using a combination of LUTE

with our comets61 multistate protein design algorithm (see Section 7.2.4). The

systems from these designs were taken from Ref. 61; details are provided in Section

7.4. The same designs were run with and without continuous flexibility, with LUTE

used in the continuous case. As discussed in Ref. 61, COMETS provably returns the

same results as exhaustive search over sequences, but it provides a speedup compared

to that exhaustive search by (a) considering only a portion of the sequences in the

search space explicitly, and (b) only performing a full conformational optimization for
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Figure 7.6: LUTE enables very large provably accurate protein designs
with continuous flexibility (left) and with Poisson-Boltzmann energy func-
tions (right). Left: previously, protein designs with continuous flexibility only fin-
ished when performed with significantly fewer flexible residues, compared to designs
with discrete rotamers. Even 20-residue designs were often intractable. But LUTE
solved a sidechain placement problem with continuous flexibility in which 40 residues
(purple) were made flexible in the Atx1 metallochaperone (PDB id 1CC8142). Right:
previous designs using the Poisson-Boltzmann energy function could not optimize
this function directly, but only used Poisson-Boltzmann energies to rerank top hits
from optimization of a simpler, pairwise energy function. But LUTE can optimize
the Poisson-Boltzmann energy function directly—e.g., in a sidechain placement of 20
residues (purple) of Atx1.

a small portion of the sequences in (a). However, previously61 (a) was only significant

in designs without continuous flexibility, and (b) was much more pronounced without

continuous flexibility. LUTE brings continuously flexible comets designs up to speed

with discrete designs on the same system (Fig. 7.7).

7.3.3 Designs that provably optimize Poisson-Boltzmann energies

We also ran LUTE conformational optimization calculations on two proteins using

the Poisson-Boltzmann energy function, which is non-pairwise. This energy was

evaluated using Delphi123,141 in place of the pairwise EEF197 solvation energy that

is used by default in osprey. Interestingly, triple energies did not provide signifi-

cant benefit here, but LUTE was found to describe the Poisson-Boltzmann energy

landscape with a high degree of accuracy. Previous work has shown that an accurate

pairwise representation can be obtained for Poisson-Boltzmann energies of discrete,
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Figure 7.7: LUTE brings rigid-rotamer-like efficiency to provably accu-
rate multistate designs with continuous flexibility. Top: The number of
sequences considered explicitly in continuously flexible designs using LUTE with
comets (blue) is similar to the number considered in discrete comets designs on
the same system (red) and far less than the total number of sequences in the search
(green). Bottom: In the same designs, the number of full conformational opti-
mizations needed is also similar for the continuous (LUTE, blue) and discrete (red)
designs. Usually, only the optimal sequence (or top 5 if enumerating 5 sequences)
required full conformational optimization, while exhaustive search must fully confor-
mationally optimize every sequence in every state in the multistate design (green).
Design test cases taken from Ref. 61. * denotes enumeration of the top 5 sequences.
Missing discrete calculations mean that discrete search was unable to find a non-
clashing conformation for the wild-type protein, or that 5 sequences satisfying the
design constraints were not available in the discrete search space.

rigid rotamers,162 but our LUTE results show that a very accurate representation of

continuously minimized Poisson-Boltzmann energies is possible as well. With con-

tinuous flexibility, a 6-residue sidechain placement on the unliganded TIR1/IAA7

complex (PDB code 2P1Q153) with continuous flexibility achieved a total residual of

6ˆ10´4 and took about 4 days. Furthermore, a 20-residue sidechain placement with-

out continuous flexibility on the bacterial metallochaperone protein Atx1 (PDB code

1CC8;142 Fig. 7.6, right) was solved in 2.5 hours, with total residual 0.04 (kcal/mol)2.

Unlike previous protein design calculations that use Poisson-Boltzmann energies, our

new calculations provably return the minimum of the (LUTE-approximated) Poisson-

Boltzmann energy over the entire conformational space, rather than simply over a

set of top hits from an initial search that used a cheaper energy function.
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7.4 Details of protein design runs
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Table 7.1: Single-state protein design test cases. Each design was run with
continuous sidechain flexibility, and some also included continuous backbone flexibil-
ity. Designs were performed with and without LUTE, using EPIC64 in both cases.
Designs not finishing without LUTE (after three weeks of computation time) are
marked DNF. nL and nn denote the number of nodes in the A* tree after enumera-
tion of the GMEC (or of the last conformation if several conformations closely spaced
in energy were calculated; see Ref. 64), with and without LUTE respectively. The
residual of the pairwise LUTE least-squares fit is denoted rp. The final least-squares
fit residual is denoted rf . rf “ rp for designs with rp ă 0.01, but otherwise we com-
puted a LUTE matrix with sparse triples and report the residual from the triples
fit as rf . These residuals are reported for the second iteration of iMinDEE, if two
iterations were required (iMinDEE always finishes after at most two iterations).40

The residual from the first round of iMinDEE is typically much lower because of the
greater amount of pruning in the first iteration. Table continues on next page.

Protein name PDB
code

Residue
count

Backbone
flexibil-
ity

nL nn rp rf

Scorpion toxin 1aho 7 Y 42 751 0.0008 0.0008
Scorpion toxin 1aho 9 Y 49 402 0.002 0.002
Scorpion toxin 1aho 12 Y 46182 2149464 1.03 0.18
Cytochrome
c553

1c75 6 Y 3 893 0.0004 0.0004

Atx1 metal-
lochaperone

1cc8 7 Y 141 10816 0.05 0.006

Bucandin 1f94 7 Y 0 167 0.003 0.003
Nonspecific
lipid-transfer
protein

1fk5 6 Y 0 32 3ˆ10´5 3ˆ10´5

Transcription
factor IIF

1i27 7 Y 137 28148 0.07 0.02

Ferredoxin 1iqz 9 Y 21 1550 0.007 0.007
Trp repressor 1jhg 7 Y 221 26079 0.06 0.01
Fructose-6-
phosphate
aldolase

1l6w 6 Y 0 132 0.0002 0.0002

PA-I lectin 1l7l 6 Y 0 35 5ˆ10´10 5ˆ10´10

Phosphoserine
phosphatase

1l7m 7 Y 0 445 0.001 0.001

alpha-D-
glucuronidase

1l8n 5 Y 0 1 7ˆ10´23 7ˆ10´23

Granulysin 1l9l 7 Y 0 29 0.0006 0.0006
Ferritin 1lb3 5 Y 0 155 0.0006 0.0006
Cytochrome c 1m1q 8 Y 0 1197 0.0004 0.0004
Hypothetical
protein YciI

1mwq 8 Y 0 274 0.003 0.003

Ponsin 2o9s 14 N 205873 162750 4.52 1.93
Scytovirin 2qsk 10 N 0 10 1ˆ10´11 1ˆ10´11
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Putative
monooxyge-
nase

2ril 8 N 71 8125 0.0002 0.0002

dpy-30-like
protein

3g36 4 N 0 35 0.0008 0.0008

HIV gp120 3u7y 16 N 125 48935 3ˆ10´5 3ˆ10´5

Atx1 metal-
lochaperone

1cc8 20 N 35670 DNF 0.10 0.003

Atx1 metal-
lochaperone

1cc8 20 N 2 592642 0.006 0.006

Atx1 metal-
lochaperone

1cc8 30 N 77 DNF 0.32 0.01

Atx1 metal-
lochaperone

1cc8 40 N 38201 DNF 1.70 0.30

Scorpion toxin 1aho 17 N 198857 DNF 0.80 0.04
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Table 7.2: Multistate protein design test cases. These designs systems were
taken from Ref. 61 and were run using the comets multistate design algorithm.
Each design was run both with continuous flexibility, using LUTE, and without
continuous flexibility. Type is “aff” for designs for affinity, “stab” for designs for
stability robust to force field choice, and “multi” for designs to be multispecific to
two different complexes (the types of designs, and the comets algorithm in general,
are described further in Ref. 61). In each design, N is the number of sequences in
the search space and k is the number of sequences enumerated (we enumerate either
the top sequence or the top 5). mL and md are the numbers of sequences explicitly
considered using LUTE and in discrete search respectively. Similarly, gL and gd
are the numbers of full conformational optimizations performed using LUTE and in
discrete search respectively. “WC” indicates that the wild-type protein was found
to have a clash unavoidable by discrete conformational search, and “NF” indicates
that the discrete search provably cannot find five sequences that satisfy the design
constraints. Table continues on next page.

Protein
re-
designed

Mutable
residues

PDB id(s) Type N k mL md gL gd

CED-4 1, 5, 227,
229, 259,
265, 279,
282

2a5y/3lqr multi 288 1 28 17 4 4

Rab-11A 44, 46, 47,
48, 50

2gzd/2gzh multi 2744 1 269 106 4 4

Poly-
adenylate-
binding
protein 1

564, 571,
580, 582,
584

3ktp/3ktr multi 448 1 51 35 4 4

CDO 867, 872,
874, 901,
918

3n1f/3n1q multi 112 1 10 WC 4 WC

Brother
of CDO

753, 756,
758, 760,
789, 804

3n1g/3n1m multi 224 1 35 WC 4 WC

Rab-11A 44, 46, 47,
48, 50

2gzd/2gzh multi 2744 5 277 NF 20 NF

Poly-
adenylate-
binding
protein 1

564, 571,
580, 582,
584

3ktp/3ktr multi 448 5 71 83 20 20

Beta-2-
micro-
globulin

52, 54, 56,
57, 63

1nez aff 5488 1 321 WC 2 WC

Papain 18, 19, 21,
159, 177,
181

1stf aff 9408 1 350 1349 2 2
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PAF-
acetyl-
hydrolase

194, 212,
235, 236,
238, 254,
316

1vyh aff 192 1 23 17 2 2

Leupeptin
inhibitor

356, 357 2nqa aff 361 1 36 36 2 2

Scytovirin 1, 6, 10, 13,
28, 43, 48,
58, 61, 76

2qsk stab 896 1 15 15 2 2

Putative
monooxy-
genase

5, 13, 21, 55,
57, 59, 61,
70

2ril stab 9604 1 27 27 2 2

dpy-
30-like
protein

64, 68, 87,
91

3g36 stab 196 1 15 15 2 2

Beta-2-
micro-
globulin

52, 54, 56,
57, 63

1nez aff 5488 5 362 NF 10 NF

Papain 18, 19, 21,
159, 177,
181

1stf aff 9408 5 346 1441 10 10

Leupeptin
inhibitor

356, 357 2nqa aff 361 5 50 50 10 10

7.5 Conclusions

The protein design problem enjoys a wide array of powerful algorithms for confor-

mational and sequence search. These algorithms take a discrete energy matrix and

perform sequence optimizations, both in the single-state and multistate cases. At the

same time, previous work in bioinformatics and quantum chemistry has made great

progress toward quantitatively accurate modeling of the flexibility and energy land-

scapes of biomolecular systems. Uniting these fields to perform designs with highly

realistic modeling would result in great biomedical impact, both in protein and drug

design. However, because state-of-the-art flexibility and energy modeling methods

do not produce a discrete matrix, there is a gap between these fields. LUTE offers a

strategy to bridge this gap. By representing continuous flexibility and general energy

functions in a discrete matrix, it greatly increases the realism of the modeling that

discrete combinatorial optimization algorithms like DEE/A* can directly accommo-
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date. We thus believe that LUTE can serve as a foundation for greatly improved

biomolecular design protocols.
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8

Conclusions

Developing algorithms for protein design has been a uniquely exciting research project,

and I would like to continue to work on this as an independent investigator. As such,

the following is adapted from a research statement that I have used to apply for fac-

ulty jobs. In this section, I would like to summarize what I and others have achieved

in the past and what I see as the next steps in this project.

I want to continue developing algorithms that systematically identify drug can-

didates with a desired function. Most drugs act by binding to and blocking the ac-

tivity of a target molecule that is involved in disease—for example, bacterial or viral

molecules, or human proteins that are involved in cancer. Once a target is identified,

drug design can be formulated as a well-defined computational problem, consist-

ing of several steps that require algorithms ranging from optimization61,62,125,140

to geometry68 to machine learning.64,67 I have produced the first provably

accurate algorithms for some of the critical steps62,64,67,68 as part of my

graduate work. I plan to attack the remaining unsolved steps as an in-

dependent investigator. If these efforts are successful, they will produce

software capable of generating many novel, viable drug candidates for a
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wide range of diseases. To this end, I propose the following three research di-

rections. Each direction takes a class of open problems in drug design, and aims to

produce efficient and highly accurate algorithms for it—preferably provably accu-

rate algorithms.

8.1 Algorithms for Improved Flexibility Modeling

To design molecules, we must model their flexibility—the ability of their atoms to

move around in space. In particular, accurate design requires a suitable model of a

molecule’s continuous internal coordinates.64 Previous methods to model flexibility

for design purposes either require exhaustive search over drug candidates (e.g., by

molecular dynamics simulation134,167), or model only a limited set of degrees of free-

dom.28,93 My PhD thesis research focused on modeling the most important degrees

of freedom needed to model local motions in proteins. I developed DEEPer, the

first provably accurate algorithm to simultaneously account for contin-

uous degrees of freedom in both the backbone and the sidechains of a

protein,68 which can be seen as the two main chemical components of the protein.

Modeling of protein flexibility is very important, because most drug targets and an

increasing number of new drugs are proteins. But there is currently no systematic

way to search over the entire range of protein backbone flexibility found in nature,

and search methods are even more lacking for non-protein drugs.

I will address this problem using novel internal coordinates and established knowl-

edge about protein structure. For example, the full range of flexibility of a protein

loop—a type of flexible segment of a protein that is often essential for binding and

catalysis—is described by empirically validated constraints on dihedral angles be-

tween atoms in the protein backbone.114 I have developed a set of internal coordi-

nates that admits efficient local search over all biophysically feasible directions of

motion for a protein backbone, which can be constrained based on the dihedrals.
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Building on DEEPer and this internal coordinate system, I will develop a prov-

ably accurate algorithm to design protein loops, accounting for the full

range of flexibility allowed by the known dihedral constraints. I will also

generalize this approach from proteins to a larger class of molecules that could

be suitable as drugs. I will draw on ideas from kinematics, robotics, and numerical

analysis in this work.

Additionally, molecules in nature are found in a continuous distribution over

many geometries (weighted by energy), but previous combinatorial drug design al-

gorithms have modeled them as being in a single geometry or a discrete distribution.

My new LUTE algorithm67 makes it relatively straightforward to model a contin-

uous distribution, so I will implement this model and develop algorithms to use it

efficiently.

My goal for this research direction is to resolve a dilemma in current meth-

ods—one is forced to choose between exhaustively searching over candidates or using

combinatorial search methods that severely restrict the set of degrees of freedom that

are modeled. The exhaustive search approach can simulate the motion of the system

over time with respect to all degrees of freedom, but this simulation is relatively

computationally expensive even for a single candidate, and thus intractable for large

sets of candidates, which will often grow exponentially with the size of the drug

being designed. For example, many recent drugs are peptides (very small proteins),

consisting of a chain of amino acids. We can choose the chemical structure of each

amino acid, and there are 20 natural options for each, leading to a set of 2010 drug

candidates even for a small peptide of 10 amino acids. This is far too many to

consider explicitly even briefly, much less to simulate in detail. Combinatorial drug

design methods can avoid this exhaustive search, but the neglected degrees of free-

dom can be of great functional importance. For example, the human body produces

proteins called antibodies whose sequence it can adjust to target different types of
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pathogens (much as we wish to adjust the chemical structure of drugs). The back-

bone structures of these different antibodies usually fall into a set of discrete classes,

but the backbones in each class vary continuously and significantly with respect to

all degrees of freedom allowed by the backbone dihedral constraints.3 If we wish to

design drugs as effectively as the human body designs antibodies, we must learn to

model this level of continuous backbone flexibility, as well as a comparable

level of flexibility for non-protein molecules.

8.2 Energy Function Algorithms

The energy of a chemical system determines its behavior. The system will favorably

adopt geometries that have low energies, and thus accurate evaluation of the en-

ergy given the coordinates of the atoms is essential to predicting the behavior of the

system. This coordinates-to-energy mapping is known as the energy function. Ac-

curate energy functions are very computationally expensive. The physics

that determines the energy of a molecule is very well understood, but since previous

design methods require a huge number of energy computations, many approxima-

tions are currently made to defray this expense. In particular, the energy is almost

always assumed to be a sum of terms depending on the coordinates of only a few

atoms (this approximation strategy is known as molecular mechanics). Furthermore,

previous protein design algorithms have not modeled the water molecules that sur-

rounds proteins in living cells, but rather have used implicit solvent models that only

roughly approximate the effects of the water molecules’ presence. I believe that the

long-term improvement of drug design requires fundamental changes to how energy is

calculated in order to make it closely approximate reality. I propose two approaches

to do this. First, I will greatly reduce the number of energy function calls needed in

design calculations; my thesis research has already made significant progress in this

direction. Second, I will develop more efficient methods to evaluate energy functions.
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My graduate research developed two machine learning algorithms—EPIC64 and

LUTE67—that reduce the number of energy function calls needed in design

calculations from exponential to polynomial in the size of the input. They

do this by learning a compact representation of the energy surface for a given prob-

lem. I will extend these methods to accommodate highly accurate energy functions

that use quantum chemistry and explicit modeling of water molecules—effects usu-

ally excluded from design calculations because of their computational cost. I will

also use ideas from LUTE67 and other methods to speed up these energy func-

tions themselves. My goal here is to make them efficient enough to use routinely

in design calculations, in place of the much more approximate energy functions that

are currently used.

Energy estimation methods that admit efficient search always express the energy

as a sum of local terms of some kind, but LUTE requires uniquely weak assumption

about these terms. By least-squares fitting for a particular protein system, it breaks

down the energy into terms dependent on the geometries of one or a few residues

(small portions of the protein, with about 10-20 atoms each). These terms are far

less local than terms depending on the positions of a few atoms, as in molecular

mechanics or even in modified versions of molecular mechanics that account for

electronic polarization.85 We can expect greater accuracy when we apply only these

weaker locality assumptions. Although molecular mechanics can often predict

the interaction energy of a single pair of residues within a few kcal/mol, accurately

and consistently predicting drug efficacy requires a margin of error of a few kcal/mol

for the full binding energy of a drug to its target, which requires a significantly

smaller relative margin of error than molecular mechanics can provide.120 Building

on LUTE, I will develop methods to enable this higher level of accuracy.
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8.3 Optimizing Chemical Composition Subject to Pharmacokinetic
Constraints

Not every molecule that binds a target protein is effective as a drug. It must bind that

protein specifically,62 and it must be able to enter the right part of the body and stay

there long enough to be effective (that is, it must have good pharmacokinetics). These

issues, especially the pharmacokinetics, have received little attention in previous

computational protein and drug design methods, which have focused on achieving

binding and largely left these other issues to be tested experimentally. But including

specificity and pharmacokinetic constraints in drug design would greatly increase

the chance of a drug candidate turning into a successful drug. Thus, I will work on

incorporating such constraints into the optimization process used in drug design.

In my graduate work, I addressed the problem of specificity by developing comets,61,62

a constrained optimization algorithm for the chemical composition of a molecule.

For example, it can optimize the binding of a drug to one protein target, while con-

straining it not to bind another. comets is the first provably accurate, general

algorithm to address such constraints.61 I will add pharmacokinetic constraints

to this framework. These constraints will ensure that a drug can be absorbed

fast enough into the cells where it is needed, without being broken down

or excreted out of the body too quickly. Chemical heuristics (e.g., molecule

size constraints) are currently used heuristically in drug design to estimate pharma-

cokinetic properties, but I will adapt the comets framework to incorporate these

constraints systematically into optimization. I will also explore more rigorous model-

ing of some of these processes. Drug design algorithms that systematically optimize

properties beyond binding would be a powerful and novel addition to the drug design

toolkit.
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8.4 Summary

Drug design algorithms in general, and protein design algorithms in particular, have

received a fair amount of attention from researchers. But most of this atten-

tion has focused on algorithms with no guarantees of accuracy, and indeed

their predictions have often failed in experimental tests. Furthermore, most of the

provably accurate algorithms have focused on only one step in the design

calculation—the combinatorial optimization aspect,62,125,140 in which we look for

the lowest-energy geometry and chemical composition of a molecule given a discrete

representation of its flexibility. But highly accurate design requires that each step

of the design be accurate. Furthermore the other steps—including flexibility mod-

eling68 and energy function evaluation64,67—offer fascinating algorithmic problems.

So, building on the algorithms I have developed in graduate school, I will develop

algorithms that address these important but previously under-researched

problems. These algorithms will facilitate a holistic and comprehensive approach

to drug design.

As I have done in my graduate research,62,64,67,68 I will validate each new algo-

rithm with “unit tests” that evaluate their efficiency and accuracy for performing

their specified step, rather than by tests of the entire design protocol (which will

likely succeed or fail based on the performance of other components of the protocol).

My goal is to develop methods that can be applied without modification to a wide

variety of proteins and drug design problems. As a later stage in validation, I will

also seek out experimental collaborators who are working on drug design problems,

and apply my methods to these systems.

Drug design currently relies heavily on experimental screening methods, in which

a set of known molecules is tested experimentally. This approach has worked very

well for many problems, but many targets still appear intractable to it. For example,
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we have not found drugs to target many of the most important proteins involved in

cancer, and as a result many cancers remain highly lethal. Even bacterial infections,

which have been among the greatest success stories of pharmacology so far, are

showing more and more antibiotic resistance, so we require innovations in drug design

to ensure that they do not reemerge as a major cause of death. However, the set of

molecules that could be viable drugs is far greater than the set of molecules made by

humans so far, and with a systematic computational method, we can search

this far larger set of candidates. When such a method is fully developed,

we can comprehensively address antibiotic resistance and a host of diseases

that are difficult to treat using current methods.
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